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SCRAP BOOK
FOOTBALL.............. 1952
NEWS ITEMS IN THIS BOOK ARE 
EROM THE PROVIDENCE
JOURNAL---- BULLETIN
Unless noted Otherwise
Providence College To Hold 
Spring Football Practice
Three-Week Drill Period Opens 
Monday.—26 Players Asked 
to Report.
TOw Will Report.
j There Is an abundance of capable line 
material for next year’s eleven.
; Following are the players on last 
I year’s squad who were asked to report:
Linemen—McCann. McCarthy. Sklpp, 
Lee, Schott. Boyle. OTIayne, Capt. Cal­
lahan. Sollitto. Thompson. Mardosa, 
Adamick. Kutniewski. Davis. Pianka. 
Hebert Feit. Gilligan. Staniewski. Kata- 
nelson and Leahy..
Backs—-Lynch, LeBlanc, Barbarito, 
Wright and Clancy,
* ’■« *
“Chief” Marsella, star °utflrid.er re­
turned to college yesterday aft _ ,
in the hospital during the lattei part 
of last week because of a knee injury. 
iMarsiflia still is walking with a limp, but 
he expects to rejoin the baseball squad 
next week. « & w
The Lowell Textile team, which will 
open the Friar baseball season here on 
Saturday, gave the Dominicans a real 
tussle last year before admitting defeat 
and with a number of veterans reads 
for this year’s campaign, the game Sat­
urday should be close and wbll-played.
* # «
With four or five lettermen available 
'for this year's team, Providence College 
is expected to meet with better success . 
in college tennis circles this, season. A 
Freshman team will be fielded for the 
.first time. Allyn Sullivan again will be 
captain and it is likely that he will 
retain his No. 1 position. Besides Sulli­
van other veterans are Bill Naughton, 
Henry Alves, Bene Berette and Lou Fitz­
gerald.
Sixteen-candidates reported at a meet­
ing held yesterday, but it is likely that 
,the squad will be almost doubled when 
(practice opens next- week. The netsters- 
(open their season April 27 against Clark 
I at Worcester., __.^7
With a twin objective of getting a 
head, start for next season’s football 
campaign and offering gridiron players 
not engaged iu- other sports an oppor? 
tunlty for informal athletic participa­
tion, -Providence College .athletic auth- 
■otities announced last ’ night that a 
tnree-week period of spring football 
Practice would open next Monday after­
noon. Thei Friars have not held spring 
i grtdiron drills during, the past five years 
but they were conducted on a minor
scale previous' to that time.
Gradual Progress
The move to have organized spring 
, ® hhder the regular coaching staff
IS indicative of the gradual progress be­
ing made in Friar1'football. . Next year’s'
will face a hard schedule and 
pieummary practice this spring should 
nomL—011 ValUs t0 the Payers. The 
again open their grid cam- 
gainst two strong opponents,
Nutgers and Holy Cross, and an early 
TU1 considerably aid the team i»:
«iese two games,
.Head Coach Archie Golembeski and- 
nis two assistants, Joe McGee and' 
JS1® ’ Bride. wiu handle the gridders.i 
fn of the W0I'k, however, will be done i 
,oy McGee and Bride as Golembeski will 
tice 6 a’3le t0 attenti each day of prac-
,_J,L1S 6-xPected that a large , squad of 
TiU b® °n lland n®xt Monday 
to Paiticipate in the drills. There are
.around 25 players who had some experi-
nr-Trirm *l 3v3ilaWe £ar the prelijpin- 
BSy drills and undoubtedly there will - 
h„i„a*^numbsr of newcomers who 'will 
join the veterans. ' '
ar<5 ?ome -likely. looking .prcs-
?~._n Ior next year’s team as - only a 
Xni be i’O1' of last season’s regulars 
T cw,V°nS« ,The backfield was hard hit 
-■S.?qapt' Mlck?y Foster, halfback; Chick 
,„rt ~ W Jaclt Brady, quarterbacks 
and Cy Galligan, halfback, will £ 
among the missing next fall. But there 
aie some likely prospects-to fill the holes 
left open. Anthony Barbarito, Ted Le-
.„nc, charles.'O’Keefe and Joe Wright 
win be counted upon for backfield duty.
7 hen, there is big Charlie Eennick-, who 
al0tlg Ias't during the latter part
oi tne past campaign. Both Eennick ; “LO’Se®fe may"not take part in the I 
.epnng grid drills, as they are seeking 
Pfennig berths on the baseball team.
Friar Gridders Start Pre-Season Drills
Prospects Good for 1932, but
Two Opening Games Con- 
sidered Tough.
At present there appears no outstand- 
ing candidate for the quarterback posi­
tion. Jack Smith has been with the 
squad during'the past three seasons but. 
he has not seen much service. Last 
season he devoted only part of his time 
to the gridiron. Smith’s chief handicap 
is lack of weight. He is fast and has 
football brains. Undoubtedly, he will 
be given much time in the pre-season 
drills by the coaches. There are other 
candidates for the job but they all need 
considerable seasoning.
For the centre position Jack Schott 
and^Abe Fait will be the leading can­
didates. Both saw some service last 
season. Schott is the heavier of the 
two. Feit came to the fore rapidly near 
the end of the 1S31 season and the 
coaches were watching him closely with 
an eye towards this season.
Candidates Plentiful
Candidates for the other positions are 
excellent and plentiful. The tackle, 
guard and end squads should present no | 
worry. Capt. Owen Callahan heads the 
tackle squad which includes Charles 
Burdge, Dick Burns, George Boyle and 
Bill McCarthy. Every one of these boys 
scale around the 200 mark and over. 
They are five tackles welcome to any 
football' team.
Cheerful to the Friars is the story 
about the guard candidates. 9 The two 
regulars, Lou Mathews and Bill Kuniew-. 
cki, will return. They did a fine job last 
season. Irving Katznelson. a regular’ in 
1931, who was injured during the most 
part of last season, is another excellent 
guard. "Katz” should have an excel­
lent season. Ed Mardosa, vetei'an of 
three seasons, is another capable player.'
Never before In the college football 
history has there been a better squad 
of ends available. There are at. least 
nine wingmen, all capable, for the two 
positions. They are Ollie Roberge, i 
Franny Dr;omgoole, Bert Skipp, Martin 
Thompson, Dexter Davis, Peter Gobis. 
Peter Gilligan, Charles McCann' and Bob 
OHavre.
J
Providence College Gridders 
Start Practice This Week
Good Last Year
Charles O’Keefe is the leading candi­
date for fullback. His jilay last year was 
excellent. He backs up the line In fine 
style, Is a good open field runner and 
most Important of all, he can buck the 
line Charles Rennick, a local product, 
is another promising fullback. He hit 
his true stride near the end of last sea- 
I son He is a valuable man for a back- 
field berth Barbarito Is slated for one 
I of the halfback berths. Ted LeBlanc 
' and Joe Wright will be the leading 
I candidates for the half. Wright saw 
considerable service last year and gives 
promise of developing into a first-class 
star With Barbarito and Wright at the 
halves the Friars will have two speedy 
hacks 'dangerous to the opposition once 
out in the open field. Both specialize 
in skirting the ends and sliding off
tackleWith the development of two players 
for the quarterback and centie positions, 
the mars will be ready for another 
successful campaign. Last year wvas 
their most successful season in the col­
lege’s gridiron history. They won seven of 
the 10 games played, losing only to 
Rutgers, Holy Cross and Catholic Uni­
versity. They had a victory run of six 
straight games. They defeated Vermont, 
Clarkson, Norwich. Lowell Textile, Niag­
ara and St. John’s in succession and 
then, after losing to C. U., climaxed the 
season with a victory over R. I. State.
Strong Opponents
This season the Friars face again the 
handicap of starting the season against 
two strong opponents. They open against. 
S Rutgers and then play Holy Cross. Both 
i the Scarlet and the Purpje will liav.e 
good teams. A rejuvenation in the grid­
iron gamp took .place at Rutgers last 
season and results were immediately
1 shown.
It is unfortunate that the Dominicans 
' have to oppose Rutgers and Holy Cross 
at the start. They would have a better 
chance around mid-season. More ad­
vantageous facilities for pre-season drills 
and consequently, a good early start 
are more available for Rutgers and Holy 
Cross gridders than for the Friars,
Last year the Dominicans lost both 
these opening games, but put up excel­
lent battles in both. Undoubtedly many 
are predicting defeat for the 
their two opening games this season. A 
victory over Rutgers is not a remote pos­
sibility. Against Holy Cross a V1C^’5 
appears remote, but one can neve . ■ 
The Friars gave the ’ Crusaders a lea 
scare last season. . . ' '
The Friars will play their first six games 
on the road. Only C. C. N. Y. and Cath­
olic University will be played at home In 
the final two games of the season.
The schedule;
Sept. 24, Rutgers at New' Jersey; Oct. 
1. Holy Cross at Worcester; 8. Vermont 
at Burlington; 15. Boston University at 
Boston; 22. St. Lawrence at Canton. N. 
y.: 29. Springfield College at Spring- 
field; Nov. 5. c. C. N. Y. at Providence;
i12, Catholic University at Providence.
   Upper photo shows four of the leading line candidates taking part in a charging drill. Left to right, Dick
Burns, tackle; Bill Kutniewski, guard; Capt. Owen Callahan, tackle, and Ed Mardosa, guard. Lower photo .
shows the Friar board of strategy. Shown left to right are Capt. Callahan, Head Coach Archie Golembeski and 
Backfield Coach “Junie” Bride. 
45 Candidates Out as Friar
Grid Drills Get Under Way
Largest Opening Day Turnout in 
History of College; Team
Prospects Bright.
I It may be too 'early to predict success 
lor a college football team but from the 
1 general view of the candidates, their clo- 
’ mgs and their enthusiasm ‘yesterday at 
Hcndricken Field when the Providence 
College- gridiron candidates held their 
first practice of the season, the Friars 
appear headed for a good campaign.
First of all. 45 candidates reported 
comprising one of the largest opening 
day turnouts in Providence College font' 
ball history. '
t Secondly: Among the 45 were 14 let­
termen, all of whom showed to advant-
: age in last year’s successful campaign
Thirdly: Included in .the groun 
newcomers wei-e some likely looking 
P,Iayer®' Who gave one the impression 
flew they are at home 011 a Inotball!
Fourthly: The eagerness and willing, 
ness of the players to plunge right into 
hard work offers a true sign of prosnec 
tive teamwork, vitally necessary to win ' 
-ning football. ' wm-
Vractice Five Hours 
.Oh a whole the opening day drill war
the most satisfactory ever held at h« 
drlcken Field. Everybody immediate  ^
plunged to work as soon as they reached 
the field. Equipment was given the 
players in the morning at 10 o’clock 
a light drill was held until noon. Thev 
returned to the field nt-- - , , y 
afternoon practice lasted until 5 3o’ 
in all, the day marked , A11practice for tij Domingans h°UrS °f
One slight injury occurred and n + 
was suffered by Charlie O’Keefe 
River youth, who is the leading fui'n? L1 
candidate. He injured his foot aH ba?k 
not be able to practice for a dav or JSay 
Otherwise, the players came through^
mCctes. 5’ W °nIy the
Capt. Owen Callahan headed the it , of lettermen m yesterday’s drill St 
ban reported in excellent condition^?’ 
a summer of hard work, Callab°J\ rtef 
some-weight and now hits the 
180. George Cusack, line candidate is 
the leading weight reducer on the sound 
At the end of last season he welshed 91V
i pounds. He is down to 185. Dick Burns 1 
-tackle dropped more than 15 pounds 
: since last spring. Burns, who usedI to
T:iSJa ClOse to 200 P°unds hit the scale 
at 180 yesterday. .
| ‘ * heading Liii'-iiiPti Report.
All of the leading linemen with few'j
exceptions were on hand. Ollie Roberge.:
Franny Dromgoole, Pete Gilligan and:
Dexter Davis, all ends, took part In the 
drill. Martin Thompson, another stars 
wingman, will not report until Monday., 
Besides Capt. Callahan other veteran 
tackles who showed up were Joe 
Adamick, Charles Burdge and Burns. 
Bill Kutniewskl, Ed Mardosa, Wallace 
Planka and Irving Katznelson were the 
veteran guards- to report.
AH of the best backfield candidates 
reported. They include Anthony Bar- 
barito. Joe Wright. Joe. Monahan, Wf-.( 
backs, Charles O'Kesfe and Ted LeBlanc,
-fullbacks. . , . ,,
1 The coaches were reticent about the 
[two positions,. quarterback and centre, 
'Which were left wide open by graduation 
of last year’s men. It was reported, that
.Bert Sklpp, who pjayed end last 
- may be shifted to quarter. Skipp is the
fastest man on;the squad and proved 
himself a. good gridder In 1931. Back- 
field Coach “Junie” Bride has not made 
a final decision oh this move. The 
Friar coaches will wait a week 01 so to 
see how the new candidates show up 
before any experimenting is done.
Another talked of change was having 
either Barbarito or Wright call the plays. 
In this case the Friars Will have four 
good running backs with O’Keefe and 
LeBlano to round out the backfield. 
Thisnnove, however, is only theoretical 
as are all the others.
joey Conley Reports
It may develop that no changes of po­
sitions will be necessary, if one of the 
new players comes to the fore. Joey- 
conlev former La Salle quarterback,: has 
returned, and will make a determined 
attempt to earn the position. Another 
candidate is Omer Landry, who played 
with St. Raphael last season. Bat Gor- 
man. a newcomer, is another seeking +Le 
field general’s job.
I tt also was indicated yesterday that 
I Katznelson. who alternated as fullbao 
-and guard in 1930. and who piayed « 
last season, may be-shifted t0 c®° , 
fill the. big gap there. K8^"ei„ natural' excellent player, one Who hasa g nQ 
aptitude for the game. Ther . 
doubt that “Katz;" would mal _u‘cgtlon 
cellent defensive centre. The 1 ,
In his case would be offensl' . ■ ,
could show to advantage with his of 
fensive work, the centre P!"bI “,,W, ■ a 
be over. He was snapping the ball back 
yesterday. Tire coaohes, undoubtedly, 
will give hint much time. -
The heaviest candidate, for centre is 
Jim Doyle, Worcester youth, who weighs 
sound the 200 mark. Doyle, came out 
for the team two years ago, but was ab­
sent last season. Pat. Morrison of Stated 
Island, N. y„ who captained the AUSE**®' t 
tinian Academy eleven last year, is 8I>' «
“RED” GOULD TO BE 
FRIAR FRESHMAN _ _
 Outstanding Cranston Athlete 
Will Be Welcome Addition to
Dominican Teams.
BY MICHAEL J. THOMAS 
Carroll "Bed” Gould, one of the best
athletes in Rhode Island schoolboy his­
tory will enter Providence College with 
th/incoming Freshman class. Hiss orig­
inal plans were to go to
he has changed them and finally decided 
to go to college near at home.
He is a graduate of Cranston b'gb 
school where he was an outstanding 
star in football and hockey. He made 
the all-Rhode Island schoolboy football 
and hockey teams three years in succes­
sion, a feat noteworthy m?teedf 
tended Hebron Academy in Maine last 
year and further added to his exploits
quarterback he is a welcome ad­
dition to the Friar football stl"ad’ 
he joined today for the first time. Th 
ifiplrt general foertli is on© of th nosLmis wide open on the Dominican 
Ieleven "With the quarterback squad 
\ augmented by Gould, the worries of the 
\ coaches over filling the position will be 
I lessened. __- - -
To Join Dominican Ranks
CARROLL (“RED”) GOULD
Should be Valuable
• the Friar “entors willhave watchful eyes on Gould, as with 
some experience in college competition 
he should develop into a valuable player 
?blle Cranst°n, be was a dangerous 
? pla th£®aT He could pass, punt and 
run the ball with equal profiiciency. He 
was most dangerous, however, as a run-‘in thfcd ibterterence, and, once oSt
MuchPn"’r. *8 a hard man to Stop- 
Much Ox Cranston s success on the
was'Xe atT a-'ena dUrlng his stay there 
tBmlS 1 hls lndlvidual efforts. He 
thrilled many Interscholastic League 
his long dasbes as a gridder 
pSckster llHant Sa!UeS °n the iCe as a
Whether he will be able to step into 
i college football direct from the school­
boy ranks is a question. There is ouite 
; a gap between the two classes, but he 
i is a natural gridder and his prospects of 
winning that open berth on the Friar 
eleven are fairly good.
If he continues to improve as he has
en7ovSrenie past tHree years, he should 
2 ®al success in college football.
Much has been predicted for this Crans­
ton youth and, barring unforeseen hap-
!truenSS’ thSSe predictl°ns should come
Be fit Perfectly into the Provi­
dence College team. He is fast and 
SjK ,aTd Wltl1 him to round out the 
nSV1*! Barbam°. Wright and 
w e -Prlars should d° s°me. big 
things offensively this season. An out- 
dl“s back lifee Gould, around whom
- to build an attack, would be another ad­
vantage to the Dominican grid team.
Will Have Hard Job
Of course, he will have a hard job be- 
fi“ds blmself a regular with the
Friars Although at present there is 
no outstanding candidate for the quar- 
tei back job, there are some promising 
players bidding for the position. There 
is Omer Landry, another former Rhode 
Island schoolboy ace. Ted LeBlanc, who 
may be shifted from halfback, Joev Con- 
ma’nfOrmer La SaIle star*and Bat Gor-
Gould played baseball at Cranston. I
SCARLET GRIDDERS MENTALLY AND
PHYSICALLY ON EDGE FOR OPENER
Head Coach J. Wilder Tasker and Assistant Coaches Tom Kenneally and Art Matsu 
Have Brought Rutgers Gridders Along in Fine Fashion
An eleven-man team, with each and every member having a specified task to perform on each and every play, will represent Rutgers on the gridiron this afternoon when the Scarlet opens the 1932 sea- 
son in combat with a reputedly powerful Providence College eleven at Neilson Field. Rutgers, through
a coaching system that permits of few waste moments, is better fitted physically and mentally than it 
has been for an opening game in the past decade. Credit for the fine condition of the men, and the 
mental edge attained by them, belongs to Head Soach J. Wilder Tasker and assistant coaches, Art 
Matsu and Tom Kenneally, who have utilized every possible minute during the three weeks pre-season 
training period to whip the Scarlet horde into tip-top shape.
7
•Tasker's Charges Four 
Times Repulsed in 
Scoring Zone
  AL CHIZMADIA STARS 
FOR RUTGERS ELEVEN ____ ______
. ’ i
(Continued from Page One)
least three feet on his face, to in- : 
tercept on the Providence 42-yard i 
line a forward pass that Charley i 
O’Keefe, star halfback of the ! 
Friars, intended for his right end. j
Chizmadia of Perth Amboy, star 
on the frosh eleven last year and , 
before that a consistent point-get­
ter at St. Mary’s High in his home 
town, ran around right end behind 
effective interference for 20 yards 
and a first down to place the 
leather on the Providence 23-yard-, 
marker. Next Lou Hermerda, an­
other sophomore who had pre- ; 
viousiy scored the Rutgers touch­
down, carried the ball to the 
enemy 8-yard line and another 
first down.
Chizmadia Again
Here the Providence line stif­
fened and took the ball on downs 1 
after running plays by Jack Liddy, ; 
Chizmadia and Hermerda had ad- I 
vanced the ball to the Providence ! 
l?yard stripe.
The Scarlet linemen converged 
on Tony Barbarito as he tried to 
punt out of danger from deep in 1 
his own end zone, and the par­
tially blocked kick was recovered 
by the alert Chizmadia on the j 
Providence 4-yard line.
Once again a Rutgers, score and i 
victory seemed sure, but once , 
again a desperately fighting Prov­
idence team rose to the test and ' 
stopped the Scarlet attack.
Chizmadia made a yard around • 
right ' end, falling over Liddy as ! 
the later was spilled by an in- ’ 
rushing secondary. Hermerda and ; 
Chizmadia each gained a few feet 
in successive running plays, and 
the game ended as Hermerda ad­
vanced the ball to the Providence 
1-yard line in a drive at the cen 
ter of the line.
Game played: September 24, 1932
New Brunswick, N.J. Newspaper
S HOLD RUTGERS 6-6
"'Flashing the ' most versatile at- 
tnpi- launched by Rutgers in le- Acent seasons, J * Wilder Tasker s 
dmtried 1932 eleven came from be ltd on Neilson Field Y^day 
Vro earn a draw with the 1 riars or 
Providence College, and to come 
twice within one yard of victory in 
last-minute goal-line marches that 
brought 6,500 spectators to then
^Facing a heavier, more experi­
enced team, in the lineup of which 
iwere included many ' yeteI®."gers- 
the last two sea®°ns„pn5^ti’club 
Providence games, the Scailet cluo 
functioned as a vastly smoother 
team than any of its recent pre-
der,Sdhg services of the elusive
• noint-gfctting Jack Grossman, whio.e
5pen field dashes gathered many 
a point for the Scarlet m the last 
three varsity campagms, the Rut 
o-ers eleven was rorced to, an 
did depend more on a varied, de" ; ccp’tive attack that^nteMgj 
the ball carrying and passmg oi. , 
any one piayar...,-■ ,
Good Aaevial Attack f
The 6,600 who came out to . ap­
praise thi syear's Scar,le^ eleven 
saw a team that played heads-up 
football, one that facing; stiong 
opposition made both running an 
, aerial plays click in a manner that 
’ nromises an attack with more 1 
punch as the team me“£ersBJ^t 
more experience as a unit. Block , 
i£g, especially by the hacks was , 
i better than any displayed by a j 
Rutgers team for a long time. 
Aerial plays, whcih connected for 
much yardage yesterday .should , 
go for frequent scores when the i 
Scarlet passers snow only a little 
more accurracy m hitting the 
ta r°-etr'.° Confidence in Passes 
’ That Rutgers has confidence initsThoaverheaI attack was demon-, 
strated in the way it took to th 
air when Providence went to tne . 
front in the second quarter, and th° manner in which it continued
to throw passes even when deep
in its own territory, for the 
mninder of the contest.
In a game that already had its,
! share of thrills, with both teams 
‘scoring 6 points throught touch- 
; downs in the second garter Rut
o-ers partisans were brought to 
their feet in the final minutes of
. the game as it appeared as though , 
the Scarlet would break the dead 
i lock and score again to win.
A1 Chizmadia, who played ■ • * 
strong game for Rutgers at half­
back, started things for his team 
m this quarter when he dove/ 
skidding what appeared to be a
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE TIES RUTGERS, 6-6.
Anthony Barbarito, Friars’ halfback (No. 11) adding a few feet to his team’s yardage on their march to 
goal through strong Rutgers defense in game at New Brunswick last Saturday. —A. P. photo
Scarlet Is Held 
Near Goal Line in
Thrilling Finish
(For Summary
See Page 18)
Croteau Scores for Dominicans    
 from Six-Yard Line.—Red 
Gould Injured.
Scarlet Last Minute  
Drives One Yard Short
Friars on Defence
Slow to start, the Friars were on the 
defence for the greater part of the first 
period, and only after 12 minutes of ac-
■ tion did they begin to flash any form of 
offenqe. In the second stanza they!
1 marched down the field to collect their , 
score, with Ray Croteau, halfback from , 
Fall River, crossing the line. Rutgers re- j 
; taliated in the same period when Hemer- ; 
da circled left end for four yards and a. ' 
score after Cllizmadia had run off a 22-
■ yard sweep to bring the'ball within,the 
‘(shadow of the Dominicans’ goal.
i Red Gould, Cranston quarterback: 
(started the game at the signal calling ■ 
post and in the first period brought the ! 
fans to their feet when he reeled off a 20- 
yard run back of a Rutgers punt, to place 
the ball on the Scarlets 35-yard stripe.
A few minutes later he was forced out of 
; the game when his injured knee gave 
way as he was tackled hard when at­
tempting to toss a forward pass.
Omer Landry, former St. Raphael per­
former, and Ray ■ Croteau, Fall River 
southpaw halfback, were easily the out­
standing offensive threats of,the Friars 
Landry gave a brilliant exhibition in his 
collegiate debut, calling plays like a vet­
eran. and featuring with his clever re­
ceiving. of passes which Croteau hurled 
with deadly accuracy. Both players 
harassed the Rutgers ends no little as 
they demonstrated ‘their speed in cir­
cling the flanks.
The Providence line proved penetrable 
in the first half, but in the final 30 min­
utes of play rose to its full strength to, 
halt advances of the Tasker-coached| 
backs. -In the final five minutes, after 
, breaks had given the locals the ball in 
scoring positions, the husky Friars stood, 
their ground, twice holding for downs, 
within their own 10-yard stripe. j
(Speci. ai to the Providence Journal) ■ 
New Brunswick, N. J„ Sept. 24—Prov-
f™ +La?C Y?tgers’ meeting here today
batter +f0U1L1Ii ,time in as many years, 
battled to a 6to" 6 tie before a capacity
m»,XdrtatbNetIS°? PielcL The tut wa® 
maiked by hard a.nci close playing 
throughout, with the- Pria^ staFgi/g ° 
great defensive exhibition. . 5 &
After an exciting first .period in which
Rutgers had a decided ec4ge, th p , ' 
flashed their strongest atta— to srnr‘ 
BarbaritO recovered a Truex lu—ble m 
the Rutgers’ 40-yard line. Wright; carrv- ' 
ing the ball for the first time in V.L . 
game,4swept around right end, eluded' 
three would-be tacklers and ran 30 yards ' 
before being halted by Kramer, Rutgers’ i 
safety man. Rutgers was penalized for 
offside on the next play. A line buck by 
O Keefe netted no yardage and then ■ 
Barbarito started an end sw.eep which ' 
ended disastrously when he fumbled'and 
Mattia recovered for Rutgers.
Croteau Scores
Rutgers' could not gain and Chizmadia 
punted out to Barbarito who ran back ' 
six yards from the Rutgers 45-yard j.' 
tape. Croteau then made his entry into j 
the game and on the first play faded ' 
back and shot, a 15-yard pass to Lan­
dry. Croteau then slipped arbund right j 
end for nine yards, and on a reverse, r 
Croteau to Wright, the latter plunged . 
through left guard for five yards and 
another first down. Landry hit the right i 
side of the line for four yards, bringing 
the ball to the six-yard stripe. Croteau 
broke loose again and with perfect in­
terference led by Charlie O’Keefe romped 
over the goal line standing up. Croteau 
tried to garner the point by placement,
I but Twitchell of Rutgers broke through 
1 and blocked. ’ 6
The Rutgers score came shortly after­
wards. An exchange of punts drove 
Providence back to its 10-yard line. 
Landry lost two yards around right end' i 
and Sokolowski carried out of bounds 
but a holding penalty on the Friars took 
the ball to the one foot line in the far 
corner of- the field. Croteau got away a 
fine kick into the open field which i 
Frank downed for Rutgers on the Friars’ 1 
26-yard line. I
, Chizmadia went off left end at a mile I'
! a. minute clip and was headed for a score ' 
when he was hauled down from behind I 
by Wright after a 22-yard advance On'' 
the next play Hemerda slipped off left 
, end and raced at top speed for the corner 
jof the gridiron, crossing the final line
' TaLkki?n+lngH.to tie the score- Tarcslrers!
■ drop kick try for the point was wide.
Othony “Tony- Barba,-ito, Sew Haven flash,
threat to the Holy Cross team this afternoon at Fitton
18 °"e °£ fleetest backs on Archie GolXbSl ’
dence College squad. uuitlnbeskfs
Purple Works)
For Contest 
With Friars
McEwan Refuses to Take
Game with Providence 
Lightly 
Worcester GAZETTE
dwE-Upg AT FITTON FIELD
PBOVIBE^qg college hoiy fnwwi Roberge, 191, j „ ' “ " «OLY CROSS
Oapt, Callahan' l’si’1' *' ’; 195, Reiss
Kutpiewski, lgo , - *• > • 1. t., 220, Harvey
iitathews, 170 e .........•!- et, 190, Zynfel
Katzpelson, 166 V 2°0, RivulH
Burdge, 212, I- t '\'' ’ •: »• g., 200, Moran 
Di'OJWOTle, 179 / 7 ' " “ W. MnmW 
Landry, 146, n. b ’•••,, r, « 190, Britt
Wright, 1B4, 1, h.' b‘ "■•■", ’i.bP l90' Rovinsid 
O'Keefe, 176, r. h f> L1*’.HO, Murray 
peivecchio, i90. t L“ ’ h' 5’> 175‘ Donovan
Officials:,f. b„ 170- Keiiy 
V7. S. Cannel]j Tj-nno ’ Umnlrc—Judgs-W. j. 'V«?eEman—’■ M. Young;PFMA
O’clock,
Worcester, Sept. 30.—A dummy 
scrimmage session against Providence : 
College plays featured .yesterday’s 
Holy Cross football squad workout, 
apt. John J. McEwan, coach, isn’t
■^thing' for §'rante<J this year 
and lates Archie Golembeskie’s Friars I 
strong enough this year to warrant ' 
the team s being scouted, ft is the 
Providence‘ ® Crusaders have routed
, WA® ^fetvan gave his squad a 
look at Providence plays, using prac­
tically every member at one h piac 
other he a so drilled his kickers on
; toes for points from placements and
The CniSctders will Drp^pnf1 Qa^r/mni new faces in their starting ibA several 
week-end. Mike Favuiii th?^UP ' 113
plans on starting Tonv 
J aid°CGi°niad Wh0 has
better passer and has shown a hit 
better on defensive' play L
John Flannagan,- Portland, Me., red ' 
head, will start at right tackle re­
placing Cap t. Jim Ryan, who till k- 
conflned to St. Vinvent Hospital whim - 
Eart Hanus .will wW at : fuilMck ' Don Kelly starting fullback, “ft I
b® a,ISwed t0 PlaV Saturday. Waiter 
Clifford, second string quart"? whb looked pretty good to McS“ to 
New River last week is still out Con 
sequently, the Crusader coach staged 
schooling Tim Murray, who 
“otol ‘he Sprin^®ldPla5d may 
The Crusaders completed their prac­
tice for the Providence game, wTth 
yesterday, afternoon’s work McEwan 
PIaas a ong' bla°hboard drill for to-
May Start Something
FRIARS’ PLAYS 
BOTHER H. C. IN 
LAST WORKOUT
Worcester Telegram
 Crusaders Are Ready to 
Face Friars’ Tricky 
Attack Tomorrow
REISS WILL START
——
Favulli, Out With Cold, 
 Expected to Be Ready 
 For Dominicans
Friars Out to Win
j Yesterday’s drill was not especially 
■ tedious and the Crusaders will rest 
j up today, conserving their' physical 
and nervous energies for what is 
expected to be a speedy encounter 
tomorrow. The 1932 Golemlbeakie 
team is' regarded as one of the best 
in Providence history, and there is 
no secret about the notions running 
around in Golembeski’s head—he 
wants to lick Holy Cross. That’s an 
ambition most grid stars have when 
they graduate and bring a team back 
to face their alma mater’s gridders.
Holy Cross doesn’t expect to 1 have 
a very easy time with the Friars and 
word comes from Little Rhody prom­
ising the Purple that this year’s 
Friar aggregation will give them
plenty of trouble Saturday.
Croteau Out of 
Friars' Lineup
 Special to the Telegram
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Sept. 29.—The 
Providence College football team will 
enter its game with Holy Cross on 
Saturday minus the service of “Lefty” 
Croteau, star halfback, who scored 
the touchdown which gave the team 
a 6-6 tie with Rutgers last week.
Croteau, who is the best passer on 
the squad, injured his shoulder in 
the opening game. At first it was 
not expected that the injury would 
keep the star passer out of the Cru­
sader contest, but it became known 
last night that he would be unable 
to play.
This has caused the Friar coaches 
to change their offensive plans. With 
Croteau in the lineup, the Crusaders, 
undoubtedly would have faced a con­
certed aerial attack, but the Domini­
cans will stage more of a running 
attack than planned.
Drill on Offense
Much time has been devoted by. 
the mentors to the offensive this' 
week. Against Rutgers, the Friars, 
were woefully weak on the attack 
and it was only the- excellent de­
fensive stands of the players that 
deprived the Scarlet of victory.
The team held a. light drill today 
and another will be held tomorrow. 
The first three days of the week were 
devoted to scrimmage and naturally 
from now on, only tapering off work 
will be in order.
Omer Landry will be the starting 
quarterback. Landry , teamed up 
well with Croteau last week and his 
work in the opening game was high-' 
ly satisfactory. Carroll “Red” Gould, 
Who started at quarter against Rut­
gers, is unlikely to see any action 
against the Crusaders. He inlured 
his knee at New Brunswick and has 
been unable to practice.
With the exception of Croteau and 
Gould, the Friars are in Con­
dition and ready for the blttle °th 
“he Strong-Holy Cross eleven ' <11
Passing' and kicking practice, gen­
eral limbering up and a lesson -n 
i providence College plays constituted 
jthe final workout of the Holy Cross 
I crusaders yesterday as they primed 
themselves for tomorrow’s clash wl-fi 
a strong Providence College eleven at 
Fitton field.
Captain McEwan is still undecided 
about his starting lineup, but ex­
pects to use very nearly. the same 
outfit that opened the season last 
week against New River. Charley 
Beiss, injured in the battle with the 
West Virginians will be back at his 
left end position, with Britt on the 
opposite wing. Buzz Harvey and Red 
Flanagan will be the starting tackles, 
Flanagan taking the place of his in­
jured leader, Captain Jim Ryan.
Center Berth a Problem
Zyntell and Moran are slated -or 
guard berths but, center is something 
of a problem. Iron Mike Pavulli was 
not among, those present yesterday, 
being out with a cold, but will be 
ready for service on the morrow. Cap­
tain McEwan is undecided whether 
to start Griffin, Morandos or Bruso, 
but probablv will select Bruso as he ,
: has made great progress in practice | 
I this week.
Rovinski, Murray, Hanus and Jar‘ 
vis will constitute the starting back- 
field, but Captain McEwan plans to 
use several, ball carriers during 
afternoon. Don Kelly and Clifford, 
however, are still absent from lfie 
squad because of illness and injury.
The Crusaders diagnosed Provi­
dence plays fairly well yesterday, but 
hope to do so more 'effectively to­
morrow in stopping them when put 
on by the Friars themselves. Provi­
dence is expected to favor sweeping 
runs, passes and trick stuff in an 
effort to bowl jover the Purple, and 
! with Holy Cross preparing a similar 
attack, plenty of fireworks should 
, be witnessed.
Throughout the week Holy Cross 
'! has been drilled in offensive tactics, 
i given new plays and schooled in 
faster and harder charging. Several 
plays which were used only occas­
ionally last season were rehearsed 
until the Crusaders had them down 
pat. Holy Cross plans to open up 
a bit more this weekend than against 
New River and also expects to need 
' more careful defense for the Friars
| fully intend to shoot the works.
FRIARS PLA Y CRUSADERS
Friars Face Crusaders Today 
Boasting Powerful Yearn
  Providence College Has Seven 
of Players Who invaded 
Worcester Last Year.
$
'• . With sev.en of the players who started 
'last year’s game in its lineup, the Provi­
dence College football team will make 
its eighth annual visit to Fitton Field 
at Worcester today lor a clash with the 
Holy Cross, eleven, to which Capt. John 
j MeEwan, its coach, has alternately 
'referred as the “bloom of the rose” and 
a “football rhapsody in purple.”
■While Capt. McBwan and other 
Worcester folk may have their own pet 
names for the Crusaders, the sturdy 
'Dominican eleven, determined to tri­
umph, will enter today’s contest with 
"ne simple thought regarding Holy Cross 
Sf'lust another football team. This 
nhrase has been drilled Into the minds of 
^Ue Friars, and it will be carried with 
them into battle.
Friars Powerful
! With what appeal's as the most pow­
erful team in its history, Providence 
College is expected to give the Crusaders 
a real hard battle. Indications point to 
this game being one of the most keenly 
contested on the Eastern gridiron front.
Naturally, Holy Cross is favored to 
in The Odds against a Providence 
triumph are heavy but there are those 
Who have Closely watched th© aiayg 
"tace they began practice taking these 
rdds They base their hopes on the ex­
cellent material,' the indomitable will of 
'players to win and that intuitive
feeling that the tIme has c°me
g* a providence victory,
wor seven years the Friars have 
Lrokked to Worcester with hopes high 
hut only'to return to. Smith Hill with! 
i hose hopes crushed. Such consistent ' 
Slure where victory is dearly wanted
a its effects on football players—not
11 together pleasant ones—and the 
isicr troupe Will Invade Fitton Field 
iav determined to fight as hard as
i “' v know how to down the Crusaders. , 
itbLrides this-there is a certain athletic ’ 
i ,«r between Dominican and Jesuit 
- sints. The Dominicans have never 
'StUmph®d in football over the Jesuits,
ns Providence College is the only
J, minican college in the United States,
,, only hopes of realizing one of their
! ^pjectives lies in today’s game.
■ ° rnhe seven Friar players who started.;
, 1931 contest and who will start to- I
■ ,i oa»e are • °llie Roberge and 
d5L«nV” Dromgoole, ends; Capt. Owen 
/teal; am tackle; Bill Kutniewskl, 
C ,nrd; LO" “litre; Joe Wright
Charlie O Keefe, half backs.
O’Keefe sMftefl
has been shifted t^haUhye“ ftUt 
son to make room e laifbaek this sea- 
strengthen the bMkfiim1 Xecchi° and 
an.excellent defence ui*’ The latter “ 
oeptionally adept atem£ayer' He is ex~ 
the opposition.15 I t\a «Sn,0|lng DlfT °f 
backing of the line hls «x“!len t 
from going down to savec! the Friars of Rutgers lasPweefc ?Cat at hands
on?y m^sV^player on\hhei8amedT?
I The Friars will be with™? -C1" tS ’ 
of “Lefty” Croteau best Uu the ,servl“s 
squad, and the Crusade * “V
ithe leadership of cam rim £ be 
were hurt in t,heii?£e',£i£iiRyan' B°’h 
gamed last Saturday ,?peIling
Charles Clifford Kelly and
saders but who are exnSi 1?jIlred Cru_ 
tion today. expected to see ac-
at quartetoackLforh'ti1’S tof,ted staln 
“Red" Gould whL ‘e Friars> CariO.H 
his knee injury £as r“?vered from 
With both I,a.ndry aoX 0 play tOd?y- 
field general dutyyth£dJ?ould ready for 
! fortified in this^eo Frla-rs will be well 
fast, shifty runn^Partmeut' Both are 
todiy, HoTy&S “ tW S6t &ee
r VI OSS Will he in for trouble.j
Tivomirnoie and Roberge will fee SB
51 TPtoe Friars. Both are rangey 
'and fast Capt. Callahan and Charlie 
' Wirdee Will be at the tackles. Their play 
agatast Rutgers was highly pleasing to
X conches. At the guard positions will: 
be two fiery, aggressive players—living 
Katznelson and KSutniewski. Depend- 
1 able Lou Mathews will be at centre. The 
! Friars have a number of capable reserves 
for <juty.r
1 O'Keefe will do the punting for the 
i Friars. He is a veteran in this line of 
I work. He can boot the ball with eithel 
foot ' O’Keefe', undoubtedly, will give 
' considerable attention to his punts to- 
' day as in last year’s game, the- Friars 
lost their early lead when one °l 
O’Keefe's kicks was blocked and con­
verted into a touchdown.
Starting Backfield
Rovinski, Murray, Hanus and Jarvis 
Will be the starting Holy Cross back- 
field. Coach MeEwan, however, plans 
to use several ball carriers during the 
game. -The Friars also will do the same 
as besides Gould, other reserve backs 
who will get into the game are- Ted Le- 
Blanc, Anthony Barbarito and Charlie 
Reniiiek. The latter Is a 100 pound line, 
crashing fullback who is eagei' to hit the
, Holy Cross' line.
Reiss and Britt will be on the ends for 
Holy Cross, Harvey and Plannngan at the 
'tackles and Zyntel ahd Moran at the 
guard positions. Iron Mike Pav"1“’ 
centre, has been kept from practice With 
a cold but he is expected to be ready for
the Dominicans.
i Both teams held light drills yestel-
;b Providence College students gave their 
team some whole hearted backing 
pep meeting held last night at Hark- 
Hall. The entire squad ..will be taken 
to Worcester in two busses wh’ch 
Jeave the college at 10 o clock this .
Jng- . -
Cross Backs Shown In Action Against Friars
HOLY CROSS LEADS 
FRIARS 26 TO 6)
  Rovinski Gets Two Touchdowns 
and Murray Scores on
• , . 35-Yard Run.
Fitton Field, Worcester, Oct. 1,—After 
holding the Crusaders for downs twice 
in the early part of today’s tattle, the 
Friars weakened in later periods and 
allowed Holy.Cross to pile up a 26-6 
dead, climaxing an 85-yard march, Ro­
vinski scored first for the Purple, and 
followed in rapid succession with an­
other tally. Murray took advantage of
1 a fumble by StaniewsKi, on a pass from; 
; Gould, to race 35 yards for the third 
1 touchdown.
First Period
Jarvis kicked off for Holy Cross to- 
O’Keefe, who caught the ball on his 
own three-yard line, and after one rush 
punted back to the Crusaders who 
kicked back on the next play ’gi3nJ 
the Friars the ball on their own 36^ 
yard line. The Dominicans used the 
same tactics and punted on first down i 
■ Holy Cross took the hall on its 36 W
jfine. Hanus failed to gain on a p^™,
through the line. Jarvis kicked out of 
bounds on the Friar 30-yard line.
Reiss broke through and threw Sar- 
•barito for. a 10-yard loss, forcing O’Keefe , 
to kick. He got away a good punt and 
Holy Cross took the ball on its own 35- 
!yard line. Rovinski fumbled on his own 
35-yard line, and Kutniewski1 recovered j 
for the Friars. O’Keefe threw a pass, but i 
Morandos intercepted for Holy Cross and ! 
ran to the •Providence 48-yard line.! 
Donovan and Rovinski brought the balli 
to the Friar 21-yard line in two rushes.;
Hanus brought the ball to the 15-j 
yard line through centre. Rovinski was ; 
thrown for a two-yard loss. Rovinski I 
made two yards, advancing the' ball to i 
the 13-yard l'ine? Hanus was unable to I 
make first down and the Crusaders lost' 
(the ball on the Friars’ 11-yard line.
O'Keefe punted back to Holy Cross’ 
46-vard line. Holy Cross was unable to 
c-ain and Jarvis kicked over the Provi­
dence goal I®13’ §iving the Friars the 
ball on the 22-yard line. The Friars ■ 
were penalized 15 yards for holding, ! 
' forcing them back .to their own seven- ’ 
yard 9C- O’Keefe kicked to Rovinski to 
the Friar ,36-yard line. The Dominicans 
received five yard penalty for offside. 
Jarvis made first down on the Friar 22- 
vard line- Holy Cross was caught holding: 
with the ball on the Providence 11-yard 
line O’Keefe interfered with -a Holy 
Cross receiver and Holy Cross got first 
down on. the Providence 20-yard line. . 
The fir^ quarter ended with no1 score. |
Second Period
Providence forced Holy Cross to lose 
the ball on the 24-yard line. O’Keefe 
kicked to Holy Cross’s 9-yard line. The 
Friars forced Holy Cross to kick and 
IBarbafito downed the ball on Holy 
Cross s 49-ya.rd line. O’Keefe carried the 
i out °.t bounds to the 4.5-yard line./ 
I O Keefe tried to plunge through- the line 
f but failed to gain. O’Keefe kicked- to 
Jarvis who caught the ball' on his own 
j one-yard line and ran it back 14 yards, 
j HanUs made two yards through cen- 
! tie. Murray made a first down on his J 
j pwn 29-yard line. Hanus made one yard 
1 through the line. Rovinski went off 
tackle to the. Friar 43-yard line. Hanus 
j was unable, to gain through the line.!
i {Hanus made first down -f™’ on the Friar 5S-MlgV Ho* Cross 
Hanus brought the ball to '; S" t!" fc 2 j 
i antwa-•*>.«»-*Si
Hanus brought-the ball to the nine- ' 
yard line and Rovinski advanced it to 
the five-yard line. Hanus made a first 
down on the two-yard line. Hanus faded ’ 
to gain through centre. Rovinski sue I .cessfully climaxed, the 86-yard ^mai ch j 
by going through his own < ht K: 
for. two yards and a touchdown VV' 
Place kicked the point io give Hoi,- a -7-0 -lead. - glve Holy Cros;
Tom O’Connor replaced Rovinski
and Herlihy replaced •taWl,,ili,i’“ro
Holy Cross backfield. Britt kicked to
Davis, who- fumbled, Harvey lecover- 
' ing for Holy Cross on the 31-yard line.
1 Delvecchio intercepted a Holy. Cross 
pass but Providence took a five: yai d
Density. O'Connor’s wild pass to
Murray grounded in the end zone 
and Providence took the ball on its 
20-vard line. Providence completed a 
short pass. Gould to Stanisiewski, 
who luggled the ball as. he wfls tack-
Murray scooped it out of the air 
and raced 30 yards to score. Tom 
O’Connor missed the try for place-
mScore: Holy Cross 20; Providence 0.
Holy Cross sent in an entire new 
team. Ambrose kicked off to Delvec- 
chio who caught the ball on his 15-
■varri’ line and returned to the 35 as 
the half ended. Score: Holy Cross, 
20' Providence, 0-
, THIRD PERIOD 
Britt kicked to O’Keefe, who
brought the ball back IS yards to 
the' 35-yard line. Providence gained 
only three yards in two tries and 
O’Keefe kicked'to the Holy Cross 27. 
Coakley then got off a poor kick and' 
Harvey downed it on the Hoiy Cross 
49-yard line.
Delvecc'hlo made three yards at cen­
ter. Reiss broke through and tossed 
Landry for a 20-yard loss as the latter 
tried to pass. . O’Keefe kicked to 
Rovinski, who brought the ball to his 
40-yard line. Ambrose replaced Reiss 
and T. O’Connor replaced Rovinski 
for Holy Cross. Coakley kicked to the 
Providence 21-yard line. O’Keefe i 
kicked to Tom O’Connor, who was j 
smothered as he caught the ball on ; 
the 45-yard line:
coaklev kicked to Landry, who 
brought the ball back to the 29-yar.d 
line but a Providence man was guil- 
t-v ’of holdingand the ball was 
brought back to the 42-yard line and 
w C° given first down. Holy Cross 
penalized 15 yards for holding, 
nonovan made four yards- at right, 
mckle. Tom O’Connor threw a short 
1 to Donovan, who caught it over 
the center of 'tire line, wriggled clear 
of two providence tacklers, waited for
?, fast forming interference to come ■ 
sown the field ar 1 raced 40 yards to 
° snectacular score. Coakley’s try for 
lifeement was blocked by O’Keefe.
Score: Holy Cross 26, Providence (►.
Britt kicked off to Wright ,who was
downed on his 25-yard line. A *H01y, 
Cross. penalty and two forward ■ pas­
ses took the ball to the Holy Cross 
33-yard line- Another pass gained 20 for Providence.
H. C. LEADING 26-0 
IN FOURTH PERIOD
Jarvis of Holy Cross kicked off to
O’Keefe,- who took the ball on his
15-yard line and. brought it back to 
the 35, where he was smothered by 
the Holy. C.ross backfield, Wrigl"- 
was stopped at. left ■ end and then 
O’Keefe lifted a high punt to Jarvis 
who was forced outside on his 25. 
yard line. Jarvis quick-kicked on the 
. first play, the ball going outside on 
the Providence 35-yard line. O’Keefe 
returned the kick immediately and 
I ifc Cross started plaj-y Wm jts g6 '
I-.5?;a line. Hanps ’mad,, -two 
..aiv-venter and Rovinski ffiirte at'ceb 
-wr.lj Jarvis’ quick kick ’went outside 
■ on.'the Providence 30-yard line. ReS° 
broke through and tossed Barbito fo? 
a 9-yard loss. 01
Rovinski fumbled on the first nlav 
and Kutniewski recovered for Provt 
dence. The Friars immediately at 
tempted to pass, with Morandos 
sophomore, stealing O’Keefe’s first 
throw and racing 20 yards back to 
midfield. Donovan made 16 yards 
on a beautiful cutback play through 
left tackle. Rovinski made another 
.first down by sliding off left tackle 
for a 14-yard gain, taking thte hair 
to the 20-yard line, Hanus made 
5 yards at center but Rovinski made 
only 2 in the next two tries and 
Hanus was stopped without gain ob 
the fourth attempt, Providence: 
taking the ball on its 12-yard line 
After' a Providence punt, Donovar 
failed to gain at right end and Ho- 
inski's attempted forward pass We,',i 
wide. Donovan gained five yards on. 
a half spinner at left tackle and jar 
vis’ fourth-down punt went into thZ 
• end zon-e. Providence nut tn« une in play on Its 20-ya?d Sne. ‘IVd-J’ 
made a yard at left tackle. Providing1; 
was penalized 15 yards for how?fe 
and set back to jts 7-vard i, ftg: 
O’Keefe made 2 Yards llne-:
O’Keefe kicked to j£v,lL.cent.®r.
brought the ball back'19 yards1’1^12°
Friars 34-yard line ’ yards’ to the 
Providence was penally «1 on the first playforl?XifiVCCI'cis 
ripped into Ietf guard ml -r'" HanUs
1 Jarvis made it first Iouryard line. Harms IT? On 22- 
the middle of the liul two m
added five on j.wiV^14 Rovinski 
end. Hanus V Mt
guard. Rovinski made fill? len 
the next piay. but Hmt VOWn 0:1 
penalized 15 yards fit1? ,SPss was 
vinski’s pass to ,holdi»g- Ro-
down by Kutniewski Rovinsk?”°Ckatl 
again and although trl",nSk Passefi 
complete, Holy Cross ‘°SS W9S ln" 
down on the 18-ya™ flrstO’Keefe’s interfere^-? ? 1? causa °f 
Cross receiver, p ® <-a Ho~y
yards at left tackllnskl„Ioat f°ur 
failed to gain on a I?. and Don°van 
I end The quart, veree Play at '«t 
ball on the- Prt!rt ended with th®
I ban . ovidence 25-yard. line '
Bvidence college holy cross '
1qi 1 . .....................L e- I95- Reiss:
&iiahan 184, 1. t. .. 1. t., 220, HarveySlki 190, 1. g.............be- 19°. Zyntelj
Si 170 C- i. .............. e- 200, Favulli'
'ickn 166 r. g............r- k-> 200, Moran
8 212 r t............r’-t'” 195' ^annagan
s’„ir 179 r. e............ r- «„ 190, Britt
’° 146 a b. .-■■'••• 4- 19°- Rovinski
J- il. b. .... • I-h. b. 170, Murray 
B 176 r. b. b... •>’■ b- b.. 175 Donovan I
£f.ik 1Q0 f- b......... b-, 170, KellyHals’ ]Wferee-T. T. Scanlon; Umpire- : 
Cannell: Linesman—J. M. Young; .Field 
_ yy, J. Valk, -   ,  -- - ■ ........ ...... 1
'vis kicked to Barbarlto who car-, 
lie hali te Kislfl-yard line. Gould ’ 
Jarvis who was downed on the 
en.ee 42-yard line. Rovinski threw' 
to Britt who was downed on the 
ence two-yard line and Rovinski ,- 
>ver on. the first play for a touch-'.’ 
i Jarvis place kicked the point to , 
ifoly Cross a 14-0 lead. ,
tt .kicked off to Davis who fum-1 
and Harvey recovered for Holy - 
ion the Providence <31-yard line, 
lence was penalized five ■ yards for 
i offside. Holy Cross failed on two 
5. Another Crusader p'aSs went over - 
ifety line and Providence took the: 
in its own 20-yard line. Gould-' 
a pass to Staniewski who caught' 
all bu.t it fell out of his hands into 
ol Murray and he raced 35 yards’ 
>ly Cross's third touchdown of the 
1, "O’Connor failed to make the ex- 
i-int. Holy Cress 20'. Providence Col- 
1 as the half ended.
Third Period
Kt kicked oft for Ploly Cross. O'Keefe ,he punt on his 15-yard line and Blsd -,to the 35-yard line. Landry cir- 
|Jleft end for two yards. O’Keefe 
»|ed the hall outside to his own 39- H line. O’Keefe punted to the Holy 
ft, 22-yard line.
sjvinski was unable to gain through 
nine. O’Connor was thrown for a yay? 
M i A Holy Cross pass was Incomplete 
■ ’Coakley got off a poor kick to hr.-; I 49-yard line. A Providence pass wab 
feed down by Flannagan. DelVed' 
■ got two yards through centre. LaiJ 
Sattempted a pass but he was swamp 
»"y Holy Cross men and O’Keefe puntj 
Jo Rovinski. who was downed on hi 
S 40-yard line.
fc’akle-y pupted to Providence's 21 
81 line DelVecchio carried ijhe ba! 
Bide, losing one yard.
Holy Cross was leading the Providence College 
gridders in the annual football game between the 
Crusaders and the Friars this afternoon on the Fit- 
ton. Field aridiron.
Tony Rovinski, Crusader quarterback, shown in upper picture
over the goal line in the sefoond period, for Holy Cross's second
down. Bob Donovan, Crusader halfback, pictured in the lower 
p  
graph making a four-yard gain off tackle. The Crusaders woname, 26-6, played at Fitto  Field, Worc ster, yesterday.
Game played: October 1, 1932
FINAL SCORE 26-6 
AT FITTON FIELD
 Holy Cross had an easy time defeating Providence College 
in their annual football game at Fitton Field today 26 to 6. The 
Crusaders scored in the second and third periods and the Friars
  made their lone tally at the beginning of the fourth.
Worcester Telegram-GazetteHOLY CROSS PrOVIHISNCF COL,Reiss le ’ re Hrorogo0’®
Harvey-It rt 'BUrdge
Zjntell Jg rg KutnlewsK'
Moran dos e . c'Schott
Moran rg Jg Katznelson
Flanagan ft, it Callahan
Britt re le Roberge
Kovinski qb . qb Landry
Donovan lbb rhb Barbarito
Jarvis rbb lbb Wright
Hanns lb fb d'Keefe
Officials—Referee, T. A. Scanlon, 
Fordham; empire, W. Cannell, Tufts; i 
Linesman, J. N. Young. North Adams;
Field judge, W. L. Yolk, Tufts.
Jarvis of, Holy Cross kicked off to 
O'Keefe, wlio took the ball ,/on his 
15-yard line and brought' 'it back to .
' the , 35, where he was smothered by 
the Holy Cross backfield. Wright
1 was, stopped at left end and then 
’ O’Keefe 'lifted a high punt to Jarvis ..
’ who was’ forced outside on his 25- !
yard line. Jarvis quick-kicked on the 
first play, the ball going outside on 
the Providence 35-yard line- O’Keefe 
returned the kick immediately and- . 
Holy Cross started play from its 36- 
yard line. Hanus made two yards 
■ A qteifter and Rovinski .three at-cen- 
’ tel-; quick' kick went outside ,
i oii 'lSe Providence 30-yard litre. Reiss 
broke through' and fessed Barbito for 
a 9-y.ard loss.
'Rovinski fumbled on the first play
-ancl Kutniewski recovered for Provi­
dence.' The Friars immediately at­
tempted to pass, with Morandos, i
t sAplromore, stealing O'Keefe’s first I 
throw and racing 20 yards back' to , 
midfield., Donovan made 16 yards 
on a beautiful cutback play through , 
jeft tackle. Rovinski made another .
' first down by sliding off left tackle 
for a 14-yai'd gain, taking tlrte ball 
to. the 20-yard line. Hanus made 
5 yajds at center but Rovinski made 
only 2 in the next two' tries and 
Hanus . was stopped without gain o'n r 
the ■ fourth attempt, Providence 
taking the ball on its 12-yard line.
After a Providence punt, Donovan 
failed to gain at right end and Rov- 
i'nski’s attempted forward pass went 
(vide. Donovan gained five yards on 
P palf spinner at left tackle and Jar- , 
vis' fourth-down punt went into the 
end z®nc- Providence put the ball 
in play °n its 20-yard line. Landry 
Made a yard at left tackle. Providence ' 
\yas penalized 15 yards for holding 
■'and te®t bunk to " its 7-yard line. 
’O'Keefe made 2 yards at center. ' 
O'Keefe kicked ' to" Rovinski, who 
brought the ball back 10 yards, to the
pria-rs’ 34-yard line..
providence was penalized five yards
on the first play for offside. H-anus' 
ripped! into letf guard for four yards.
; jarvis made it first down on the 22- 
1 yard Hue. Hanus made two yards m 
the middle of the line, and Rovinski 
added five on a wide sweep at right; 
j end. Hanus made a yard at left’ 
guard. Rovinski made first down on)
’ the next- play, but Holy Cross was! 
i penalized 15 yards for holding. Ro-; 
i vinski’s pass to Reiss was 'knocked 
'. jown by Kutniewski, Rovinski passed 
1 again, and although the toss was. in-f 
comP'Ct®. Holy Crdss was given first 
1 down on the 18-yard line., because os
O’Keefes interference'' with a Holy
J Cross receiver. Rovinski lost Kir 
yards at left tackle and Donovan 
failed to gain on a reverse play at • 
end. The quarter ended mth
(ball on the Providence 25-yard line.
Score: "
Holy Cross 0; Providence 0.
Drescher replaced Flanagan at
i tackle and Tom O’Connor went m a» 
quarterback for Holy Cross. Sokowos
. replaced Barbito in the Providen e 
I backfield. Tom O’Connor was tossed
back five yards on the first play and , 
his fourth-down pass was batteieri 
down by Providence. The Friars 
the ball on downs on their SO-yMd 
line. Wright twisted off left end fot 
a 12-yard gain and first down Bar- 
bardo lost five yards at llg“‘
Wright gained seven at left end. Fla 
nagan replaced Drescher for Holy 
Cross and Mathews replaced Schott at 
center for Providence. O Keefe lifted a 
. marvelous punt high and far down to 
X Holy Cross eight-yard line, where 
O'Connor played it badly and forced 
himself out of bounds as he dived to 
Xh the ball. Rovinski returned to 
J?. Holy Cross lineup as quarterback 
and,Murray replaced Donovan at left 
half..
Murray made two yards on a cut­
back play at the middle of the line. 
HanUsP failed to gain at right guard. 
Jarvis kicked to Barbarito at midfield 
and the latter returned the ball five 
vnrds O'Keefe carried the ball oil 
lide OR the first play- O'Keefe failed 
to gain on another shot at the line 
and Providence took time out. 
n'Kpefp punted to Jaivis, who used ; °.Ltinnable ludgement catching, the 
Sil on his goa line, but managed to , 
tih H back to his 15-yard line. ’ 
Hanus made two yards in the middle 
Of the line. On a delayed play Mur­
ray slid off right tackle and cut back 
inr 11 vards and first down. Hanus , 
cracked the middle of the middle line 
to? four yards. Rovinski swung ofl 
right tackle behind fine interference - 
and streaked his way to the Provi­dence 47-ylrd line for another first 
down. Hanus made nine yards in two 
plunges at the Providence middle.
Lawlor replaced Burdge at tackle. 
Gould was substituted for Landry, 
Delvecchio for O'Keefe, Pianka foi 
Kutniewski and °ren forgat^ns
111 Xd X UeCPro ’Se line fo? 
"own on the Providence 36-yard
Ba
25-yard line. Hanus made a yard at 
z-irip Rovinski wormed his wa^ through a b?g hole at right, tackle to
See r>P ?O the Providence 14-yard 
line in a short but dazzling MB1- 
; Hanus made a yard at the ™!dd 
qnd Rovinski slid off left tac . to 
take the ball to the five-yard line.
Hanus crashed the line foi, fW 
down on the three-yard lme. Hanu 
went into the middle of the line a 
failed to gain. Rovinski /FYa'A ■' 
bis way, across at right tackle foi J 
[ touchdown.- Jarvis place-kicked in 
extra point-
Score: Holy Cross 7; Providence 0.
Griffin replaced Moraiidos at cen­
ter for Holy Cross. Jarvis kicked off 
to Barbarito on the 12-yard line and 
he brought it back to the 24, where 
Harvey dropped him with a savage 
.tackle. Barbarito fumbled,-recovered 
and Britt' threw him on the Provi­
dence 13-yard line. Gould kicked to 
Jarvis and Boyle dropped him as he 
caught the ball on the 25-yard line. 
Rovinski fired a long pass far down 
the field to Britt, who caught the 
ball on the 10-yard line and went up 
to the three-yard line before he. was 
downed. Rovinski scored on the first 
play, driving a cross inside his right 
tackle. Jarvis place-kicked the goal 
and the score was. Holy Cross, 14;
1 Providence, 0.
Tom O’Connor replaced Rovinski 
and Herlihy replaced Jarvis in the 
Holy Cross backfield.' Britt kicked to 
Davis, who fumbled, Harvey recove’1 
ing for Holy Cross on the 31-yard line 
Delvecchio intercepted a Holy Cross 
pass but Providence took a five-yard I 
penalty. O'Connor's wild pass to i 
Murray grounded in the end zone 
! and Providence took the ball on its 
: 20-yard line. Providence completed a 
j short pass. Gould to Stanisiewski. 
j who juggled the ball as he was tack- ■ 
'led. Murray scooped it out of the air, 
and raced 30 yards to score. Tom 
. O'Connor missed the try for place-1, 
ment.
Score: Holy Cross 20; Providence 0.
Holy Cross sent in an entire new 
team. Ambrose kicked off to Delvec- 
chio, who caught the ball on his 15- 
yard line and returned to the 35 as 
the half ended. Score: Holy Cross, 
20; Providence, o'.
THIRD PERIOD
Britt kicked to O’Keefe, who ; 
brought the ball back 18 yards to 
the 35-yard line. Providence gained i 
only three yards in two tries and 
O’Keefe kicked to the Holy Cross 27 
Coakley then got off a poor kick and 
Harvey downed it on the Holy Cross 
49-yard line.
Delvecchio made three yards at cen- 
| ter. Reiss broke through- and tossed 
Landry for a 20-yard loss as the latter 
tried to pass. O’Keefe kicked to 
Rovinski, who brought the ball to his 
40-yard line. Ambrose replaced Reiss
and T. O’Connor replaced Rovinski : 
for Holy Cross. Coakley kicked to the 
Providence 21-yard line. O’Keefe 
kicked to- Tom O’Connor, who was 
smothered as he caught the ball on 
the 45-yard line.
Coakley kicked to Landry, who 
brought the ball back to the 29-yard 
line, but a Providence man was guil­
ty of holding and the half was 
brought back to the 42-yard line and 
. H. C- given first down. Holy Cross 
' was penalized 15 yards for holding 
Donovan made four yards at right 
tackle. Tom O’Connor threw a short
ss to Donovan, who caught it over 1 
the center of the line, wTiggied clear 
of two providence tacklers, waited for 
his fast forming interference to come 
down the field a ’ raced 40 yards to 
a spectacular score. Coakley’s try for 
placement was blocked by O’Keefe.
r Score: 'Holy Cross'26, Providence, 0. j 
Britt kicked off to Wright who was!
downed on his 25-yard line. A Holy 
Cross penalty and two forward pas- 
ses took the ball to the Holy Cioss , 
33-yard line. Another pass gained 20.} 
for Providence. ■ '
A spinner play took O Keefe to the . 
three-yard line for first- down as the r 
period ended. . 1!
Holy Cross, 26; Providence, 0. j
." Holy cross was penalized to the 
one-yard line- for - offside. - -Aftei| 
O’.Keefe:..failed twice e.i the line Holy ,-
- Cross sent in its -original line. On his 
next try O’Keefe went across on R 
spinner. His try f-or the ex-tra point 
failed. Score:
Holy Cross 26, Providence 6.
O’Keefe kicked, to Halloran, who
was down on his 30. After penalty for 
Holy Cross Murray kicked out of 
hounds at midfield. Murray mtjg 
cented a forward pass on his 47-yarq
line. Landry then i'ntel'S®P Tltck °tl 
Cross pass, but was pushed, back W
h MurwVas^caught dipping mnd 
Providence was given 
O’Keefe caught a Pass aIld 
- down on the Holy Cross 38-yard line.
Gould tossed a. pass to Barbarito, 
who went to the Holy Cross eigbrt- 
Tard Tine. Holy Cross was 
to the one-yard lme for offside. J, 
O’Connor killed Gould’s pass in th 
end zone and Holy Cross put the bah
‘Lfa-’s/s/ras®™"
field and went back to the Provi
Tarvh'punted outside on the Frov- irtencZ nmeTyard line. Wright gamed
6 yards at Tight end as the game 
enHoly Crow’26; Providence,Ji.
Rutgers Game Summary
Continued from Page 9
The summary'-
&UTGERS (6) PROVIDENCE (6) 'I
Heenan, 1. e................. ................ 1. e., Roberge
Phelps, 1. t.....,........... ............1. t.. Callahan
Mattia, 1. g....,................ 1. g„ Katznelson
Twitchell. c.................'...................c., Mathews
Resnick, r. g...........................r. g., Kutniewski
Wiley, r. t........ ..............................r. t„ Burdge
Demarest, r. e...................... r. e.. Dromgoole
Kramer, q. b...................................q. b.. Gould
Truex, 1. h............ ....................1. h., Barbarito
Prisco, r. h...................................r. h., Wright
Dunlop, f. b . , .......................... I. b., O'Keefe
Score by periods..................  1 2 3 4
Rutgers....................................... 0 6 0 0—6
Providence College ..................  0 6 0 0—6
Touchdowns: Rutgers—Hemerda; Provi­
dence College—Croteau.
Substitutions: Rutgers: First half—Wlnika 
for Resnick. Bauman.for Heenan, Chizmadia 
for Truex, Hemerda for Prisco. Lindquist for 
Phelps, Heenan for Bauman. Libby for Dun- 
, lop, Frank for Kraemer, Tarsher for Frank:
I Second Half—Kramer for Tarsher. Resnick i 
for Winika, Dunlop for Liddy, Hall for Dema- 
1 rest. Farnham for Mattia, Demarest for Hall,
I Liddy for Dunlop. Frank for Kramer.
Providence College: First Half—Gilligan for 
Dromgoole, Landry for Gould, Croteau for 
Barbarito Del Vecchio for O'Keefe. Burns for 
Callahan, Sokolowski for Del Vecchio. Davis 
for Roberge: Second Half—Roberge for Davis, 
Dromgoole for Gilligan, O’Keefe for Sokolow- 
ski.Nconfor Sundry. 'Barbarito for Croteau. 
Felt icr Katznelson, Pianka for Mathews, Del 
Vecchio for Wright. Landry for Noon. Le-; 
Wane for O Keefe, Mathews for Feit, Katz­
nelson for Pianka. i
Whteler, Haverford; Um- 
H A E’Spb-c Dartmouth: Linesman—:
Buckhout hHAi,?nUmbia: Field Judge—J. A; j 
Holy Cross. Time of periods—15,
18
CRUSADERS WHIP FRIARS, 26-6
 Dominicans’ Defence Weakens 
in Second Period as Purple 
Scores Three Times.
Crusaders Crush Friars
Eleven in 26-6 Victory
Fitton Field, Worcester, Mass., Oct. 1.
-—A second, period' offensive drive made 
more successful by full capitalization of 
mistakes by the opposition paved the 
way for the 26 to 6 victory scored by the 
Holy Cross football team over the Provi­
dence College eleven here today. The 
Crusaders made three touchdowns in 
this quarter and this proved to be their 
margin of triumph.
This defeat marked, the eighth 
straight time that the Dominicans have 
fallen at "Worcester and the score dupli­
cated that of the 1931 contest. It was 
j the second consecutive triumph of the
' season for the Crusaders and the first 
I, defeat for the Dominicans.
With the exception of the second pe- 
; rlcd, the Friars managed to hold their 
■ own with Holy Cross, matching the score 
made by the latter in the third period 
with one of their own and: holding it 
scoreless in the first and fourth periods.
It really was alert playing by Capt.
John McEwan’s team that brought it de­
cisive victory. One of its touchdowns in 
the second period was in the form of a 
distinct gift by the Dominicans with the 
Crusaders right, in time for the presen­
tation.
Purple Scores on Pass
Standing on his own 20-yard line, Car- ' 
roll "Red” Gould threw a perfect pass to 
Eddie Staniewski, Friar end, which the 
latter caught only to let the ball bounce 
from his hands into the waiting aims of 
Martin Murray, Holy Cross halfback, who 
ran 35 yards for a touchdown. This break 
enabled the Purple to take a 14-0 lead, 
and although the Dominicans fought 
hard throughout the battle, this unex­
pected score by the Crusaders had a de­
cided effect on the Friar players.
Soon after this, Holy Cross scored, its 
third touchdown of the second period. 
The Dopainicans were still so disorgan­
ized by Murray’s touchdown that it was 
easy for Tom O’Connor to throw a pass 
to Robert Donovan, which was good for 
52 yards and a touchdown.
The Crusaders certainly had to work, 
hard for their first touchdown. It came 
after a sustained march of 85 yards with 
Anthony Rovinski going over for the 
score, from the two-yard line. Jarvis 
started the scoring drive by running back 
O’Keefe’s punt from the Holy Cross one
yard line'up the IS-yardmark. Rovinsky 
and Bart Hanus came through with sojne 
excellent line plunging to bring about 
the score.
A short pass, O’Connor to Donovan,' 
followed by a brilliant 31-yard riin 
brought the Crusaders their fourth and 
final score in the third period.
A march carried over froip the third 
period gave the Dominicans their only 
touchdown' of. the game early in the 
fourth period. The drive started, on Holy ' 
Cross’s 25-yard link and aided by three ' 
short passes, plus a 15-yard penalty in- . 
flicted upon the Crusaders for illegal, use 
of hands, the Friars carried the ball to 
their opponents’ one-yard line as the 
. third period ended.
O'Keefe Plunges over
It took four rushes for the Friars to 
score from the yard line. O’Keefe made 
the touchdown on a plunge through” 
tackle. Continuing an effective aerial' 
attack in the fourth period, with Gould : 
playing a leading role, the Dominicans , 
again reached Holy Cross’s one-yard line, 
but this time they were unable to push ‘ 
over a score.
Basing an opinion on the entire game, i 
' neither team showed much offensive ; 
power. At various times, 'however, both
unlashed flashed of strength, but’these 
were not sustained. With only few ex­
ceptions there were no really outstand­
ing plays, that is, from the standpoint 
of the spectator.
Barring the costly second period, the 
Friars played excellent defensive foot­
ball. They stopped Holy Cross backs 
before they started on numerous occa- 
sions. At times the fast charging Do­
minican forwards made the Crusader of- 
, fensive look futile, but as they were 
! caught napping in the second period, all 
[ their excellent efforts in the three other
{ periods went for naught.
Rovinski, Holy Cross quarterback, and 
O’Keefe, Providence College fullback, 
shared individual honors. Rovinski’s 
line-plunging and passing made him the 
nearest approach that Holy Cross has to 
Phil O’Connell this season, Rovinski 
made yardage consistently throughout 
She game. ' ___
| O’Keefe Plays Hard j
i ' P’Keefe played his heart out for the I 
Friar cause. He gave his best for vie- : 
tory, but this was denied him. He ’ 
scored his team’s only touchdown, made 
considerable yardage by rushing the ball ' 
and his excellent punting saved .his team !
: on many occasions^ Every one of f 
O'Keefe’s punts was good, and he had a I 
slight advantage over Jarvis, Holy Cross ! 
punter. This young man Jarvis, him- 1 
self, is also an excellent kicker.
Another Friar who stood out was 
Philip Del Vecchio. Like O’Keefe he 
gave his best. He hit the Holy Cross 
line for gains a number of times and ' 
was a tower of strength on' the defen­
sive, He was forced to leave the battle > 
early in the fourth period due to an '
j injury. During the short time he was 
m the game, Gould also showed to ad­
vantage. It was his ■ accurate passing. 
that brought the Providence team its ’’ 
only touchdown. •
The Friars played great defensive foot­
ball m the first period. Despite the fact 
that no scoring was done in .this session, 
it produced the most interesting foot- ; 
ball. It was replete with clean, hard ' 
tackling and good offensive work.
First Opportunity
Three times in the first period the 
Crusaders were within scoring distance 
I and three times they were repelled by 
ithe determined Friars. The Purple was 
, preseilted with its first scoring opportu­
nity after five miputes of play when 
Morandos, Holy Cross centre, intercepted 
one of O’Keefe’s aerials at midfield. 'The 
Crusaders marched to the 13-yard line 
o£_the Friars but here the latter put up
a stonewall defence.
A few minutes later the Crusaders be­
gan another. drive from their own, 45-
yard line to Frovidence's'Tf-y'afd lind 
and again the Friars repelled the threat. 
Still banging away in enemy territory ' 
Holy Cross advanced to the 17-yard Hue ; 
of . the Dominicans near the end of the i 
' period but for the third time the latter 
staged a great defensive staud.
 Providence Coll.
  Will Give Cats
Real Opposition
Team That Tied Rutgers 6-6 
and Held Holy Cross to 26-6 
Score to Play Vermont Here 
Saturday.
The Providence College grid squad 
heads northward today to encounter 
the University of Vermont eleven in 
one of the most important New Eng­
land small college tilts of the week­
end. Providence has proven its worth 
’ on the gridiron this season, coming 
close to staging an upset when it 
tied Rutgers 6 to 6 in the season’s 
I opening engagement, and last Sat- 
' urday forcing Captain McEwan’s pow­
erful Holy Cross outfit to travel at a 
fast clip before annexing the deci­
sion. As it was, faulty handling of 
the ball by the Friars, coupled with 
quick thinking on the part of the 
Crusaders turned the tide of victory
to the Worcester eleven 26 to 6.
Tomorrow, Head Coach Archie Go- 
lembeski will start practically the 
same team that lined up at the pre­
vious encounters. No serious injur­
ies resulted from, the Crusader clash 
| and the Dominicans will present their 
(full strength against Vermont. The 
only likely change in the forward wall 
(is at the right Bang, where Pete Gil- 
i ligan may replace Franny Dromgoole, 
basketball star. Both are waging a 
great battle for the end position, pair- 
i jug with Ollie Roberge, brilliant all- 
i around athlete who caught for the 
;| Friars’ championship- baseball teami last . spring.
Assistant Coach Bride may possibly 
rearrange the backfield before the 
game tomorrow. O’Keefe, who started 
i at fullback against Holy Cross and 
" who scored & touchdown and three 
a placement goals against Vermont a 
3 year ago, is being groomed for a half- 
l back berth, thus allowing Phil Del- 
• Vecchio, 190 pound veteran ball car- 
f rier, to fit into the fullback role. If 
f this move is executed Barbarito, New 
f Haven speedster, who holds the Yale 
interscholastic 220 yard dash mark,
! will be on the bench as a relief man. 
Joe Wright will .be posted at his usu­
al right halfback berth.
' The quarterback position is a toss-
up between Red Gould and Omer 
Landry as both of them are experi­
enced in signal calling and have dem­
onstrated their strategic ability on 
the gridiron. Landry started the Holy 
Cross game but gave way to Gould 
for part of the second and third pe­
riods. The same arrangement may 
be worked out this Saturday.
The line should be very strong, and 
it will require some deceptive work 
on the part of the Vermont ball car- 
; riers to elude the powerful Dominican 
forward wall. On the other hand, 
Vermont also boasts a very strong 
line and will undoubtedly stop the 
Providence backs. Captain Owen 
Callahan, tackle, heads the inner de­
fense which includes such stalwarts 
as Charlie Burdge, the six foot four 
inch 215 pound giant, Dick Burns of 
Warwick, George Boyle of Passaic and 
Ivar owren of Auburn, all of who 
scale 190 pounds. Katznelspn and 
Kutniewski, running guards, who have 
attained some reputation at leading ' 
interference, and Jack Schott, .185 
pound center, round out the Provi- ' . 
dence first string line.
troidence NEWS-TRIBUT

Game played: October 8, 1932
FRIARS ROUT VERMONT, 13-0
• (Special t.o the Providence Journal)
- Burlington, Vt.. Oct. 8.—A powerful 
first period offensive drive led by Omer 
Landry, and Charlie O'Keefe enabled, the 
Providence College football team to de­
feat the U. of Vermont eleven, 13 to 0 
here today. It. was- not until the-final 
period that the homesters got 'within 
range of the Friar goal when short passes 
carried the ball to Providence 15-yard 
line.
: The victory was the first of the season 
for the Friars, who had previously tied 
iRutg.ers and lost to Holy Cross. The de­
fence Was strong and the running at- 
itack which the Green Mountaineers.fi
hoped to use so effectively was smoth­
ered in every attempt. Once they had J 
climbed into the lead,' the Friars sent in 
a reserve line Which also turned in a 
creditable performance.
’■ Alert playing, coupled with faultless 
interference by the Friars enabled them 
to climb in their early lead. Davis' re­
trieved a fumble on the Vermont 33-yard 
line early in the first quarter, and in 
three running plays, one a 22-yard dash 
hy Landry, the Dominicans scored. 
Within three minutes the Rhode Island­
ers duplicated this scoring feat when 
Wright intercepted a Vermont pass and 
carried it- to his own 33-yard line from 
where a fast moving Providence offence
I
 marched in fast time to the locals' goal.
providence resorted to rushing for the 
treater part of the tilt, and as a result 
Sowed little of its pass attack. The 
iv,“iars made 14 first downs to five for 
Vermont.___________ _  .
| Dexter Davis, who handled the right 
Lnd assignment, and Charlie Burdge, 
:toCkle were the outstanding Friar line­
men. Burdge was in on every play all 
afternoon, stopping every thrust at his 
aide of the line, while Davis gave the 
Friars first scoring chance when he re­
covered a Vermont fumble early in the
' opening stanza.
, Tn the backfield O’Keefe and Landry 
stood out. The former turned in his 
usual fine brand of punting, and led the 
team on the offence. He collected both 
T.e scores, the first on a nine-yard crash 
right tackle, and the second on a
,x-vard spin through the left side of 
“ * line. To complete his work he place 
vt eked the point after the second score, 
thus accounting for all the Providence 
' points-
•Landry turned in the longest runs of ’
(h» game in making two 22-yard sprints1 
to put the ball in position for O’Keefe’s
scores.
, new star was uncovered in the back- 
field ranks in. Paul Healey, diminutive 
qnphomore who won the applause of the 
croWdyith his clever broken field 
running- Healey carried
r nail he reeled off a 14-yard feimt
rie Tki,e and
goal^’&y down by Saba, J
Vermont won the toss and eJ,eeted 9 ! 
receive. O’Keefe got away a fine Kick , 
and Saba. Vermont star signal caller, 
carried back to hls own 28-yard i - 
Unable to penetrate the Friar line. Bee- 
ley punted to Landry, who was downed 
on the- Providence 45-yard tape. A 
three thrusts at the Green Mountaineers 
forward wall, the visitors returned the 
kick, with O'Keefe sending Saba well 
into hls own territory to retrieve the
’ PUA pass over the Friar line was gpod ; 
for 10 yards, but on the next play, Bede 
fumbled in the backfield, and Dex Davi 
picked up the ball, on the Vermont 33- 
yard line. The Friar offence immediatelj 
got under way and wasted no time in 
reaching the Vermont goal.
22-Yard Gjiln
Landry swept through right tackle be­
hind a quartet of stout interferes, raced 
into the clear and was on his way toa 
score when he was hauled down by Saba 
on the Vermont 11-yard tape after a 22- 
vard gain. Wright picked up two yards 
at left tackle and then O’Keefe, with 
the1 Providence line opening a wide hole 
in the right side of the line for him. 
raced through to score ®tand™g. ® Keefe 
tried, a place kick for the point, but 
b0VermontWlcdane°df to/the* kick off agate 
andl Slinea toWs ownVibyard^tri^1 On!
Lafndf'y,-em racing at top speed off right interferes, lacing F secondary
» «.
“StSK. X-t.Vto halt the Friar
Vermont offside on the next play, 
runne , s moved to the locals’
and the bal w Qna spinner, O’Keefe
£tX7amsid? tight guard and plunged 
shot al ime for his second score
across thei B placement this time
of extra point was true, and Provi-fOT the extia po Q lead.
deSnb the start of the second period
i Wlihrnlei'nbeski gave some of his ie- 
Coach Golemo action, sending
serves a chan _lpven into the fray 
an entirely banded. Carroll Gould 
before at quarter and took'-replaced Land y q long j ste,
^^o^Ve^ond half by,
JBW being downed. A Vermont 
offside, a seven-yard plunge by Del- 
vecchio and an eight-yard
contribution by Healey carried the ball
well Into Vermont territory. However, I,
O’Keefe Makes All 13 Points 
For Friars Against Vermont
Scores Both Touchdowns in 
Opening Period—Burdge, 
Davis Star.
A'penalty f or clipping on Vermont on 
O’Keefe’s punt in the final minute ol 
play gave Providence a first down on the .
! locals’ 29-yard line. Then in an effort 
to collect another score O’Keefe shot a 
long pass to Barbarito who took the ban 
on the run and carried to the Vermont 
10-yard line before being forced out W 
bounds. The attack ended here when t»e 
final whistle called an end to the ac­
tivities. ;
PROVIDENCE (13>) VERMONT (Q
Roberge, 1. e.........
Burns, 1. t........ t„ Morgw
Katznelson, 1. ----- 1. g., F^-s
Kutmiewski, r. g. ..Av«V'.«IV A. .r. S->TaJSok
■ Burdge, r. t................. ......................Ar’nmfiiusse
I Davis, r. e..............e., R.
Landry a. b.........i,• a. b„ Kapva
Renrnck, 1. h............. ,V,...... 1- £rSba
Wright, r. h............ A&7................th ’’Bedell
Score by periods ,.... 1 2 ® 
Providence..............................13 0 . ,s
Touchdowns: Providence—O’Keefe 2. Po>® 
after touchdown: Providence—oKeeie IP {(>( 
kick). Subs.: Providence—Barbarito
Wright, Gould for Landry, LeBlanc for R* 
nick, Delvecchio for O’Keefe, Healey for » Jgi 
ba.rito. Boyle for Burns, Gilligan for_ oO|
Lawler for Burdge, Awren Ior,Ka„?her^’ 
Pianka for Kutmiewski, Gobis f°r Ro° je.v.
; Mathews for Schott, Mardosa for Kim Be. 
■ski Peit for Schott. Vermont—Taft ioi 
dell Berry for Bedell for Taft. Lanatian f()t 
Rapuano. • Ramon for Saba, Carracialo , 
Cook, Dobson for J. Delfausse, Saxton j 
Morgan, Bfeckley for Bedell. _ R®f«re$,oUtnf« 
O’Brien (Holy Cross). Umpire—-R. po^^ej 
-(Holy Cross). Linesman—J. Edwaras. 
of periods—15 minutes.
t» lo.nl «»” ««>«“«> “1 <K“W
S=X-,o=.l^
s«X »o ”.3Soa-»<i s„ 
CIS’ S«».»>« «■>««“« ”“S 
?SvS“.Sn:"fS£5v£
by Providence.
Just before the start of the final pe­
riod the Providence starting lmeup was 
Xhed back into action. This outfit 
took the ball on its own 20"yardlft 
and marched to midfield
plays, one for 19 yards by Landry, befor 
a holding penalty forced them ba<* i3^° ! 
their own territory from where OKeel 
was forced to punt. ,
Vermont made its best bid for 
late in the final quarter, short passes 
off the ends and over the centre ■of the 
line were employed successfully ,
downs.
O’Keefe finally halted the i
when he intercepted a pass from Sab 
on the Friar 15-yard tape. I
An Act of Providence Ruined B. U.’s Hopes for Success
                                         Paterno, Boston University fullback, is getting Charley Rennick.of the Providence College eleven from behind after Rennick had crashed through the Terrier
inner works in the first period of yesterday's contest at Nickerson Field, Riverside, which the Friars won, 25-6.
Providence Hands  
B. U. First Defeat!
Dashes by O'Keefe, Barbarito and 
Landry Upset Terriers—Friars
 Display Adamant Line
Weston, Mass., Oct. 15. A. strong ! 
Providence College football team was 
a favorite over Boston University this 
afternoon at Nickerson Field, River­
side. The Dominicans boast a victory 
over Vermont, a tie with Rutgers, 
and a hard-fought loss to Holy Cress.
B. U. has beaten New Hampshire 
and Rhode Island State.
Providence had its team at full 
strength but started two substitutes, 
while Boston University had one regu­
lar from the line-up, George Guyette, 
a halfback, who twisted his knee laS|t 
week in the Rhode Island game. To 
replace Guyette, B. U.’s new coaches, ' 
Myles Lane, John McMannon and 
“Tony” . Colucci, shifted Ulman, 
regular full back, to halfback, and. 
John Paterno, a star of the University , 
of Alabama Freshmen, two years ago, 
was inserted at fullback.
Providence started Burns for Capt. 
Owen Callahan, while Landry .at 
quarterback was replaced by Gould.
B. U.’s varsity team has been drill­
ing against the forward, pass all week 
and the charges were instructed to­
day to watch Croteau, star left-handed 
passer of the visitors.
FIRST PERIOD
Providence opened strongly, playing 
in Boston University’s territory the 
major portion of the first quarter. A 
fine punt by Call, B. U. tackle, 
brought the home team out of danger. 
Leguern allowed O’Keefe’s kick to roll 
his own 12-yard line. Call’s kick was 
caught by Gould at his own 47-yard , 
mark, and from this point, the visit- 
ors started a threatening march. A . 
forward pass, Gould to Davis, gave 
Providence a first down, on Boston j 
University’s 32-yard line. Rennick 
added four to the 28. On a fine spin- 
ner play, O’Keefe reached the local’s ! 
18-yard line, but at this spot, the io- ; 
cal's held well, and the ball was won 
by B. U. on the home team's 13-yard 
line.
Another march by Providence fol­
lowed a few minutes later as the Fri­
ars started from mid-field.
Wright and Rennick between them 
picked up a first down on the_B. U. 
37-yard line and it seemed the Golem- 
beskie aggregation was off. At the 
home team’s 29-yard line, however, B.
U. held well and captured the ball on 
down. The threat was the final of the 
period for Providence.
Score at end of first period:
Providence College 0. /
Boston University o. Boston POST
SECOND PERIOD
Boston University opened a bril-- 
liant attack to start the second per , 
ind Lesruern ran back Gouia s puu & “f “wn 3= to 2 •?«
yard line and for the first time
game the Friars were at a toad
taee A forward pass, Clem to y* I, 
man, advanced the ba^eg°e^he Do-
jssfe 2.1 B. u. ™ 
’TX’vS™. SSnod .» •a™*S
later in the f^un-
penalty was placed.on B. IL _fo
necessary roughness. , 4KiVard line now on Providence s 451yara
JfS £S -»•««“ on
three tries and gained eigh y ds:
With a fourth down and two y
but was set back and the home team 
t0A bheuabtif\l°nie “ot P^t by
O’Keefe poOTdPMS wentfr°Uing into 
when a poo P A few minutes
S ah611? r o v
rier players for the score. tra
O’Keefe failed to score the extra 
point the kick falling short of the
bare.
Score:
Providence College w 
Boston University 0. .
A few minutes later, Providence
made another touchdown when a Bos- 
£nUniversity forward P^, throwm 
hv Esmiern was intercepted by Ku 
b K and Owren, substitute Provi-
-- , tocWe caught the , ball and ran , 
37" yarils for a score. O’Keefe failed ,
  Game played: October 15, 1952
PROV. C..  25B.U. ... 6
Final Score
BOSTON PRrOL,LFGBE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
,, , , . .r. e., DavisMurphy 1. e. ••"••”••>. t„ Burdge 
Racheotes, 1. t. •••■• Kutniewski 
Bertollne, I. g. . c„ Schott
Myer, c. .........g., KatznelsonHarrington, r. g. &-j t_ Burns
9“’.„r’ 5 ........... "'.'..1. e., RobergeSemmo, r. e. ......... Gould
V'T’V......... ,'r."h h„ WrightClem, 1. h.b. j Rennick i
5 h- Vi/" f b., O’Keefe John Pa.terno, f. b. ■••••£; Aver col- I
Officials: Referee^ sjiupert, Brown.by. Umpire-W^H. Sh P Amhel.st.
Linesman—A. E- riart-Field judge—H. R- Bankart, 
mouth.
PROV. C.B. U.
(Continued from Page One)
o score the extra point. No B. U. 
layer was near Owren as he made 
ie tally.
Score at end of second period: 
Providence College 12 
Boston University 0.
THIRD PERIOD
Gould, Healey, Delvecchio and j 
O’Keefe , comprised the Providence 
College backfield which started the 
second half.
O’Keefe ran hack Call’s fine punt 
23 yards from his own 32-yard line to 
B. U.’s 45-yard line.
A forward pass, Gould to Healey, 
gave the Friars a first down on B. 
U.’s 35-yard line, and again it seemed 
the visitors were off for a score. Af­
ter two tries, a forward pass thrown 
by Gould was intercepted by Kem- 
zoff, and the threat was stopped.
Charlie O”Keefe, Providence half­
back, got loose half way in the third 
quarter and traveling from his own 
44-yard line to the B. U. 15-yard mark 
penetrated the center of the B. U. 
line behind fine interference and then 
’ brought his side in a position fo ran- 
other tally after an offside penalty. 
Gould forward passed to Roberge for 
a first down to the B. U. five-yard 
line. After three tries to pierce the 
g. U. line, Gould tallied the third Do­
minican touhdown. O”Keefe kicked 
the extra point.
Score:
providenc eColiege 19
Boston University 0
B. U. started a strong march and 
reached Providence’s 21-yard line. One 
forward pass wis given to B. IT., aj. 
though incompleted. The referee ruled 
interference, and when another was 
good for 40 yards, the ball was on 
Providence’s 36-yard line. A 15-yard 
penalty for unnecessary roughness 
took the ball to the 21-yard line as the 
third quarter ended.
gcore at end of third period: 
providence College 19.
.Boston University 0.................... . i
FOURTH QUARTER 
providence College inserted an al­
most regular eleven to stave a pos­
sible Boston score. A forward pass, 
Leguern to Clem, brought the hall to 
the Providence nine-yard line and an­
other aerial, Ulman to Harrington, 
brought the score. Harrington, a 
guard, Played .end of the play.
6 Score:: Providence College 19, Bos­
ton University 6.
A few minutes later, Barbarito
Connecticut sprinting star, got loose 
and ran 63 yards for a touchdown. 
Two B. U. P‘a>els chased the Provi­
dence waP; , 1 were outdistanced. 
O’Keefeprovidence rT? eXtra P°mt.jSSC" 1,e"* *•—
GALLOPS 70 YARDS FOR SCORE
Omer Landry, Providence College back, who put team in lead over Bos- 
ton University in second period by spectacular runback of punt. Lan- 
dry fumbled on his 30-yard line, then recovered and sprinted all the 
way to the Teirriers' goal.
Friars Launch Hard Drive 
to Crush Terriers, 25 to 6
RECOVERS DROPPED PUNT
Run Feature of First Half,—Both 
Teams Battle Desperately 
for Advantage.
score
Q Q ■
Played: October 15, 1932
11 p tt »s 40-yard line. Rennick made six.
! t-irdc through centre, but here the Tei- 
Biers held- Gould punted outside on
j Bcluptmted to'Gould, who was downed 
«n his tracks on Boston's 31-yard line. 
3ould made a yard through guard. A 
mar pass failed. O'Keefe threw a pass 
„ wXht but it was not enough for a 
Ss7down, and the Terriers took the 
ball on their own 25-yard mark.
Call made a. long punt to send the 
Friars back to their own 31-yard line. 
The ueriod ended with Providence in 
possession of the ball on its 33-yard line.
SECOND PERIOD
O'Keefe punted to Leguern. who 
caught the ball on his 30-yard line and 
made a brilliant run to Providence's 43- 
vard line. He was heading for a touch­
down until Gould knocked him outside 
on the 43-yard line. Ulman made first 
down on Providence’s 32-yard line. Bos­
ton was unable to g’ain and Call punted 
and Lucey down the ball on Providence’s 
one-yard line.
O’Keefe punted to Leguern. who 
knocked the ball outside on Boston s 48- 
yard line. Boston punted to Landry, wh° ' 
?an outside to Providence’s 23-yard line. 
Land. V made six yards. Boston was pen-; 
alized 15 yards, bringing Providence to, 
its own 45-yard line.
Paterno Boston's star fullback, was 
injured” when Landry made a yard
al'Sidrynmade a first down on his own
49 yard line after a 12-yard run. Landiy
Ctx more yards. On the next, play made six oie ya itR Qwn g3_
Pr°] line Ulman made 6 yards through' 
yaldu£l Call punted to DelVecchio, who 
the ^outside Pon Providence’s 46-yard 
mark O^Keefe punted to Boston’s 29-
^renenLandry took Call’s punt on hisj 
sn-vard line and ran 70 yards for f
°"'n ziminwn It was a remarkable effort 
,l t0,Unrirv who muffed the punt, then by ianary. got awrf from a svarm 
picked it up goston tacklers. O'Keefe 
of w0 , nIace kick the point, and the 
j failed to P‘» vidence 6. Boston 0.
! s r  was:
Nickerson Field, Weston, Mass., Oct. 
j5—A superb 70-yard run for a touch­
down by Quarterback Omer Landry and 
a 37-yard scoring run by Owren, right 
tackle, gave Providence College a 12-0 
lead over Boston University as the half 
ended. Seven more points, making the 
tally 19-o. were added In the third period 
when O’Keefe plunged over the line for 
the third touchdown and place kicked 
the point.
Landry’s score was made after he had 
muffed a punt from Call and scooped up 
the ball on his own 30-yard line and 
eluded a swarm of would-be tacklers as 
he got under way down the field.
The second touchdown came when 
jjutniewski, Friar left guard, broke 
through to block a pass by Leguern and 
owren caught the ball and got clear for 
the score.
FIRST PERIOD
Capt. Clem of Boston University 
Ricked off to Rennick, who caught the 
ball on his own 15-yard line and ran it 
back 10 yards. On the first play, O’Keefe 
punted to B. U.’s 20-yard line..
The Terriers-lost, five, yards for offside 
and were forced to kick. Gould was 
popped on B. u.’s 40-yard line.-After los­
ing five yards on a penalty, Gould threw 
a pass to Davis, who was downed on Bos­
ton’s 30-yard line.
O’Keefe, on a spinner, made first down 
on B. U.’s 20-yard line. Wright and Ren­
nick gain °n two plunges
through the_ line. Gould attempted a 
pass, 6«t « :thid' °ould shot » Pass to 
O'K®efe’ , i,not good enough
S&SK »• U- *** the bail
?TW Terriers were unable to gain to? 
three plt«^ ™ Hue, and CePl pun ” 
,'ed to ? une Gould? tXCd tO Boston’s
Kyathe“ *as tTttek0'T?’ PaSS
•©^■SftSfS?«gy«SR
*h°mfleld. WriSht circled lena llnfe to ]B' Rennick macte*efid ,e“ end f0T 
a. ya??’ 8t down on
Landry Runs 70 Yards for 
Touchdown in Second 
Period at Weston.
... ' n'nli= tvho. was.
O'Keefe ^^^Xd line. Leguern s
downed on his own 20 J & 19.yard
punted Landip w storcr in-
run to Boston s 41 on Bcston s
tereepted a P*° , y Leguern and
its z
Ss^Xnced Boston to Providence , 
4.Q_vard line. -r»»c«a- tout Kut-
Leguern »tteI?^ce guard, broke 
niewski, p^vldene? hurl. and Owren 
1 through to block yards tor a
the hah £ an
^cTthlYck^nTthe half ended with 
thprovideencel2. Boston 0.
THIRD PERIOD
Clem Kicked Off to Bonerge.^car­
ried to bis own 40-7arcU d kicl.ed ,
f?^e^XUgX^opped hy.Gmtgan< 
providence’s 22-yard 1mm _
f Call kicked to GOUld,^^
to mid-field,, a P • feplaced Barbai-
' seven yards through
456<efenpeunted over B-^thehTo- 
and the Terriers started ppecChio,
I yard mark. Call kicked K n the
; who Was ^wned a 43-
' Friar 42-yard line. O Keeie tQ
yard run through his. own le was ;
Boston's 15-yard maiK.
psnalized-five /“^/Van Attempted
Healey lQst ? y O'Keefe threw an , 
thrust giving the;tS-yardfl pass toq n?s flve yard;
Friars first down ° four yards
line. ?eltheCChne De^cchio failed oh 
XXnd rush. Harrington made the 
his seconu yar(Js but
l ^Kelfe made four yards for rmvideng
I aK”efe°pla^°kSked the point and thf
°0re was: Providence 19. Boston 0.
FRIARS CRUSH TERRIERS 25-6
Long Runs by O’Keefe, Barbarito 
and Landry Enable Providence to
 Smash B.U. Slate
Fighting with their backs to the 
wall almost throughout the contest, 
Coach Myles Lane’s plucky little 
squad of Boston University football 
men went , down to defeat before a 
heavier,, stronger and larger Provi­
dence College outfit, yesterday after­
noon, at Nickerson Field, Riverside, 
hy a 25 to 6 score. The Terriers, in 
dropping their first battle of the sea­
son, were more glorious in defeat 
than they were in victory in the past 
two games, and the Friars won only 
by virtue of two long runs of 63 and 
70 yards and a blocked pass convert- 
| ed into a touchdown from the Scarlet 
and White 40-yard marker.
terriers outweighed
, In spite of the fact that Lane’s men 
'were outweighed nearly 10 pounds' to the 
man, the gallant leiiiers made eight 
first downs to their opponents’' nine 
Rnd uncorked a passing Attack in tile 
final canto which ended in a touchdown 
with the second team backfield in ac­
tion.
This ball game was no disgrace to p,
U. providence came up with a couple 
of fine punters in Charley O'Keefe and 
Ked Gould, and one of the greatest 
iblookiilg lines ever seen at Nickerson 
Field- Coach Archie Golembeski’s 
,nau gave an exhibition in the gentle 
art of clearing away which would have 
done credit to Notre Dame, and three 
of their four touchdowns came as a
"" ' Projection given ,
These ' Friars had two speed mer­
chants in Omer Landry and A«u™> 
Barbarito, - whose lleeiness Of loot " ns 
largely responsible tor their team s 
first victory over a B. U. club since c 
rivals began to meet 10 years ago. 
Barbarito ripped through for sums of It 
and 20 yards consistently, and lie mm e 
this yardage purely because of hi. 
great speed.
Three of the Providence scores came . 
by virtue of ions, sensational Sallops 
down the field, and the Friars regi; - 
tered at the times they needed it mo. I. 
They scored only one touchdown \ uh
ithe help of straight, orthodox'football, 
while the others came when the} WC 
least" exp6G,ted. , ,
After keeping the ball in Terrier ter­
ritory- durln'g' the entire first quarter, 
ilie Friars -suddenly found themselves 
in danger early in the second session 
Wl,en Gus LeGuern, whose running 
hack of kicks and general all-round eth- 
cienev kept B. U. in the ball game, ran 
bm-k an O’Keefe punt 27 yards from his 
own 30-yard line. The Terriers could 
not gain through the bhrly Friar line,
' and after three plays LeGuern punted 
and Larry Lucey downed the pellet 
squarelv on the Providence goal line. 
Art exchange of kicks' knd some great 
line-plunging by Landry pushed the 
Terriers back to tlieir own -side of the 
field and late in the period .Horine Call 
punted from his. own 29-yard Hue to 
Landry, .standing on the 1 rovidence ,,0-
yard stripe.
First Break of Game
■ Here came the first break of 'he 
contest. The Friars' secondary foiees, 
and part of the line started .Is little
'let and Mr- Landry hipped 
a 1 scampered his way the entire 70 
yards for the first score of the B®e. 
O’Keefe missed the try, lor the point 
and Providence led, (i-0. ' ,
All.attempt on , the part of the ter „ 
l-iers to uncork an aerial attack tm" it 
tlilglv dost' them another touchdown in 
the dying-minutes of the second enuk-
Johnny Tulis and LeGuern start- 
»,i heaving the,pellet, and .i'Jst as the 
hovs began to get places, they got the 
i.hn- end of another unexpected lirofik. 
Tbe Scarlet and White quarterback 
rnded hack to pass from ills own 35- 
S-d line, and Bill Kutniewski, the 
; iV.-iars' right guard, hatted .the pigskin 
I high in the air- rt i:el1 into tr,e arms 
of Ivar Owren, the oilier guard, who 
4o yards unmolested for a’ touch­
down with O'Keefe again ipisslng the
trv for the odd point. ,,
providence counted Ils only really
opened touchdown hall’ way through the 
t third period. Starting on its own 11- 
line, the team engineered, a steady 
l5< down-the field, which culminated 
I1111", he dl-iiftf ■ S'riftr 'score-' of the- day.
was little line-bucking,. The 
took to the air for the most
,ith two long passes, one. from 
■ ”art m to' Phil Del Vecchio, which net-0'K.sele w -
- Game Played: October 15, 1932
Boston Transcript?
P Late in the session the Terr# firtgr
Ulman faded hack °",Cege™°nOj who j 
heaved a flat one. o I Pl,ovirtence I
scampered 23 yara. r,h Friars
35 before he "£dty for tv(p-
X? /and* AnVwen were ' in adoring
1’0R't'°n' Fr!ar Line Adamant 
, Line plays did no god tiro Ter-
l-iert VtX ext fet Minutes without 
^success Afterthe first
threw a short pass to denn tor
! . s»* rntx
-without picking tip an ’nc ’
?”T84HcnoU°
X't. to can Harrington,. Terrier guard, ( 
ov-fer for fh® touchdown. v xiiririfipd’
SB? oSd| * “V K»
down"of the day.
The summary:
, providence col. B0ST°* ,^;no
iRoberge. le ................................ vt. Call
i Katznelson, lr ........................ “ P, Myer ;
: Schott. «..-■• .............'• ................. ig. Bertolinei Knniiewski. ig ............................Jt Racheot.es •
Bnt'dKe- vt ............................. ie. Murphy
! Davis- re................................. „K LeGuern
Gould, ah .........................■'.... t'hb, Ulman
Rentiick. Ihh........ ............ ., , ihb. Clem
Wright. r,S, ••;.....................lb. John 1’aternoO'Keeie. . . cm.p
bv periods: j ~ •>-,
:::: 8 ' i - V?
rinwn—O’Keeie (placement), bnbrtiWUone | 
mnvidence College: TJcon-roole for Da'U, , 
T-incirv tor Could.- Del V^elno- for _Ren
mu Gilligan tor .Drougoole. B.arbailp tot , 
Wrbht Owren for Katznelson. -.Boyle tw 
S, -n” Lawler tor Burdse. Healey’ tor Bai- 
hai-ifo Gobis (or Roberge, Pianka. tor Owren.
I tor Kutniewski. Atiaimok tor ©rtb;
DeBlanc for O’Keefe. Boston University.
?a2i [or Se.mino. Aliberti for Harrington, 
Pd,\v for. Murphy. . Nemzoff for John I a- 
E.’no Harris lor Semino. Hicks for Call. 
*e .ndeeiy lo1' .Ww. G-ilmour for cBetdOhne. 
Jems I'm' Clem, Slorcr r,,,- Ulman. .Whelton 
-In. 'I.eGuerm Bertolin.e tor AlihCUi. Kicks 
V r Racheotes. Storer- for ..Clem.-.SWft ■-tel ■ 
r cem Harris for Lax. Knight tor Ulniam 
VT f’aterno for Storer. Whelton for Knight- 
'n/feree. A. R. Ayer. Colby: umpire. W. S. 
Siupert. Brown: head linesman. A. F. Noble. 
Imhefst: field Judge, IL R. Bankhar-t,;ipart- 
mouth- Time—Four 15m. periods.

Providence’s Mr. Landry Shows B.U. a Few Practice Steps Prior to His 70-Yard Run
(Transcript Photo by Frank E. Colby)
A Cutback Off Right Tackle Gains 10 Yards to B. U.'s 43-Yard Line in the Second Period at Nickerson Field as the Terriers Lost Their First Game of the 
Season
PROVIDENCE’S shifty and elusive placed Carroll Gould at quarterback for end, are striving to catch the fleet-footed Paterno, whose backing of the line had backs continually harassed the B.U. the Dominicans, is giving the Terriers Dominican back, but only Captain Carl helped to hold the Dominicans in check, secondary Saturday. The assistance a taste of what they were to receive Clem (1) had a chance. The B.U. captain Nine plays later this same Mr. Landry they received from their teammates often later. Landry went off his right tackle pulled him down on the B.U. 43-yard caught Horace Call’s punt, fumbled, re­
shook them loose, and once past the line land cut back beautifully -and is almost line after a 10-yard gain. covered and then covered 70 yards to
of scrimmage they were hard to stop. out in the clear. The entireJJ. U. back- On the play just prior to this, the score Providence’s first touchdown of 
Here Omer Landry, who had just re- field and Herbert Semino (18), B.U., right Terriers lost the services of John the game. Bulger
FRIARS TRAMPLE 
TERRIERS, 25 TO 6
Dashes of 70, 35 and 63 Yds. 
Through Terrier Team Bring 
25-6 Victory for Providence
Boston GLOBE
Game Played: October 15, 1952
Nickerson Field, Weston, Mass.—In­
spired by Omer Landry, diminutive 
quarterback, who supplied the necessary 
punch to its attack, the Providence Col- 
jege football team defeated the Boston 
University eleven 25 to 6 here today in 
a v/ell-played game. This was the first 
. defeat of the season for the Terriers and 
i the first that the. Friars have scored over’ 
t them in._Jheir_four-game series.
, ulman found three yards through tne 
rentre of the line. His attempted for­
ward °n the next P’ay was grounded. ueGeurn went hack to throw the next 
LLg As he faded back he found four 
providence stalwarts bearing down on
Off to his right, near the line of 
brintinage, was Capt. Carl Clem. Gus 
flipped the hall in that direction as he 
borne to the ground. Clem took
TT short heave and twisted his way to 
a first down on the Friar seven-yard
^niman was sent through the line 
but met a stone wall. Johnny 
flipped a pass to Johnny Murphy 
tne" f0Ur-yard gain. Two more bucks
f°rX line failed.
atwith fourth down and goal to go— 
yards away—Harrington changed 
tb«iti«ns with Herb Semino- Ulman
?a°ded back, this time with just the 
W amount of interference. He 
Pr°fted Harringtbn and threw. Dan 
with one knee /on the ground, behind 
ttie goal the low toss and B.
U-Xdf>rst ProvMence touchdown, late 
the second quarter, came after a bad 
in the Friar backfield had put
PhSi » danger. The play was to have 
been a lateral from Landry to O’Keefe 
u®,t Landry slipped_as he made the toss 
V V ball bobbed back 10 yards from 
Afield with O’Keefe taking it in on
_ bounce just in time. Hemmed in 
iSeTerriersJ?e booted the ball with b£ 
foj— ~~ - —ared the crowd
and travelled to the Boston 30-yar
Boston kicked on first down and Call’s 
, u carried to the Providence 30. whtre 
<?fwas taken on the run by Landry, who' 
ifc Tld and pivoted his way through *e®s of broken field to the ifij 
Xhite^e-
! The Barbarito 63-yard sprint for the
, final score came on the first play after
Boston had kicked off to Providence, 
following the Terrier touchdown early 
in the last period. Barbarito found a 
hole in the left side, of the Boston line, 
inside the end, and simply outran the 
B. U. secondary by cutting diagonally 
across the field and hot-footing it the 
rest of the distance, about five yards 
in,from the side lint Dan Harrington,
right guard, playing nearly the whole 
game without substitution, made tackle 
after tackle, outraced his ends under 
punts to stop other long runs by the 
Friars and finally sneaked out on right 
;end, stepped over the Providence goal 
line and took Johnny Ulman’s flat pass 
for the only Boston score. Before he 
■was forced out with a broken knee 
cartilege, John Paterno backed up the 
line manfully.
9 OF 19 B. U. AERIALS
FIND THEIR TARGETS 
Hod Call, long-punting right tackle,
sent kick after kick deep into Provi-1 
dence territory where they were re-1 
turned time after time for substantial; 
gains because the Friar safety man got, 
under way seconds before the B. U. ■ 
ends could reach him. Much of the 
effectiveness of Call's .kicks was lost 
through failure of Terriers to be on the ' 
spot when the kicks reached their
'^LeGumn and Ulman valiantly tried 
tn hpar the forward passing burden laid down It Rhode Island last Saturday by 
the Injured George Guyette and it is 
to their everlasting credit that nine of 
the 19 Boston aerial thrusts found tar­
gets the only one intercepted being 
turned into a Providence touchdown.
Their running attack jammed, almost 
at thp line of scrimmage by .the power­
ful Friar linesmen, the Demers took to
save Bostonffom ^shK CahTiad 
punted deep into Providence’s domain, 
S,Vth wbMton piloting the team, late in Se tMid period and® the fourth period 
B u. in possession of the b^leJthVzO yards"from the Provi- ' 
cIptipa crnnl liHG-
Providence College Halfback on His Way for a Gain
Leashing the Terrier
„ PROVIDENCE 
Roberge (Gobis), l.e. BOST. UNIV.
Burns (Boyle), l.e?” Semlno (Lax, Harris) 
Katznelson (Owren, Pianka)/’)£aI1 (Htcks) 
Schott, c... r-g” Barrington 
Kutniewsk ‘ (M^dosa);%Myer ufelT) 
BurclKe(Lawler®?^?11^ (§'ISOU’-' Aliberti)
I Da'13 (D™mgoole, Gilligan No ® )65 r(?ick®>
Gould (Landry, LeBlanc??byb (I-ucey,' yort)
' Rennr?kh(DA’,- Vecch&)\ <Whelton)
Wri5hh b<8 WheIton)
O’Keele (Goul”)/™? stor<5r, Joe Paterno)
reSSVr°y^
eswwd
(Da-—I.

Friars Score 14-0 Triumph 
Over St. Lawrence Eleven
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
Canton, N. Y., O.ct. 22.—A stronger and 
more aleit Piovidence College eleven up­
set the aggressive St. Lawrence Univer­
sity team in a hard fought tussle on 
Week’s Field here this afternoon, the 
Friars from Rhode Island flashing a fine 
running attack to score once in the sec­
ond period and a passing attack to tally 
in the fourth to assure to 14 to 0 vic­
tory.
Early in the second period' O’Keefe 
started the Friars on their way to a score 
when he intercepted a pass near mid- 
field and then headed a sustained march 
which was only ended when Landry 
crossed the goal line. In the- fourth 
period Bill Kutniewski, alert Friar guard, 
retrieved a St. Lawrence fumble on the 
10-yard line, and a pass from Gould to i 
Barbarito accounted for the second,
touchdown. O’Keefe place kicked the 
point after each score.
Charlie O’Keefe, Providence halfback, 
was the outstanding performer on the 
field- The big Fall River ball carrier 
raised havoc with the Larries all after­
noon, doing most of the punting for the 
Friars, turning in some splendid long 
launts off the tackles, and backing up 
tbe line in sparkling manner. In the 
line, Kutniewski and Katznelson, rug­
ged ’guards, who played the entire game, 
were the Dominicans’ best, defensive
jbets. jYlars Arc Superior
providence was superior to the locals
in every department, but in gaining 
'their third straight win the Friars failed 
to flash the offensive power that they 
■uncovered in the Boston University tilt 
a week ago. Time and again the visitors 
had opportunities to fling their 
through lor possible scores, but seemed 
I unable to develop the power needed to 
perform the work
p The St. Lawrence line, playing its best 
came of the year, halted many a thrust 
and twice held for downs deep in their
Game played: October 22, 1932
O’Keefe Outstanding Performer 
for Dominicans.—Scarlets 
Lack Offensive.
own territory. Both teams
mostly to running plays, with the Wcaid 
opening up their aerial offence late in 
the game in an effort to overcome the, 
Friars’ long lead. ...
Providence was on the defence for' t■ 
greater part of the first period. Fenced 
to kick against a strong head wind 
whiqh swept over the open field I 
shortened all kicking attempts, - 
Friars had to confine their play to 
Snlng attacks throughout ® 15 » “ 
utes. Landry took- the opening kick 
off back to his own 20-yard W “d 
after two line play’s O’Keefe started nis 
punting duel with Brown, fine all around 
PSbrought1 the'crowd to its feet-
midway throughi the y^s/bcing
swept Off right tackle foi eaW
hauled down J B n.iav signal
“n11’ sWin-in- into the open: Th® 
caller was sw » » however, as subse- 
^uenn/'pl y^^eT’to1 a'dd yardage and 
-OKtefe punted out of boundson the 
q/rrlets’ 20-yard line. Brown upset the-. 
Providence secondary by getting away a 
lone rolling punt on the first down, and
when Landfy finally gathered in the ball
it was on his own 15-yard line wheie i e 
was downed in his tracks.
An exchange of kicks gave .the locals 
possession at midfield, and on the next 
play Degiramino wentoff-left Uwkle «r
O’Keefe stopping D^^^tmpt 
'OfSSMWaafete°rnthe second Period got 
-under wly, O’Keefe rabed^to the P* 
'turc when ho ^tche^down d Cap.
wal’d from Brown Rnd carried
’tain Grayson o Lawrence 45-yard-
the ball to the f M the spear-
linea Tfttack the Friars showed their 
head of attaciv, r oon jnar-ch-
^thf SteXi^^ards for a score,.
March to Score "" ‘
In this attack Dalvecphio slid through ,, 
left guard, eluded Becker, locals’ Jull'q
back, and charged ahead 15 yards before 
being stopped on the Barries’ 27-yard 
! line. O’Keefe hit the line twice for a 
total of but three yards, and then went- 
' off right tackle behind strong interfer­
ence and carried 11 yards for another 
first down. O’Keefe picked a yard at cen-i 
tre, and Landry eased his way through 
left tackle four yards to plant the ball 
on the St. Lawrence nine-yard line.
With the crowd in an uproar, Landry 
went through left tackle behind a four- 
man interference, cut to open territory! 
at his left and outran Hemmings, St,' 
Lawrence right halfback, who made a: 
desperate effort to halt the fleet Briar 
signal caller. Landry crossed the goal 
line standing to register the first score 
of the game. O’Keefe's place kick found 
its mark and the Briars were away to a 
7 to 0 lead.
At the start of the second half, Back- 
field Coach June Bride made three- 
changes in his ball carrying corps, 
sending Rennick, Barbarito and Gould: 
into action. Even these fleet backs found 
the going rough and were unable to do 
any great damage to the fighting Larries’, 
line. O’Keefe got away for 22 yards be­
fore being hauled to ground by the 
local’s safety man and Barbarito picked, 
nine yards on the next play on a dash 
off right end, but here the attack fal­
tered, and St. Lawrence frustrated three 
smashes at the line to take possession 
on their own 21-yarrt tape.
Friars Penalized
Taking the ball on their own 39-yard 
line soon after the start of the final 
period, the Briars launched a strong ad­
vance which was apparently headed for 
a touchdown until a holding penalty in­
tervened. In this attack DelVicchio and. 
Barbarito made a first down at midfield 
on three line smashes, and then Gould 
tossed a pass to Roberge which was good i 
for 15 yards. Here the holding penalty- 
was imposed on the Dominicans, and 
Gould punted out of bounds on the Lar­
ries’ 10-yard tape.
Hemming returned the kick- immedi­
ately and Gould ran back 10 yards to the 
Scarlet’s 40-yard line. Unable to.,gain, 
through the line, Gould again punted { 
out of bounds, this tlm? at the locals’,. 
12-yard 'stripe.
In the next play Hemming fumbled, 
in plunging through centre and Kut-. 
niewski recovered for Providence, on the; 
12-yard tape. Barbarito ran the ends, 
twice, but gained only four yards. A' 
stalling penalty pushed the Friars back' 
five yards. Then, Gould faded back and. 
raced, at top speed toward the side, lines 
on his right. Barbarito crossed through - 
_ the back field and running parallel .with" 
Gould was in position to make a pretty.'. 
running catch of a flat pass behind the ? 
goal line for the second Providence'; 
touchdown. O’Keefe collected the extra' 
point by place kicking.
St. Lawrence filled the air with aerials,, 
in the final minutes of play, but an alert- 
Providence secondary prevented any- 
sizable gains as the result of such ah' 
attack. With but two minutes to play 
O’Keefe recovered a fumble In midfield, 
and Healy made 11 yards in two tries 
and Gould galloped off left end for 17' 
yards, carrying the ball to the St. Law-i 
rence 22-yard stripe as the final whistle-; 
sounded. _
Game played: 
October 22, 1932
FRIAR JAYVEES LOSE
TO DEAN ACADEMY
Franklin, Mass., Oct. 22.—The Dean 
Academy football team defeated the 
_Pravidence College Junior 'Varsity 
eleverTW to 0 here Bobbie Mudge, 
former Westerly high all-round ath­
lete, was a main factor in Dean’s tri­
umph. . .
The Dean eleven scored in the first, 
second and fourth periods. The Friar 
.Tayvees failed to show any offensive 
strength and play was mostly in their 
territory.
Dean scored shortly after the open­
ing kick-off when Gates took the ball 
on his 10-yard line and ran 85 yards to 
'Providence’s five-yard mark. Withm 
three plays, Gates scored the first 
touchdown. , .
The Friars were deep in their own 
territory midw;ay in the second pe­
riod and Shanahan was forced to 
punt from his goal line .to the 28- 
yard line. Mudge made, a first down 
on the 18-yard mark and the march 
continued until Spath went over on a 
short line plunge.
An aerial, Spath to Horn, after 
Mudge mado a brilliant runback of a 
punt brought Doan its third score in 
the fourth period. The pass was good 
for 30 yards, Horn catching the ball 
on Providence’s 20-yard line and.run- 
Zg the remaining distance for a
SCNoon and Sloane were. the out­
standing players for the
,14’ ST' LAWRence (n,
Bums. I. t..'.'.....................«.. Grayson
■ 1A: "e"£~
Gilllifen. r. e.. ................... r. t.. sSS?Lannry. n. b........\\\.................. r. e„ RolS-h
OKeefe.l. h............ ...........••••*!• b- Brown,'
Wriaht, r. h. ............ ■ h>, Dpcirnn.,-.
Delvecchio. t. b/;;;;;............ h-
p®°?Je by Periods .... ’’•> Baker.Providence......... i 2 3 4
.Touchdowns: Providence^ t 7 0 7—1#O’Ke£°in,tS, toucMow,^’p,.'V',
deuce—Dromgooie'for
j&rt. tsB SSSK<£•
Dean Academy game Summary:
Score by Periods: 1 2 3 4
Dean Acad.  6 7 0 6 - 19 
Touchdowns :Dean»Ga+.
PointX after score, Sft’?patb>Horn. 
ieriods: 10 minut ir' Wropkick)
Quarters
Providence Substitutions. P- 
Tierney,LeBlanc for Q ' r3-anka for 
for London,Lawler for^v/^7’Adamick 
TorMonahan, Sloane o a-I?^'tiy,.N'oon
IaWroPoulos for Ada^ ®°A°J0Wski - 
jyiQr'rison ,London fOr u , eoert for
Llanov"Sbonahkln ~ °P°ulos ,Lepre 
lp‘^ 'Poi.n _
Raymond “Lefty” Croteau, Providence College half back, who returned 
to the lineup in the Springfield game last Saturday, after being on the 
injured list since the opening game with Rutgers. Croteau turned in 
an excellent performance against the Maroons. He excels at carrying 
the bail, passing and punting. The Friars play C.C.N.Y. here Satur­
day at Hendricken Field.
Friars’ Triple Threat
Three Western Mass, Boys
Playing with Providence
Capt. Callahan of Pittsfield, Bill Lawler of This City 
and Eddie Stanisiewski of Amherst Here 
     with Friars Saturday.
Special to The Springfield Union
PROVIDENCE R.I., Oct. 25—Boasting a tie game.with Rutgers and 
de eated only by Holy Cross in five starts this season, the Providence Col- 
ege Friars today began preparation* for their game with Springfield Col­
lege at Springfield Saturday.
Three Western Mass Boys. ’
When the Friars invade the City of 
Homes they will brins- with them three 
hoys from Western Massachusetts Bill 
Lawler of Springfield, Eddie Stanlsiew- 
ski of Amherst and Capt. Owen Calla­
han of Pittsfield.
Providence deadlocked Rutgers, 6 to 
«, in its opening game of the season 
bowed to Holy Cross, 26 to 6 and then 
in succession defeated Vermont IS to 
0; Boston University 25 to 6, and St. 
Lawrence 14 to (1. Coach Archie Go- 
lembeski, former Holy Cross grid star 
and a wrestler of note, realizes that 
Springfield is stronger than any of the 
last three foes and is bending every 
effort to baud tog-ether a formidable . 
club. ,
H i'Bilt Lauder, tackle, weighs 190 
pounds. He formerly starred for 
Technical High School . in his home 
city arid has a host of admirei-s who 
have been following' his playing- this 
season. '
Stahisiewski is well known to West 
rn Massachusetts interscholastir
sports followers, He ' led Western 
y assacbusetts schoolboy basketbal-
OWEN CALLAHAN
Pittsfield Boy Captains Providence Here Saturday
Springfield union
performers in scoring during practical- I 
ly all of the 193,0 and l§3l seasons 
wmle with St. Michael's High School 
in : Northampton. He is a brother of 
Leon Stanisiewski, former Massachu­
setts. State- CollegS, basketball captain. 
Siahisiiewski LirS'botfnds and is'
particularly adept, 'ftt snaring forward 
passes. ,
Callahan has' been a Providence 
mainstay for three years. Be is a ' 
tackle and weighs 181 pounds, Previ- ' 
ous to eurollng at Providence, Calio- 1 
han starred with St. Joseph’s High < 
Achool of Pittsfield and was declared i 
one of the outstanding linemen in j 
Berkshire County. ■ ■ ]
Oliver (Ollie) Roberge, a big 190- 
pound end from Bristol, Conn., is one , 
of the most versatile athletes in New 
England, if not the East. He serves - 
tus. regular left end on the eleven, sub­
venter and guard in, Basketball, and is 
catcher for the varsity baseball team 
which won the Eastern college title for 
Providence last spring. He is a natural 
athlete, big,'fast and smart.
Anthony Barbarito, junior cldssinau 
from New Haven, probably bolds the 
distinction of being- one of the fastest 
runners in New England college foot­
ball ranks. Barbarito is still bolder of 
the Yale Intel-scholastic 220-yard sprint 
record, a mark he set up four years 
ago. He came into the limelight with 
bis brilliant broken field running last 
.fall, and is being used as a member .of. 
’the ‘'spring” backfield this campaign, 
the quartet of ball carriers who arm 
rushed into' action when a. fast offense, 
is needed. •
Francis Dromgoole, big right end 
who was injured slighily in the Cross 
game, is a, pass receiver of better than 
ordinary ability. The reason is due in , 
no small measure.to the tact that lie | 
is a varsity vetergn of Providence a j 
crack basketball team which has been 
a standout in the New England ranks 
the last two years. ,
Charles Burdge, right tackle for 
Providence, is one of those rare cases 
of a football Player being made “over­
night” Burdge never played football 
until he entered college. In his sopho- :' 
more year be competed for the team, 
went into the Holy Cl-oss same as a 
sub and in the heat of battle, found : 
himself and proceeded therewith to rip 
he Crusader line to shreds. He stands, 
six feet four inches and weighs 31»;
He has started every game since his 
memorable debut against Holy Cross.
JOHN 
Schott
FRIARS IN 0-0 TIE 
WITH SPRINGFIELD
Dominicans Fail to Tally in 
Final After Reaching Maroon 
One-Yard Line.
Pratt Pielcl, Springfield, Mass., Oct 29
—A brilliant defensive stand on its one- 
yard line in the final period which re­
pelled a determined scoring bid of the', 
opposition enabled the Springfield Col-f 
lege football team to hold the Provi­
dence College eleven to a scoreless tie 
in a game replete with thrills here to- ■ 
day.
After falling to. utilize four scoring 
opportunities during the first half, the 
Friars staged a powerful offensive drive 
early In the fourth period which car­
ried them from their own 25-yard line 
to within a yard of the Springfield goal, 
but here the attack petered out before 
the wild charges of an inspired Maroon 
line.
'As It was, the Dominicans needed only 
six Inches of ground to make a. first '' 
down on Springfield’s one-half-yafd - 
line, but “Red” Gould failed to make 
the necessary distance by the narrowest 
of margins and this brought an end. tQ 
thftir 74-yard march. This was the last 
scoring opportunity for the Friars who ’ 
had their adversaries on the defensive 
through three-quarters of the battle.
Maroons Reach Peak
A stonewall defence by the Domini 
cans stopped every offensive thrust dur­
ing the first and second periods, but in 
the third quarter; the Maroons reached 
the peak of their attack, bewildering 
providence players with a series of de­
ceptive reverse plays which almost won 
them the battle. They marched 78 yards 
prom their own 16-yard line to six yards 
from the Providence goal, but here their 
drive faded as suddenly as it had start­
ed. Tlie FrIars threw back four thrusts 
at their line while under the shadow 
of their goal posts. It was Capt. Boblw 
grown of Springfield who led his teaml 
drive. He made two scintilating rult 
succession The first for i7 yarcJ ® h 
the second for . 22 yards, to cam- Vh 
Maroons.frpm deep in their own ter,- 
tory to within striking distance of tl’ 
providence goal. . 1 the i
Springfield had another :
chance in the third period. Rea„? ! 
providence’s 30-yard line, the bid f g 
touchdown was halted when Del vin°ta 
intercepted one of Brown’s aerie,*0 
the Friars’. 20-yard mark ls °h
These were the only two clla„ . 
Springfield had to score. Otherwise play was all Providence. Duifi±' 
first half, the Maroons were unabl * 
get by midfield and In the fourth n?-to 
they advanced to Providence's 10d 
Jlne but this latter drive was ,19ya!'d 
tame*1- ..._not sus-
Lack Final Puncli i
Absence of a final puncli cost the 
Friars victory. Fumbles at critical times) 
proved costly. An extended march from, 
the first period into the second found: 
Providence going from Springfield’s 48/ 
yard line to,j;he latter’s seven-yard mark, 
but at this point Anthony Barbarito 
spoiled a probable Dominican score when 
he fumbled. Gould also made a costly 
fumble In the fourth period.
After ’making its excellent defensive 
stand on its yard line, Springfield punted 
from behind its goal line. Brown’s kick 
went to Gould, who caught the ball on 
Springfield’s 40-yard line, but just as 
he started to run he fumbled the ball 
and Wells, alert Springfield end, recov­
ered. The fumble enabled Springfield, 
to take the ball and keep the play in,' 
Providence territory during the. remain-j 
der of the game.
Chances for Touchdowns
In the first period Providence had two 
chances for touchdowns. The first came' 
when Bill Kutniewski, excellent Friar 
guard, recovered a Springfield fumble on' 
the latter’s 27-yard line. Hughes, Ma­
roon quarterback, dropped the ball 011 
one of O’Keefe’s punts when he was a: 
victim of ferocious tackle by Capt. Cal­
lahan of the Friars, who came speeding- 
down under the punt to stop Hughes in 
his tracks. Callahan tackled Hughes so, 
hard that the latter dropped the ball 
and reliable Kutniewski' recovered, but 
the Providence attack was not equal to 
the occasion and its initial attempt to 
score faded before the Maroon forwards, 
who.did not allow an inch of ground. 
Soon after, the Dominicans started a 
drive from their 15-yard line to Spring- 
field’s 33, but again a, final punch was 
lacking. The Friars-were aided by a 15- 
yard penalty in this 52-yard march. J ole 
Wright contributed a. 26-yard run 
around his own left end. but this was 
all wasted when their offence came to a 
standstill on the Maroon 33-yard line,
Plav Hard and Clean
In the second period the Friars 
marched 36 yards from their own 42-yarr) 
mark to Springfield’s 24-yard line, buj.
Game played: October 29, 1932
again when it came to do big things; ; 
something went wrong. All in all, Provi-i 
cience had five scoring chances and; 
Springfield two. With the exception of. 
lack of final scoring punch to supple­
ment the spasmodic offensive drived of 
each team,'the game provided every 
element necessary to a well-played con­
test. There were fairly long runs by tor 
dividual' players. Thrilling defensive 
'stands, excellent punting and the play 
was hard and clean.
Charlie O'Keefe, halfback for Provi­
dence, gave a great exhibition of punt­
ing. he got off at least three kicks that 
were good for 60 yards. However, 
.O'Keefe's brilliant kicks were nullified 
throughout the game by the slowness of j 
Providence ends. The Springfield safety 
man had plenty of time to make his 
catch and get a good start before the 
Friar wings were around him.
During the time that he was in the 
game, Capt. Callahan of the Friars! 
played a great defensive game. He 
-played only a little more than half the' 
game and he proved an inspirational 
leader. His tackle , of Hughes in the 
first period was one of the hardest and 
cleanest made by a Friar .player this 
season.
Omer Landry, Providence’s star run­
ning back, played only the first period. 
This diminutive, fast-stepping back 
played his usual high class game while 
in the battle, making a. timely 24-yard 
run around end. that started his team 
■ on one of its long drives. He was a, 
threat every time he carried the ball 
and it was only by narrow margins that 
Springfield managed to stop him from j 
.running to scores on several occasions.!
Friars Switch Tactics i
The Friars switched from a running 
attack to aerial tactics in the second
half. Ray Croteau, playing in. his first 
game since the opener with Rutgers, and ; 
Gould were sent into the game to start 
a passing attack, in the second half. Due . 
to the offensive rush of Springfield in 
the third period, they had no chance, to 
show their wares in this quarter, l?ut 
in the final session, their efforts met with 
partial success.
In that long march of the Friars eailj 
in the fourth period, Croteau threw a 
pass to O’Keefe which was good 'for 14 
yards, and Gould completed one in this 
period for 19 yards.
The summary : eoD,Krwin
PROVIDENCE S smth
Roberge, 1. e. • •••••.............  • • • • •, • Mathesonz
* capt. Callahan.. 1. g. • • * y.............. . Kodis
Katznelson, 1. g............... •.........I »•>
Schott, c. ;................. ’ ’ ’ j * g. Stanford,
Kutniewski. r. . ........................ r t Fowlei
Burdge, r. t...................................... r e,’ RogersGilllgaii. r. e.,................. •• •• • q’ b'.,’ Hughe^
Landry. q. b. .....................‘j Brown id
O Keefe, 1. h. .......................... h shield:
Wright, r. lr. ........................ ■ ■■ f b.’ Hawke,
■^Substitutions: 'providence—Barbarito fo> 
Wright Gould for Landrv. Dromgoole. for G.ll 
ligan,' Gobis for Roberge Healy ruhnhaw 
tetiti Wright for Healy, Boyle for Callahan 
Gilligan for Dromgoole, Roberge £ci..£gpn 
Croteau for Wright Gobis for C. hgaK 
qnri-nefie'ld—Cooper for Stanfoia we S Wills for' Rogers, Roberts for Hughes, 
Rist for Fowler, Kominsky ioi Qnrt, f j 
for Cooper. Smith for Burke Govoito) 
Hawkes, Thompson £ohriproh^feesKfor Rob-i 
Coone1' Pretka ‘for Babier Hughes i , , 1 ert°P Babler for ^etta Cotfto to Kodm,
' to Qufi°rkRThomp?omn for SWeJda ’ • Refe^* 
Linesman—Sullivan (Springfield).
FRIARS PUMMEL 
C.C.N.Y. 46-0-
Barbarito, Croteau Run Wild
 Game played: November 5, 1932
Sweeping the ends with devastating i 
effect behind strong interference, the f 
Provideniie College backs ran wild on 
Hendricken Field yesterday as the Col­
lege of the City of New York football 
team was humbled rather rudely, 46 to 0.
Dominican football records were 
nearly toppled as the team scored Its 
most impressive victory of the season. 
Yesterday's score was the second largest 
ever compiled by a Friar eleven, and An­
thony Barbarito’s 82-yard scoring run 
came near to being the, longest ever 
made by a Friar back.
Staging their strongest and most con­
sistent offensive of the current, cam­
paign, the Dominicans made seven 
touchdowns in their wild dash to ' 
triumph. Two of these came in each of 
the first three periods and the other was 
made in the fourth.
Not onlj' were the Friars at their best 
while on the attack, but they main-
I ••••-'-■ »»•.-“ —....
, tained their powerful defensive-ability to 
I check every scoring bid of the Lavender. 
[>The New Yorkers made only two first 
downs, and one of these was the result 
of a 15-yard penalty inflicted on the 
Friars in the final period. Providence
mad® 12 first downs.
Croteau is Hero
While Barbarito provided the high-! 
light with his remarkable 82-yard touch­
down run. it was Ray Croteau, starting 
jils first ’Varsity game, who was the 
hero. This fast, intelligent running 
back scored three times on runs of 58, 52 
and nine yards.
Each one of Croteau’s scoring dashes 
were thrillers. Each time he waited for 
jjls interference to do its work before 
he let go a grteat burst of speed. His pe­
culiar' running stride had the Lavender 
nlayers*making frantic and fruitless ef­
forts to stop him.
Others who contributed points 
inwards the Providence cause were Joie 
i Wright. Charlie Rennick and Philip Del 
'Vecchio, who made one touchddwn each, 
ft Vecchio also scored two after touch- 
mwn points, as did Charlie O’Keefe.
“ starting from single wing back, forma-
• „s the Dominican backs ran the Lav- 
players ragged, circling the ends
With ease and getting by the C. C. N. Y. 
secondary without any trouble. tu 
Providence forwards continued their 6 
ceUent defensive play, outfighting aft
i putcharglng the New York playeft bvft 
wide margin. y a
The C. C N. Y. players gave their best 
but they lacked the all-round abT’i 
and finesse of their opponents Tbft 
chief weakness was lack of co-ordm? 
tion. They t00k considerable punish'. ft„t from the hard-charging Provide^’ 
backs and Imemen. When the 
were not pecking away at the ends tu
{were hammering at the heart of thftft7 
f * a with that battering-ram, Deft ft 
chlo, making thrust after thrust eft?' 
Metv York players, they weaker ft the 
ft extent that the Friars had to
time in running up a large score easy
Use Plays Effectively
! The Friars used two plays effectively 
and both were from single wing back 
formations. One had the ball-carrier 
knifing through tackle and end, and the ! 
other had him making wide sweeps, 
around the wings. These plays were I 
tried repeatedly by the Friars, especially ! 
at the right side of the line, and despite 
the fact that they continually faced , 
these same tactics, the lavender players 
were unable to stop the Dominican ad­
vances. . , „
The C. C. N. Y. offensive was woefully 
weak. It did not once get by midfield. 
The longest run made by a New York 
back was one of 15 yards by Diamond in 
the fourth period. Tire Lavender plays 
were stopped repeatedly. The backs ran 
headlong Into a stonewall when they 
headed for the Dominican line and when 
they tried sweeping plays, the fast 
Providence secondary charged, forward
(suddenly to halt their runs.
I It was only after five minutes of play- 
I ing time that the Friars scored. Schneer 
of C C N. Y. returned one of O'Keefe’s 
kicks to Landry, who received on his 
30-yard line and ran the ball back 12 , 
yards to the 42-yard line. On the fol­
lowing play, Croteau took the ball, 
stayed behind his Interference until he 
got around the end and then he re­
versed his field to race over the New' York 
goal line for the first score of the game. 
The run was good for 58 yards. This 
started the Providence machine rolling.
Wright Goes Over
Shortly after this, a poor puiit by 
<-< r, ftf c C N Y. gave the Friars 
1 ft ball on the opposition’s 30-yard line. 
From" pplnh Providence made ito 
i ft touchdown by virtue of short,second touchdown ny^ flnaUy
went over from the eight-yard line
M Vorking™%k“ as emadeSCthis 
in two years of
•ftftftaSrmanaged to check the 
ftwtious Dominican backs during the 
' a ft nf the first period, but It was not 
rest 5+er the second period got under
dash'to the ■ ftRcl the Lavender sec- 
ft was swarmed by would-be 
ondary, h quickly reversed his field 
j tacklers, hut 1 q players stranded' and left the New York play mQSt
'and helpless. Ih'a
I strategic run of the game.
Start Another Drive 
, It was not long before the Friars were
on their way to another score. Schneer ! 
punted out of danger to Gould, who re- I 
ceived on his 40-yard line and ran back | 
12 yards to C. C. N. Y.’s 48. Here the 
homesters staged another sustained' 
march towards the enemy’s goal. The 
drive was featured by Del Vecehio’s line 
plunges. It took 10 plays to make the 
touchdown and on six of these it was 
Del Vecchio who carried the ball. He 
gained from two to 10 yards every time 
he hurled himself at the New York line 
The march terminated with the rugged 
fullback scoring from the four-yard
7bis endecl the scoring for the first half.
Wh° was rePlaced by Barbar­
ito m the second period, re-entered the 
game and gave the Lavender players a
time Cert'°rreMllv his presence in short 
after r' C\N' Y- Punted °n first down
\ecei^inS the kick-off, the ball
yards to hA°W’ Who ran St back flve 
S li? 42-yard line. On the en- 
wiib/ ay’ Oroteau started for end.
S the mamier of bis first long
AkSn tote ran 82 yards for a so<»e 
Again this clever back waited for the
opportune moment to cut in and em­
ploy his natural ability.
Makes Third Score
Only an exchange of punts followed’ 
before Croteau made his third score and 
sixth for the team, This time he scored 
from the nine-yard mark after the Friars 1 
had started their march from their own 
42-yard line. Jack Sloane, former Crans­
ton high star, playing his first '’Varsity 
game, took over an important role in 
this scoring bid of the Friars. He con­
tributed two runs, one for 15 yards and 
another for eight,
A 42-yard march early in the fourth 
period, with Charlie Renniek going over ‘ 
from the “one-inch line, brought the 
Dominicans their seventh and final 
score. With Friar subs holding the fort 
during most of the final period the 
.Lavender managed to check any’ fur- ’ 
ther approaches toward its goal.
The summary;
PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE (46) . C. C. N. Y. (0)
» i: ?: t
Kutniewski, r. g................ re Web,?!11?1
Burge, r. t ” r8"t S,ein
sxn’or-he' ..........Croteau, 1. h. ............. q' y--.MPndschei'n
Wright, r. h.................. .....' " : hc D0!amond
OKeefe, f. b................ ............... rf Schneerqpnro , . • * • - • • f. b., S.ederer
Score by periods........... 1,2 q a.
Providence College n u 10 „
mentt. Substitutions- ProvkiLnJ0 2, Place- 
Gould for Landry Healev for ™e( Cpllege— barito for Croteau LeBiZ,1 °I w,rlEht, Bar- 
Vecchio for O’Keefe Healey. Del
Landry for Gould KatzneKoo 91' Barbarito, 
Owren for Kutniewski Profon f,or Ma«losn O'Keefe for Del vTcchio p LeB’«»V
Burns for Boyle Lawlor’fne°»d ?r Landry; 
for Gould. Rennick tor O’kTX^b L,aMrV I 
for Croteau, LeBlanc for Biokofe’„®a!'barito i
FSfc M&rMSste!
Kv-en^ '
Weine® to^Ashm' ^in'stS^tor^erkowiu'
Seanll^^Pa ZMnfeX/® ^’P^:
Fdur'VV : Line^niTni_v?1}ire7~W- H- Schuperfc 
F^r 15-minute pe?^; E- ^meson. tfime-
..—S—J
Providence College Ball Carriers on Scoring Rampage
 
Roy Croteau, sterling Friar halfback on left, off on a 60-yard run for touchdown against City College of New York in the first period of Hen-
ricken Field game. 
ANTHON
YBARBARITO
Friar Backs Ran Wild Against C.C.N.Y.
Prov. Tribune
FRIARS . . . 46 
C.C. OF N.Y. . 0
Final Score
PROV. C. CITY COL. N. Y.
Roberge, le.......................••.le., Webber
Boyle, It.......................... .. Friedman
Katznelson, lg................... Velholf
Mathews,  ........................... c-- Wein®r
Kutniewski, rg.............rg-> Weinstein
Burdge, rt............. '..............V'V. «an^Gilligan, re................... re., Schulsafter
Landrv qb................qb.. MondschernCroteau, ?hb. ........... Ihb Diamond
Wright rhb........ ..<f....... rhb., Schneer
O’Keefe,, ........................... fb., Siderer
Officiajs—Referee, T, A. Scanlon. 
Umpire—W. H. Shupert. Head Lines­
man—W. E. Jamieson. Time of game 
—2 o’clock.
- -------
Providence College led by Roy C/fO-: 
team speedy sophomore halfback, • 
opened its home season on Hendrick- 
en field defeating City College of New 
York, 46 to 0. Providence was in 
complete command aty all times and 
scored practically at will during the
first three periods. . .
Coach Golemheski used praetciaily 
every man wearing a P. C. uniform.
The City College attack, centered 
around Jack Diamond,. 'failed miser­
ably when the fast-charging Friar 
ends and tackles bottled up the fleet- 
footed hack. On the defense, the visi­
tors were sadly disorganized, being 
unable to pierce the Back and White 
forward wall. Most of the City College 
tackles were made by the secondary, 
which took a severe battering from 
the fine running intreference of the P. 
C: forces.
Runs of 60 yards by Roy Croteau 
and 82 yards by Tony Barbarito pre­
ceded two of the Providenpe touch­
downs.
, \ city College was unable to penetrate 
the Providence line and failed to reach 
juidfield at. any time during the first
providence won the toss and chose 
lo kick from the west goal, the wind 
. their backs. Joie Wright was act­
ing as captain in the absence of Capt. 
Calahan. Gilligan took the kickoff 
„n the Providence 30 and advanced 
pight yai’ds feetoe being stopped. 
Three line plays netted a first down 
L the, City College 48-yard line, but 
iwo unsuccessful forwards drew a 
five-yard penalty and O Keefe kicked 
outside, on the City College 30-yard
'“two City College line plays netted 
fw0 ■ yards and Schneer kicked to 
Landry on. the Friar 30. Landry was 
chased outside on the 38. . Croteah 
leaked off tackle on the second down 
and ending the City College second!
raced 02 yards down the side 
hnes to a touchdown. O’Keefe kicked
he extra point. Score: Provider,7? City. College,- 0. Providence,
The Lavender kicked off after the. 
score, Burns taking the short kick j 
on the Providence 40. Wriglit and ’ 
ILandry punched out a first down witii , 
successive runs for 10 yards each, 
but losses by O'Keefe and. Choteau 
soon forced • O’Keefe to kick. The J 
punt, carried by a cross wind went i 
outside on the Lavender 20-yard line. ' 
City College again found the Provi­
dence line hard to crack and Schneer 
kicked' off side on iiis own 30-yard 
line. Successive line plays by Cro- i 
leau, O’Keefe and Wright produced 1 
a providence first down on the City 
College 20. Wright carried to the nine- 
yard on the first down and O’Keefe 
made it first down, touchdown to go ’ 
on the City College eight-yard line. 
Wright plunged through the line for 
the touchdown. O’Keefe failed in his 
try for the point. Score.
providence College 13.
Cifcv College 0.providence kicked oil. after the 
re Schneer carrying the. ball to his.
own 35-yard’ line as the period ended. ,
Score at. end of first period: 
providence College 13.
Both teams exchanged punts after i 
the start of the second period but I 
Providence added another score to its 
total when Barbarito who had sub­
stituted for Croteau in the Friar back- 
Sld roced 82 yards through the City 
College tea mfor the third touchdown. 
O’Keefe lacked the point.
Score: „„, providence, College 20. 
i City College 0- , , ,■ pitv College was unable to gain
m Providence took possession in the 
icilors’ 38-yard line after a poor kick 
by- Schneer. Providence failed to gain 
I r„„id who had substituted for 
?”andry kicked off side on the City 
liege 20 yard stripe Two lme plays 
■ stopped dead and Schneer
kicked, Gould took the kick on the
Providence 35 and ran 5 yards before 
fumbling. Healey recovered for 
Providence. Successive lme plays pro-
„ Prinr first down on the City ^nfleae 3^ and Barbarito, after two 
R aided another on the City 
Allege 20. Delvecchio, who substi- , 
mted Jor Wright, bucked centre for 11 
vards and two plays later went oyer
the visitors’ four yard line for 
? “touchdown. Delvecchio also drop- 
kicked for the extra point.
providence College 27.
PracticaHye the entire Providence 
x was substituted lifter the score, 
an“ry returning to quarter back.. The
UaI?, ,s fried one play and then lacked' r31L°andry on“heVovidence 20 The 
S signal caller ran to midfield be-
going outside. Noon picked up 
«rvards through the line, but Landry 
16-,ys to gain as the period ended. 
f%’eqre end of half:
So idence College 27.
Cit°y ®0,Iege °f NcW Y°rlt
THIRD QUARTER
’ The entire Providence starting line­
up returned to the game. Provi­
dence kicked off to start the third per- 
I iod, Monschein returning the kick 19 
’ yards to the City College 36-yard line..
' Providence smothered a line play and 
'City College kicked, Gould taking the 
J punt - and running eight yards to the 
j Providence 49-yard line. On the first 
’ play, Croteau' raced off tackle and
taking the course of his first run, ■ 
: ran 51 yards for a score. The try 
for the extra point was blocked. The 
-score: :
Providence 33 
City College 0
City College received after the. 
touchdown- but .was soon, forced to 
kick. Gould took the punt at midfield.
, Sloan, who had substituted in the 
, Friar gackfield picked up first down 
' on the City College 28 after an 18 
' yard run, and picked up another on 
City College 11 after a “17-yard hike. 
Croteau went over for the score on
■ a wide end sweep. O’Keefe’s try for 
the point, again was blocked, but he 
was allowed another try when both 
teams were offside. O’Keefe capi­
talized the point on the second try.
- Score Providence 40, City College 0.
' Mondschein took the kick after the 
> touchdown but fell on his own 20-yard 
line without being tackled. A City 
College kick went off side and Provi­
dence took possession on the visitors’ 
33-yard line. Leblanc, substitute half­
back, picked up a first down on the 
Lavender 17-yard line after a dash 
through tackle. City College called 
time out and nine substitutions in the 
line and back field were rushed on.
Landry failed to gain and the drive ; 
stopped when a Landry pass was in- j 
tercepted on the City College 15-yard i 
marker.
Providence gained possession imme­
diately, however, when Pete Gobis, 
substitute end, pounced on a fumble
Score at the end of the third period : 
on the City College seven-yard line. !
Providence 40.
City College 0.
Providence began, substituting free- ’ 
ly at the outset of the fourth period 
but still Citv College could firjK’no 
defense against the attack.
Charley Hennick who had gone into 
the Friar backfield improved the scor­
ing stand established before the close 
of the third chukker carrying to the 
one-ynrd line on a line buck through 
center. Rennick was detected crawl­
ing on the play, however, and the 
Friars were penalized five-yards
■ Three plays were needed to recover 
j the distance and Rennick finally went 
• oyer from the one-yard line. A rush 
. for the point by Landry failed
■ Final score:
i providence 46.
City College 0.
Cardinals Favored
j Confidence -prevails In the Cardinals’ 
camp, and while they will enter the con­
test favorites to win, they will find that 
all will not be rose’s in their path, to 
victory; They will pit- their strength 
agftnst the strongest Dominican team 
they have ever faced.
Both will be able to field lull strength, 
each having come through their battles 
on Saturday minus serious injuries.
This will be the onlv college game for 
football fans in this city on Saturday 
as the Brown team journeys to New York 
for the Columbia contest .’ A large crowd 
is expected to be on hand when the two 
teams clash In what should be one of 
the best games to be played this season 
in Rhode Island.
Notre Dame Coach 1
/be last meeting between the teams;
at Providence a few vears back was a- 
thrlller, treating a bte gathering with 
some keen competition. Clashes be-; 
tween these two teams invariably have 
been keenly fought and close with last 
year’s verdict going to the Cards 13 to 
7. They termed the game in Washing­
ton. C. U.’s closest call.
Coaching the cardinals is Arthur J.
, Bergman, who teaches his boys the 
Notre Dame system. He competed in'
. both football and track while at Notre 
. Dame, starring at both branches of ath­
letics. He was famed as a running- 
mate of the immortal George Glpp prior 
to his graduation at South Bend in 1919. 
Bergman, whb is also athletic director at 
£• v- has been highly successful with 
the Cardinals, who have won 12 of their 
last 13 games. -
liobt10118 those who will be in the spot- 
7nt at the Cycledrome next Saturday
Hnvr ; Providence College and Catho-
. university football teams meet will 
e Omer Landry of the- Friars who was
as the model athlete o^ Rhode' 
i and ■ last sea®°n. Ready' to applaud 
i T , watch this youth selected for the 
“Omnal Honor Roll in 1931 will be the 
frir,/e ,groxiP of this State's high school
players> all of Whom have been j 
noted by the Dominican athletic au- 
thouties to attend the game. 
v™i«5“ry* who ’Was an outstanding all-1.
athlete while at St. Raphael) 
i-n a°S?ly’ is the regular quarterback on 
f Hi* « . ?r eleven, having made good in 
. i year of ’Varsity competition. Het 
specializes in open field running. / 
.A,;,15 tile Player the Dominicans are 
rtnte*® upon to partially offset the!
°’ngs ol c- u-’s great star. Tommy!
WhiI« Landry is hot the pol-i 
th Li?u??er tllat Whelan is, he possesses; tne ability to give the cardinals’ candi- i 
aate lor All-American, honors i some.)
healthy competition.
Scboolboys to Attend
J be schoolboy, readily accepted the 
,lrom the Providence College
Athletic Association and undoubtedly 
all of them will be on hand to watch the 
game. i
Meanwhile the Friar players were 
given another long drill yesterday in 
piepaiation for the - game. Although 
handicapped by rain during the' past 
two nays the coaches are making care- 
fUl preparations for the visit of cu ■ 
The Friars are anxious to down the
thS1 prit8igeVlCt0ry add to
C. U. will field a strong and exception- 
ally well-balanced team. Until it played 
Holy Cross two weeks ago, it had p 
straight games. gave Ute cru !
saders a hard battle before losing 8 to n ! and Coach McEwan of the S® aal2 
after the game that c. U. haTSe best' 
team to play at Fitton Field, tfiu !
■ ''’I,'
 Landry to Pilot Friars
in Catholic U. Contest
R. I. Schoolboy Football Players
Invited to Cycledrome 
Game Saturday.
Carroll “Reel” Gould, who was rated as one of the best all-round ath­
letes in Rhode Island Schoolboy history when lie was campaigning for 
Cranston high, will play for the Providence College football team to­
day at the Cycledrome against the Catholic University eleven. A large 
number of Cranston fans will watch their star athlete perform.
DOMINICAN, C.U. 
RECORDS SIMILAR
Opponents Here Saturday Have 
  Lost Only One Game Each—
 to Holy Cross.
After receiving recent information 
about the strength of the Providence 
College football team and giving its , 
record closer scrutiny, strategists of the 
■Catholic University eleven have lost 
some of their optimism regarding Satur­
day's game - at the Cycledrome. While 
[they anticipated a 'hard battle, they 
were not worrying over the outcome but 
now aspects in Washington concerning 
:the battle have changed.
The Friars have gone along quietly 
playing high class football, holding 
their own with every opponent in their 
class. Like' their prospective opponents 
they are confident of victory, but at the 
same time they have no illusions regard­
ing the strength of the Cardinals.
Conditions at the two camps are sur­
prisingly similar. Each school is repre­
sented by its'■ strongest team in history 
and each has lost but one game and, 
that to the same opponent Holy Cross.! 
Each has a heavy and speedy line and' 
fast and shifty backs. Each is endeavor- ■ 
ing to gain recognition in the'football 
world, and as a result when they meet, 
these parallelisms very likely will be the 
making of a real football battle.
Hard Practice on Tap
Coach Dutch Bergman of the Cards 
has been driving his players at a fast 
clip this! week in preparation for thd 
game. He will have his strongest avail­
able lineup ready for the contest.
Coach Archie Golembeski of the Friars i 
is doing the same, and his charges are 
working hard and with much zest and 
.!??Ausiasm,to pi'ePa:'e themselves for 
nomirnca™ Whelan and his mates. The 
with Which the Lorking on a defence 
2 “Whh»„ hop® t0 sfe>P the elu-
are not underrati^ the same they 
backs S the other C- u-
-- AA. -------- , '
In Bus Sheary the Cards have another 
ihgrd running ball-toter who teams with 
Whelan in fine style. Quarterback 
Charlie McVean and Halfback “Babe” 
Gearty are others who have starred in 
ball-carrying for the Washington outfit.
Drill Against C. U. Players 
■ Against Wake ■ Forrest, a truly strong 
team, C. U. played exceptionally good 
football in winning 14 to 6. The team 
: showed a strong offensive against their 
powerful opponents in piling up 16 first 
downs to six. The Cards also showed a 
strong passing attack, completing five 
of six attempted passes.
Yesterday at Hendricken Field, the 
Friar coaches sent their chaiges through 
a defensive drill against C. U. plays. 
Charlie Jorn, 'Varsity end last season, 
has scouted C. U. for the Friars, and 
yesterday lie outlined the offensive 
style of Bergman's team to the scrubs. 
Practically the entire time of the drill 
was devoted to work against C. U. for- 
mations.
Regulars to Start
The Friar mentors stated after the 
practice that they would field their reg­
ular lineup against C. U. All of the play­
ers are in the best of condition.
The Cardinals will arrive in Providence 
at nine o'clock tomorrow evening. Af­
ter the game the squad will be guests 
of the Rhode Island alumni of Catholic 
University at a dinner to be heM^the
U aSmni from all sections of New Eng- 
u. aiuiu ., „me and also be
^nTaAhe^X.5 Bev Maurice S. 
cheely assistant to the rector at C. IL, 
attend both affairs. Joseph E.
2 is in charge of details for the af-Slame ^-togUr of C. U. .alumni 
and their guests;_..... _....
LEADS C.U. TEAM HERE
Lester Sheary, captain and fullback of the Catholic University eleven 
which meets Providence College at the Cycledrome tomorrow.
DOMINICANS END
SEASON AGAINST 
C.U. TOMORROW
Opponents at Cycledrome Have  
Lost Only to Holy Cross;
Friars at Peak.
Roberrl* &nLVEGE- , CATHOLIC U. i
Can? L .........  • 1 **’ 190’ Fleming1vapt. Callahan. 185, 1. t........... 1, t„ 210 Grn*£
Katznelson, 370 1 - i X. io* ?ss
schott, 180, c Tv;, *> V*
Landry, 1S0j or G(>hW -J- *•; We, M
Croteau i * V ' * *q‘ b-» AugusterferwS SU4’ \h‘.b.........L h- b- Whelan
O’Keefe •?<?■» r# k. b... .r. h. b., 175, Jankowski
Official! b.......... f* b” 170> CaPt* Sheary
art liBiJ- J- Volk, referee; H. R. Bank-
Tim?PlJC; A’R- Dorman, linesman. '
idence, * ° cIock- place—Cycledrome, Prov- r
, By JOE NUTTER
dence rv,i,3tW football team that Provi-
I son to™ ge ever had wiu close its sea-
I-SX’X'i "• ■■
squad UthatCim+u1J University gridiron
this as sometwnc ‘J° Weeks ag0 rate(1 ' 
top off a cl.emtaSb? an opportunity to 
meet a Domingan season- is due to 
anxious to comnlete3!?616^1011 that ls 
year,, ana the two win successful
on almost «,u,n ™ eTter the gam« 
it must go to the f ®dge exists>
by virtue of h, ® -a<UnE combination 
Cross which it held nWlth HoI>’
possession of a halrX, t0 °’ and its 
Whelan, triple threat „^DT,ed TomW 
who have watched ,,^any critics 
claim that Mr. Whelan^n Universlty 
rated, so the worth ?f1?hBll^hat he is 
defence men in this Dominican
down to their ability K ? may narrow ' 
he runs and passes. Z * toP ’Whelan as
even i^°”an j*® out to 
Catholic University '® that 
year ago, When the7tndpen®a a 
fought game f}®,V° k a hard- 
team, 13 to 7 * ° “ tire home 
55 yard runs to t, 52 «««
while an O’Keete t 2le 
pass turned in the i„Bwl>arlto 
dence score. llc lone Provi-
Providerice is at tor, 
so far as the first comh,etleth again
1 the only ailing piaye°Ration Joes’
: Davis, who is being held k ® nS Dexter j injured ankle. S held back with an
Coach Archie Gole'mbeski plans a
.starting team of Roberge and Gilligan, 
ends; Capt. Callahan and Burdge, , 
tackles; Katznelson and Kutniewski, 
guards; Scott, centre; Landry or Gould, 
quarterback: Croteau and Wright, half- 
hacks, and O’Keefe, fullback.
With Tony Barbarito in a refeerve 
role, Providence will present a team that 
local supporters figure will put Cath­
olic University on the defensive in the 
early moments of play, f°r this is the 
first time in weeks that the local eleven 
has had all of its siege guns available 
1 for full-time roles at one time, 
i Raymond Croteau, the 164-poun.d 
Freshman from Fall River was hurt In 
the Rutgers game after he had scored 
the tying touchdown there, hut he 
came back with a rush against Spring- 
fleld then clicked off three of the tal­
lies against C. C. N- Y., two of his 
touchdown runs being for more than
50 yaTStholic University’s in t,le 
midst of its greatest season, for 
it has already toppled C. C N,
Y. 47 to 0; Chattanooga, 19 to 
0 - Manhattan 13 to 7; and Wake 
j Forest, 14 to 6, losing only to
Holv Cross, 8 to 0.
Providence College has a lone
defeat at the hands °f H°D 
Cross to mar its season, Its rec­
ord being Rutgers, 6 to 6 Holy
Cross. 6 to 36; Vermont, 14 to 0,
!, Springfield, 0 to 0; Boston Uni­
versity, 36 to 6; and C. C. N. Y„
46 to 0. rtoiiege players who
liaT been in contests with both the 
TT an(j providence College
Sams figured the two combinations on
a paf'„v, comes from the Bronx and is Wte;S.e a-TiMnlng ace of the team, 
thepa®®? “ jt that he may ma_
Dam® West Point next year, where 
triculate as ” ilapie for three more 
he w°uJdVarsity football. Jankowski is 
years of f tv,e invaders, and Capt. 
the kidk€5-rv of Worcester, is the block- 
Lester Sheary® c v will have
ing ahd ^TBalencls; Gross and Flynn, 
Fleming f^dBail, Lyons, guards; ana 
tackles; Centel a usterfer, quarterback 
White, centr ’ )’oWski, halfbacks; and
' Captlasheary- ^jg^gchool elevens will 
Rhode island high ^°guests of the
watch-the ga®® Athletic Association^ 
providence C<w s __
Here is the Catholic University football team which will piay the Provi­
dence College football team at the Cycledrome tomorrow. Left to Right: 
“Red” Fleming, right end; Harvey Duscha, right tackle; Max Billinger, 
right guard; Jim Christianson, centre; Bill Conter, left guard; Lloyd 
Stafford, left tackle; Vincent Fraatz, left end; Pat Montague, quarter­
back; John Jankowski, right halfback; Lester Sheary, fullback, and 
Tom Whelan, left halfback.
C.U.'s Eleven Which Plays Here Tomorrow
Game Is Last of Season for 
Dominicans; Visitors Have Star 
Back in Whelan.
Friars Meet Catholic U. 
at R.I. Cycledrome Today
The thuds of the best , team which has 
ever represented Providence College on 
the gridiron will be heard today for the 
last time this season when it stacks up 
■ against the strong Catholic University 
b at the Cydedrome in one of the 
leadlmers of the New England football card. ■
hopes fiigh for victory, the 
n,.ria!s,e?ter today's contest with a rec- 
ripfe? i °ur victories, two ties and, one 
ni 111 ®®v®c games, six of which were 
th® road- Today it meets an
Holvo?5 el®ven, which has lost only to ' 
been Ts this season, and which has
durft|ft,ftlous in 12 out oI 13 games 
g the past two campaigns.
“Rubber” Battle
betwftnfthftft’ft game to be played 
been vict-ft two teams and each has 
held BarV°<Us onC€ ln the two games 
,vade'd ft ?” 1823 the c U. .earn in­
fested 7 tftnft” Pleld and was de" 
rivalry ’ *n a hectic battle. The 
son when' ?10t resumed until last Sea- 
WashinetcSft^mthicans travelled to
*lost 13 t071n 
series, there ar ft f°-' -le lead in tlie 
which will are °ftr incentives for both 
game sifitojftftft to make today’s 
thrilling^™ft ft hard-fought and 
viously. The R-u they have PlaJ’ed pre­
further lafteu ft ! scek vlct°ry to add- 
successful. Wi’t, ° a season already rated ! 
'ion, the Domlnieft p?ssing of each sea- 
progress to Xfteftftft “ft® gradUsl 
ball world and ft Position m the foot- 
prevent anythin? ftft determined to 
that progress1 8 whlch would hinder
Like the Friara to-
their eyes towai ft t?he Cardinals have 
; and they have takeft grldlron spotlight 
[ steps towards their geftft ftnd hurried
Due to tfteft St**'’'0™ 
the presence of' ftft better record and 
timber in their Unftft ^-American 
enter 'today’s game ?'ft Cardinals will The margin bXftft ftorltes to Win 
and it is likely tha? ft ,teams is slight 
cide the issue.AVitftft breaks win de? 
bre of Tommy Whftftftft °f the 41
this .fast-steppft®j hSft threat ft 
running wild agahftftft k has been
chine and he pft-ft in the C. U. 'm- ‘ 
makes the offeift,'. "ft, ft ?he "Park that 
ability s^ W « only Tommyft'
s. conuMt threat ftftt Wakes C n 1
Star Wuarter. Out ' j
The C;ii'dinal's'i.will play the Friars'•
minus their star - quarterback, Charles 
McVean. who will be lost to the team for 
the remainder of the season because of 
a dislocated tartilage in his. right knee. 
The loss of McVean somewhat weakens 
the team because he is a triple threat, 
but the Cards are fortunate, however, 
in having a capable reserve! in Eugene 
Augusterfer, who will be the team’s field 
general.
Vincent’ mate, star end. who was 
unable lb play against Wake Forest last 
week berXse of an Injury, has rejoined 
the team and he will be in the starting 
lineup todav, He is the best end.on the 
C. U. squad.
Cap< Owen Callahan of the Friars 
will not start today’s game because of ■ 
an injury and there is some . question 
whether he will be able to see any serv­
ice whatsoever. This is the last chance . 
that Capt Callahan will be able to play 
for the Dominicans, as he graduates in 
nine There are three other seniors on 
the Providence squad who play their last 
game today. 'They are Peter Gilligan 
«nd ••pr.’wfeV” Dromgoole. ends, and Ed­
ward Wosa. guard Of these three 
Gilligan will start, but the others will 
see action.
Gould or Landry
The Friar coaches are undecided, 
about who they will start at quarter- 
hec’- They have nominated Carroll! 
•toed” Gould and Omer Landry for the! 
herth The rest of the backfield will j 
have Ray Croteau and Jew Wright at the.I 
.’MlfSack portions and' Charlie O’Keefe
atft’u Maftftw. who' has seep fee 
service this season because of an mju y, 
■will replace' Jack Schott at centre. Gil- 
man X team with Ollie N°ftge at ft
DiCCharlftnEutogeCeftn bea?“the
^'taXfth ft^ft" “d
Trbing Katznelson at the, gu»
Ii Bing Dinner Planned
wnvid-nce line will average 184The pftftftds iess than the Card- 
pounds. two PftftX average. The Do- 
inal Will be 12 pounds lessminican backfield qui>rtet The
than the C. U. b 160 pounds with 
Friars will gack and slightly more
Landry at ftaltfteld general. The Card- 
with Gou d« ,rt averages 172 pounds, mats' backfield a E rs a„ived
A squad of 33 G f ht. The play- 
at 9 0 clock Rhode Island
ft. will be diversity at a dln-
aiunrhl °f Caft?t the Biltmore Hotel, 
ft to be held at the er
of New Ens‘
Friars to Meet Cardinals 
 in Final Game of Season
Catholic U. Eleven to Play Here 
Saturday; Whelan, Star Back, 
to Face Providence.
! ?bich have received their
i opponent season from the same
. gam« Which?? meetbere Saturday in a 
1 healthv ls exPected to produce some 
idenceycoulpetlti0n' They are the Prov- 
eiavens wh?86' and Catholic University 
only two hr? oombined records contain 
Holy cro&s tlF1®11®8 put there bT the 
gam® of the t This W»1 be the flnal
These tw„ !ason for the Friars..
Uvals anri ° teams are the. closest of 
highly lnterest?«year they have sta«®d 
eaeelastse^hg^wes. As was the 
having shown ;nbmth eleV€ns are strong, 
football m ?4?,e exceptionally good 
without defeat?,?8 +l.by aU opposition 
last meeting was h?i?ht Crusaders. Their 
?e Cardinal? J* Wasbington and 
tbI1Plng battlet 1 Phed’ 13 to 7, In a
-‘-his year
utlcrovldence bv8thee 139611 br°hght 
fetlc authorities? "v D°mmlcan ath- 
oniy college game I1 as this wiu the 
«*ty on SatUrda?! 1° be PlaPed in this 
Pected to Watch???’'86 gathering is ex-
The Friars h J^-dhhtest. 
winning four, tie?,DP}ayed se™ games, 
They have defend ancl losinS one. 
~‘C” N...y.iS(. j d Boston University, 
The draw games^wel61106 and Vermont, 
gers and 8prtogflX played with Rut- ! 
s ty was undefeltoridi' Cathol’c Univer- 1 
f^btrfstralght gam2sSt5?ason’ winning >
Und them travelling Sin 6ampaiSh 
unbeaten hat?' ' 8 tbe same
Where ^ey to??,??" hlt Wmeest
'Record of kr u W marSin-
The Cardinal? / CaM1hals j
Wum ?' 47 to defeating ctriumph .by aOWnin ^}ey followed this-
• SSX-g»U«* ’»W ■
fll?rtS6rLand a scorelei +f 1x3 6 tie with 
held. St. Lawrence with Spring-
0; Boston Universito ? humbled 14 to ' 
to 6. and Vermont ? Was swamped 9s 
Yesterday the c %as subdued, 14 to ? 
added to its list Y. eleven 10Holy cX ?e£?Ic>?46 to? W8S 
to 0, scoring the Cardinals 8
period. Through +? Points ih the a? , 
game, the Cardinal? h^^artemorth1 
on even terms but?6ld the CruS/b® 
the Purple staged ? tb® Anal So?
WWuS&fsstB
On the basis of the comparative scorei 
of the two teams in their games With 
iHoly Cross, the Cardinals should defeat 
the Friars in their coming battle. Both 
' played C. C. N. Y. The Cardinals won, 
1 47 to 0, and the Friars, 46 to.0, This 
leaves no room for comparison, But in 
the opinion of the C. C. N. Y. coach the 
Catholic U. team is slightly stronger
than Providence.
Catholic U Has Edge
Here is what the Lavender mentor said 
I when asked by the writer after yester­
day’s game at Hendricken Field to name 
a winner of Saturday’s battle: "Both 
Catholic U and Providence have strong 
teams. Both lines are heavy .and strong.” 
Then he hesitated and added: “I think
Catholic U has a slight edge.”
Asked his opinion of Tom Whelan, 
Catholic U's great halfback, he said: 
“There’s a football player for you. If he 
was with a major college team, he surely 
' would make all-American.”
’ That is the opinion of an abserver 
who has seen both teams down his eleven 
by decisive margins. The Cardinals ap­
pear to have little more strength than 
the Dominicans, but the difference be­
tween the two teams is small. Victory 
can go either way. It is likely that the 
breaks will decide the game, which will 
, find two heavy and fast lines opposing 
each other plus hard-running backs vie­
wing for honors.
Tommie Whelan is no. stranger to the
Friars. They know of his ability. Last 
season he defeated them single handed. 
His two touchdowns after runs of 53 
,ahd 37 yards brought the Cardinals vic­
tory. He has starred for Catholic U. 
during the past three seasons and each 
campaign found him among the leading 
scorers. He is among the best college 
backs in the country.
The Friars have star backs to pit 
against Whelan. In Ray Croteau, Omer 
Landry. Charlie O'Keefe aiid Anthony 
Barbarito they have backs who are con­
stant threats to the opposition. Croteau 
is the new Dominican sensation. This 
is hi’ first year of ’Varsity competition, 
but has the poise of a veteran. He is 
hrainy player and should give the Car- 
rt’mnls considerable trouble next Safe 
"X as he gave the C. C. N. Y. team
yesterday. .
OLIVER 
ROBERGE
FRIARS 0, C.U. 6
FRIARS MEET POWERFUL 
OPPONENTS IN CATHOLIC U.
Lose Chance to Score in . First Period 
Only Four Yards from Goal
defeat1 thil'??? Providence College . „ ft i 
jysity as the S?°n by Cath°»c um
”KiS»“» c>2S».“t'£ Xss.a °sssss,-Ss™t
la the fOllrtl> °«C°U-a
out °ver
chances In hHvirig thi’eph’OUs^' .
» the! 
f«nce sh0^adn,the determined c Vri™
°WOn^^fe
their te1? klckepde«d°sectnd 1OCking a '
atT^S EtOtt
-one by C. u made four first dowris !
!»xt,4B:Ssa as
Lyons, C. U <m°ri the Friar g0^ thln
on adaSn?Wa‘e for
“d CaptimShe U®e’ Al aerta°, fyards
,flrst piay g^yFn^^d the pud 2°'yai'd 
midflei,8-1^ Car^^
The kinking DlleI 1
X6S «”S"«a •■» c.„,
X.¥?‘- «««Sj umUIS; 
-?!"• - .,., ’ V-tS
Play
'made n 29-yard run to advance the 
' Friars to midfield. This was a brilliant 
'run, by O’Keefe who almost got away 
Ao a score.
Unable to gain, the Friars punted to 
■ Augusterfer, who fumbled on his 15- 
vard line when he was tackled viciously; 
hv Burns Providence tackle. Kutniewski) 
recovered for the Friars on the C. U. 15-,, 
Ardfi ne Croteau advanced the ball to 
;Se seven-yard line making eight yards)
°nBurnsUran downcast under O’Keefe’s’ 
rnmts and he nailed Augusterfer before , 
the latter was able to get started. Kut-; 
niewski running down with Burns, was’, 
“!dv to fall on the loose bail when 
the c. u. field general dropped the pig- ’ 
skin.
placement Kick lails
O'Keefe made first down on the C. U.
vard line. Croteau was unable to 
in through the hard charging O. U. 
forwards O’Keefe squeezed his way 
Through tackle to the 4-yard line. Croteau 
’Vrtempted to run around end, but the 
ir U right end, Ball, was too alert for 
th Friar interference, and Croteau lost 
e 6 yards O’Keefe tried to placement 
from the 15-yard line but his effort
I5'ent wide of the goal posts.
’ The strong C. U. line showed its true
hilitv in this goa.1 line stand, throwing ) 
! hack everything attempted by the Friars 
i through the Cardinals lines. '
i The^ Providence offensive hit a snag 
1 -tn a touchdown only four yards away
-throw an early opportunity to gain a 
“d over this strong C. U. line.
Tandry received over this strong C, U.‘ 
Landy received a C. XJ. punt on liis
Iilie'ard line O'Keefe advanced the hall 
48'tne 49-yard line on a plunge through 
t0 line Providence was penalized five 
lheH, for taking too much time before 
ymmo’ uo and after a pass went astray, 
Se kicked to the Cardinals who re-
on their own 16-yard line.
The Friars stopped the attempted end, 
T „ nf Whelan and the Cardinals were
to ktek Landry received on his
forty and ran back s^yarfe «- 
" ^aCiUS Cr°’
their one-yard line when he
SECOND PERIOD
C. U. kicked from its eight-yard line 
and Providence received on its 33-yard' 
line. Gould attempted a pass to Bar­
barito but the latter was slow in getting 
down. A pass, Gould to Wright; gave; 
the Friars first down on the 19-yard line.’ 
This was a short aerial and caught thej 
' C. U.' defence fast asleep. O'Keefe made I 
- two yards on a. “spinner.” !
The Friars lost another scoring oppor-i. 
F'tunity when on fourth down and. three i 
yards to-go on C. U.’s 14-yard line, Bar­
barito was unable to make the necessary 
yardage.
C. U. was unable to make much head­
way and kicked to the Providence 40- 
yard line, where Gould was downed. ■ 
Barbarito swept between end and tackle) 
behind good interference to C. U.’s'47-; 
yard line. O’Keefe made a first down on j 
the 44-yard. The'Friars offensive, which J 
had lost effectiveness when near its op- ' 
ponent’s goal line after staging sustain- ■ 
ed drives, suddenly came to life and was j 
tearing the C. U. -line for consistently; 
short gains.
' 1
Delvecchio in Game
DelVtecchio entered the game for the \ 
Friars and he made a first down on C. i 
U.’s 37-yard line. Here C. U. put up a j 
strong defence. Gould attempted to kick ; 
but the Cardinal forwards came in fast ; 
and blocked the kick on their own 47- 
yard line and three C. U. players fell on . 
the loose ball.
Whelan made a first down on Provi­
dence’s 42-yard line. This was the first 
down made by the Catholic University !
' team thus far in the game. Whelan at- J 
tempted a pass but Barbarito inter- ! 
oeped for the Friars on his 20-yard line, 
i O’Keefe punted for the Friars to C. U.’s 
j 33-yard line; Unable to make any yard­
age on end runs, C. U. was forced to kick. \ 
Gould received and he was downed on f 
his 36-yard line. O’Keefe returned the 
kick and C. U. received on the 35-yard i 
line. The Cardinals tried a pass but 
Gould intercepted on Providence's 45- 
vard line and ran it back to C. U.’s 36- 
yard line to put the Friars again within ( 
scoring distance. Augusterfer inter 
cepted a Providence aerial just as the 
half ended.
No score at end of half.
THIRD PERIOD
C. U. kicked off to Providence which 
leceived on its 31-yard line, Croteau at­
tempted a run around end but before 
he could get started, Ball. C. U. end 
came through and fell on the ball on 
Providence’s 16-yard line when Croteau 
fumbled when swamped.by a group of C. 
U, players. Whelan made a first down 
on the -five-yard line. After three at­
tempts at the line had failed, Captain 
Sheary scored from the two-yard line 
for the first touchdown of the game. 
Sheary missed the extra point. Score C. 
U. 6, Providence 0.
C. U. kicked off to the Friars, who re­
ceived on their 11. A series of Providence 
plays brought the ball to the 31-yard j 
line. Here the drive was halted and 
when O’Keefe attempted to punt a group 1 
of C. U. players broke through to block !'■ 
the ball, but Wriglit recovered for Provi- j 
dence on his 26-yaud line..
The Friars kicked to Augusterfer, who 
was downed on the 35-yard line.
C. U. was given first down when the r 
Friars were offside when Sheary of C. U. ' 
attempted to kick from his 42-yard line.
C, (j, lee;?’Veil ■ another break when 
Landry of' the Friars fumbled Capt. 
Sheary $ kick on the eight-yard line, giv­
ing the Cardinals first down, when two 
C. U. players fell on the ball eight 
yards away from the Dominican goal.
Ufa thews G acs Out
Lou Mathgws, dependable1 Friar cen­
tre, was .injured on this play and he 
was relieved by Jack Schott. "
Two plunges by Sheary and Whelan 
j brought the Cardinals to the four-yard 
line. Sheary brought the ball to the two- 
yard line but Jankowski’s bid for a 
touchdown was stopped by Joie Wright 
Friar halfback, who stopped the at­
tempted end run of the C. U. back on
’ two-yard line.
O’Keefe made a beautiful kick from 
behind his goal, line for 60 yards. Au- 
gusterfer, C. U. quarterback, fumbled 
when he was tackled by Roberge, Friar 
end, and the other Friar wing, Drom- 
goole, recovered for the Friars on c. U's 
40-yard line.
Landry made five yards between left 
end and tackle to put the ball on C. U s 
35-yard lme.
, The Friars threw away another scor- 
. mg. opportune when Schott made a 
ybad pass from centre and Ball, C U end 
; recovered on his 39-yard line. The third 
■penod ended with C. u. in possession of 
ball on its 49-yard line, !
Score C. U. 6, Providence 0.
foikxh
Shealy kicked to the Friars who re- 
I ceived on their 21yard line. Providence 
returned the kick and the Cardinals re­
ceived 40-yard line. They were unable 
to gain and the Friars got the ball bn
the 36-yard line through Sheary’s kick. !
Sloane made a first down on Provi­
dence s 47-yard line. Gould was thrown 
j1’ ty°-yard loss. Drive was halted here 
anq tne Friars were forceci ,to kick Au_
Droom^n , lumbled Gould’s kick and ! 
g Ole ^covered for the Friars on ■
fivevaSrds3fnaidfFUVe' °’ U' was Penalized .’
cans to^b2 i «ffSIde’brillgingtheDomini- 
vards he28,"yaId Ulle- Sloane lost four 
15-vard bn bVeCChi0 bl'°«ght H to the 
cent™ niM® uY 3 mlgW tllrust a* «*; 
ball o°f Ule llne' Delveccbio carried the 
iimbes§a7 an2 hS advanced within two
t f a down °n the 14-yard 
line. He made first down on the next 
Ptonge at centre on C. U.’s ll-yard line.’
Captain Sheary of the Cardinals called '■ 
j time out with the Friars at the shadow ; 
j o his goal line, O’Keefe, who was taken ’
I out Of the Friar lineup at the end of the'
thud period, was sent back into the 
i game, replacing Sloane. O’Keefe made ‘
I two yards through centre bringing the 
Friars to C. U.’s nine-yard line.
Again Lose Chance
Again the Friars spoiled a scoring op­
portunity ■who" O’Keefe fumbled on the 
C. U. 13-yara ne.
Unable to n, the Cardinals punted 
to the Friars ■„ y received on their 39- 
Gc A t,')rev' a 14-yard pass 
to Wnght givX ; tile Friars a first down
onCUs49-.ya .irne
-Ilg ■ ’ Jh. halted "the advance 
of the Briars and Gould punted to CU’s i 
14-yarq mark v/herb th" ball went off­
side. Delvecchio threw Janowski for a 
four-yaui loss The -Cardinals punted 
to Gould eld and
ran !iift ball . ,,, s eo-y.-rd .ilne_ ■ 
oheary intercept--; Lie ■I-’s pass on CU’s 
40-yard line . ended.,
-Score: Cainc^c v ’-rsity; Provi­
dence College o. ., .. . j
Summary:
catholic univ.
PROVIDENCE
Fleming ,
G^°SS l.e. PnrA
Contor 71*t* l.t. Bur^Se
White log- 1-g. Ka-h S
pf“nS r.°g. /' /the/13™
£aSn r*l. r.’t.* Jutniewski
Augusterfer r*® r-e. Gifif®
Jankowski ’ lhbb‘ Grot^
Sheary m r h b. °-teau
-P-B- O’Keefe
^^esiois: x
Catholic Dnic. o o *
■^Wvn: Cathol.c Uinv ° 6 ° -’ 6
Substitutions : C th 7 • all)
for Lyons,Nall ® °llc Unic.; Beiiinger
zo
Gearty. Pa for ?iVnn "°ss ,^raatz/oviSence: s ^u,Whelan for
"arbarit/L/?/ for /te/ /barit° for 
for “athews, S®“°ls for gght Sloane for 
for O’Keefe.’ for
(Tuff ,/nkhart (fartni ft®>- .1: H.E.
Dorman (Mass state/’ iinegman.. A.H 
feS of periods,. Eo- , c
i5-minute.
DOMINICAN ELEVEN ENJOYS GOOD YEAR
Providence College Wins Four 
Games, Loses Two, and 
Ties Two.
dence CollJSotba11 seas°n found Provi-. 
team in Its fhnrfPmExented by the best 
cans Won^our 2 hlstory' The Domlnl- 
two in eighXuJT*’ 1OSt two and tied 
number or game? «’ +Thls ls the Ieast 
l0svY» any season haVe
^V^r^^d^Vermont, S, .'
; 2nelVed trom HoTv r7hUe defeate 
H^versity. °Iy Cr°ss ana Catholic
ifWgss
1 o- their victory Tn +i-.«
thehpA a Same, the ph,/* , n tlle
bSuehXthe
The a scoreleas tie0PPOTtunitir
oTSi the 1931 cam- 
! si°n 2 t 2 h°Pe to ^d climb .
of the football world " divi’
’ The FriaKn^ Tie R«tgers
wick° Ne‘et ataN°ewPBaytas
Holy c,D xt canie the an 2? , w Bruns-
ssgsFsasSF™"
i-srsS&'w^W;
lisX8 2 aEr°^heVermoht WasX^® ' 
opposed and 2 UniversUv d eated 
idefcated recoroeuFriars spoiled n next 
n«s 25 to t aTby trounPin„ d.?ts ’Ju-
-£** to 0,
Next came the tie with Sprino-fiSi 
and following this game, the Friars 
played their first home game of the sea 
..son, swamping c. C. N. Y. 4S to 0. Catho­
lic University defeated the locals here 
6 to 0 in the final game of the campaio-n 
for the Dominicans.
Only four players will be lost by grad­
uation. They are Peter Gilligan and 
“Franny” Dromgoole, ends; Edward Mar- 
dosa, guard, and Capt. Owen Callahan 
tackle.
? Callahan Injured
Callahan did net see much service this 
season. because of an injury. Gilligan 
and Dromgoole alternated with Dexter 
Davis, a junior, at end, while Mardosa 
was a substitute.
Dick Burns and George Boyle will be 
available to replace Capt. Callahan at 
tackle, and Davis will be ready for an 
end berth.
The backfield will return next fall in­
tact. and with the experience garnered 
during the recent campaign, the Friar 
Iball-toters should go places in 1033. The 
'line was the strongest defensively in the 
history of Friar football, and it'should 
have another good season next fall..
• ■ Joseph Wright, halfback, will captain , 
next year’s team and Donald Mattassa I 
will be the Varsity manager.
Th’ record for th” season follows: 
Providence........... 6 Rutgers ................... fi
Providence.................. « Vermont ...........
providence................™ nwpH... f)
Providence................25 Boston University., a
Providence................14 2'flMfieMCE ......... 0
Providence.............. ° pp ingSe1^-............ 0
Providence................4® Catho1k?’r7.............. 0
Providence............. Catholic U..................... .. g
Total...............-110 Thial ................. 44;'
Staten Island Boys Honored by Friars
Dominic Mattassa, left, and Joseph Wright, right, were named manager and captain /
Providence College football team yesterday, Wright was a unanimous choice for the captaincy.
Staten Island, N. Y.
JOE WEIGHT,
HALFBACK STAR, NAMED
FRIAR FOOTBALL CAPTAIN
Veteran Player Well Liked 
by College Student Body
26 Awarded Letters; Dominican 
Five Leaves Today for 
New York Trip.
N. OSeph M. Wright of staten islanri - 
^oviden^8 ®Jected :-Ptain of the 1933
Meeting‘X C?llege rootball team, kt's 
■ W«ghtSls a 2ermen -vesf'PSay,1
a regUlar n-n and he has 'zWnBaD0tW° PrIar 6leVen dUring'^e
Staten ’ Island wl®®5®’ wbo a!'"° livea in ’ 
®?t year’s 'Varsitv +aamed manager of.
Wfiftht’Q ,vai&1ty team.
, the tootblu f?tiOn to th® caotaincv of ;
tv? ?»“f ss??-,.
^^asnis?^ «Sf-
j Besides be?00 -5a!1 Carrier 
fecent ca^ toe
out 01
‘nembershof t?®®11 °»e o^thf8 pounds,
^.st two 2?i e Friar eS,'th st«rdiest
«iBs&J«SWgy 2
He has played on the Dominican 
junior varsity basketball and baseball 
teams during the past two years. Despite 
his many outside activities, Capt.-elect 
Wright has maintained a high scholastic 
1 standing. He was president of his class
■ during his' second year and is a member 
of the Providence College Metropolitan
Club. ... „ , .Prep School Captain
He came to Providence by the way of 
Augustinian Academy in Staten Island 
where he starred in football, basketball 
and baseball. He captained the football 
team in his senior year.
■ Mattassa who was named manager, 
is'A graduate'of Port Richmond high 
school where he participated in foot­
ball' baseball and track. He refrained 
from participating in athletics upon ma­
triculating at Providence College.
Twenty-six players and Manager George 
Boulard were awarded letters by the ath- 
Fetic association. Only four of the letter- 
men will be lost by graduation. They arc 
222 Gilligan and “Franny” Dromgoole, 
ends Capt Owen J. Callahan, tackle, 
“id Edward Mardosa, guard. ,
Lettermen Named
. list of the lettermen:Following is a 1 “ o£ Pittsfield,
Captaili. Owen^J. Caua*«nLewi5ton- Me .
Mass.; Ed"'.a?d Mai , el Dexter Davis of 
Peter GUbg» of Fa’ gchott Q{ New„k, N. 
Bast, providence- Jot New Haven, Conn., 
j.: Anthony Baib«« J . charJes BurdgeGeorge Aoyle of Passaic Raymond
of Warren: 'Charles O^Kee . hew£,
Croteau, both of r owren. all of Grans- 
Carroll G<’?1<lnaSect Joseph M. Wright of tail?; Captam-elect. Roberge of Bns-
Staten Island. - • - p-gianc of Flushing. L.toT Conn.; T,he°^? New Bedford. Massh Abe 
I ■ Paul Healey o . Richard Burns of Wai- welt of Paterson, N. J-“ ,al Fal)s; Francis 
wick; Omer Lan^y Kutniewski. Irving Katz- 
Dromgoole. WU> Oharles Rennick, Wallace 
nelson. Peter 0°“ ' . George Boulard, all cf 
pianka and Manage
Providence. - -
J__ ___■*'''

Boston University NEWS
Gridmen Choose        
  All-Star Teams   
 From Opponents
j This is the time of year when sports 
writers, making their last good-bye ges- 
f ture to old man Football of 1932, include
I in their copy their selections of mythical 
“all” teams. This year the selection of 
an all-opponent team has been made for 
the News by three outstanding players
I on the Scarlet and White varsity eleven.
I The trio, consisting of Capt. Carl “Whit­
ley” Clem, Dan Harrington and Gus Le- 
yTuern, were asked to submit three teams 
bf their own selection.
I By mere coincidence the teams submit­
ted by Clem and Harrington are identical 
fin every respect. However, the selection 
of Gus LeGuern, star 1932 quarterback, 
carries six different opponents.
The three varsity players were unani­
mous in their choice of flve rivals: Cou- 
■ hig and Chesnulivitch of Boston College 
at right tackle and left half; McGonaglei 
of Tufts at right guard; Aultman of Gen-i 
eva at left end; and O’Keefe of Provi­
dence at fullback. '
Four Providence men found places on 
LeGuern’s eleven, whereas the same . 
number of Boston College players lead 
the team of Harrington and Clem. Gen­
eva comes next with two men on each 
team. 3
In picking the toughest opponent of , 
the year,. Harrington and LeGuern get j 
together in the selection of Providence
, College against the Geneva choice of 
AU men agreed that the Tufts 
and New Hampshire contests were the
.best played games of the year from a 
U. point of view.
/tePt'hralI~'PPponent l>ne-up selections of 
ithe three Terrier regulars are as follows:
Ire-TosUB .Hcaring,On LeGuern
| rt—Ccuhig (B C)....................rKn,0X
he—Aultman" ' Burns (Prov )
qb—Grahame (rJ \ ' -Wultman (Geneva)
hhb-CbesnuleviUh ' Gould (Pr°V\>
rhb—Clayman (Tufu^3 Ch«nulevitch fB.C.
I fb—O'Keefe (Prov\........... Barbarito (Prov.)
’__ _ ■ O'Keefe (Prov.)
OMER LANDRY,
ST. RAPHAEL STAR,
PICKED FOR HONOR ROLL
IDEAL SCHOOLBOY 
ATHLETE IS SECOND
FROM THAT SCHOOL
___________
The Observer Selects Paw­
tucket Youth from 15 Out­
standing Leaders.
BY THE OBSERVER
From a list of 15 outstanding Rhode 
Island schoolboy athlete-students who 
. are being graduated this month from 
* 13 of the State’s high schools, the Provi­
dence Journal today announces the se- 
, lection of Omer Landry of St. Raphael 
1 Academy, Pawtucket, as the sixth mem- 
her of its annual Honor Roll. Landry, 
an inspirational leader both in the class- 
room and on the athletic field, has been 
1 accorded this distinction over the 14 
other candidates for the post because, 
in the Journal’s opinion, he measures up 
most closely to the ideal schoolboy ath­
lete. His selection marks the second 
time in six years that a boy has brought 
similar honor to the little Pawtucket 
school. Dona Maynard, now an out­
standing athlete and student at Holy 
Cross College, was picked as he was grad­
uated from St. Raphael in 1929.
In June, 1927, the Journal announced 
Its first Honor Roll selection. He is 
Frederick W. Mulvey who that year was 
graduated from East Providence high 
[school. ----------- !
Adds Incentive
' The Journal instituted the Honor Roll
Sway'
the schoolboys of Rhode Islandi to
a degree of lence In tn
work which would comp r .c ljnes_
, with their effort al°“°t enters the field 
From the time a boy ®st erne under
of .scholastic ^^/representatives, 
the scrutiny of Journal his
Throughout his hl«h J5 attltude 
conduct as an |‘,d ls obServed
both on and off the uem ■ CQn. 
carefully. In ol^®r 5oll nominee, he 
sideration as an H J charitable i
tote1 his "play* upon the ®®ld must
Based on Excellence _
It always is the bppefo°fth “journal 
keep the watch on him Honorthat he may be nominated for the^H
Roll. The nomination must com
his principal. pacb "^Jstatr/is in- 
school headmaster in° tl e ln Ws
vlted to name the boy or jci ted 
graduating classes who has pa ined
Jn athletics and who has mai 
high marks throughout his corn 
■nrincioal’s recommendation nllDilffion the
and on his knowledge athletics,
the boy both in and out pUriehtto 
The Journal merely reserves arnong
pick the outstanding boy from amon0 
those who are named. Honor
in selecting Landry as Ls 1932 Bnced I
aphievements of St B Pl Weal
all seasons. He has Deen a ,d
of the teams which he ha, capta
and his principal, his teach .Uy
coaches and schoolmate “ r the 
proud of him. He is a me 
student council and, par 
tag the past year, he has to ,Varsity< 
standing member of tne * th acad- 
teams which have represep1 ®d jd player) 
emy. He starred as a backfield & the- 
on the football team. He He
back court for the basketball Rhode
■was one of the fastest sprint„r ber
Island schoolboy circles as sDring,of the track team. And, this spring, 
he has been a consistently fin® P 
er in centre field for the baseball team 
which he captained, ..........+—■
Important Cogs inProvidence College Grid Machine
Joe Wright, backfield luminary, on left, and Bill Kutniewski, a guard. Wright can be found at the right spot most all the time and Bill is a sturdy blocker and tackler. Joe hails from Staten Island. Kutniewski is an Olneyville lad.
JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL
FRIAR JAYVEES WILL
| PLAY YALE TODAY
tfLvidence College will send its first 
Juiiilr ’Varsity football team in history 
into action at New Haven today 
thet Tale Jayveea. The squad headed by 
Coich Joe McGee will leave this morn” 
InJfit 10 6‘clock for New Haven. The 
came will start at 1 o’clock. After this 
Sorftlt payers on both teams will go I 
to *tl{e 'Yale bowl to witness the Yale- 
Ch|cstgo game. The Friarsjwlll be guests 
Of the Yale A. A. at this contest., .
Following Is the Dominican linwp, 
which will face the Yale JayveeSj.i fSUniewsli. left end; McCarthy, left
$$ koSon.lngVZM; SutoS:
, Btfc fcs riSt enhi'K
eBnhman.'hgbt halfback, and. Mona- 
nin. |t^|baclii j
Game played: October 8, 1952
DOMINICAN JAYVEES
lose at new HAVEN
(Special to the Providence Journal)
New Haven. Conn., ,Oct.‘8.*-Cllve) Du­
val, substitute quartert^ck scored the 
oniyf touchdown of .the game today be­
tween the Yale and Providence College 
junior ’Varsity teams, giving the Eli ft 
6 to 0 victory Duval crossed tne visitors 
goal lihe in the second period, closing a 
series of small gains for about 30\ards.
■ The summary ;
YALfc j v. («) Prov. college\o»
Lsvv.'l. e.................... .. •McCrudden J. t......................I t., McCarthy.
Munson 1. e.../..............(..... 1. g. Morrison
Beane, c ........ ........... . ................... c.. Tierney
Eikus. ..................I........... r-, a.. Clancy
Tarlton, ft....................... . ...... r; t., Sullivan
Pierson, r e...................... ............. e.. McCann
Tdwle, q. b............... ... .. I----- . •.. <V Nopn
Edmonds. J. h. b........j..... 1. h. b.. Caffrey
Anthony...r. h. ----- h. b.. 81m ne
Nikkei f. b. .............J........ .. .f. b Monahan
Score bv nerioda ........... 1 2 3 4 r
Yale ...............A .... 0 6 0'0—6
Touchdown: Yale^-Duyal (aub for Tow«>. 
Referee—Frechette* unipire — Hall. Field 
ludee-t-Oaliardi. Linesman—Morcaldi.Tim­
or nerioda—16 minutes. , i‘ {...... •-
Game Played: October 22, 1932
See page at end of St 
Lawrence Varsity 
Game
FRIAR JAYVEES 
 BEATEN BY DEAN
 _ _________ I'
I Bobbie Mudge Strs in 19-0 
i /Victory Scored Academy ...
l - Eleven;I ’ ' ~ '
(Special to the Pj-ovicUr c.j Jouri al) ) i 
Franklin. Mas*.? Oct? J1 — The Dean 1
Aeadernly football team defeate 1 the ij 
Providence College Junior Varsity pleven 
18 to 0 here today. Bobb e IV udg •, for­
mer Westerly high all-ktound a hide, was 
a main factor in Dean's’ tri it:iph.. ; i
Ui?*.bran eleven scorer n th? first'. :
: second land fourth perlbcs. The Friar
. jayveesj failed to show any offensive I
' strength and play was mostly in? their !
: territory. -I
Dean ,scored shortly after tie opening; 
kick-off when Gates tojal the bail On' 
hlslOeVard line and ran 15 yards to i
| Providence’s five-yard bnatk Within i 
j three pljtys. Gates scoredlthe first touch- 
' down, j ;
1 The i Friars were deep tr heir own 
territory midway in the sexmd period 
and Shanahan was forced Ito punt; from 
hls-goni line to the 28-yaU lme. Mudge 
made a first down on the 11-yard I mark 
and the match'continue u’itil jSpjth 
went over on a short llnle p u ige
An aerial. Spath.to Horn. if er iylurige./j 
made brilliant * runbach o: a ipijntf"
i brought Dean its third j set r< ins thei 
fourth period The pass w vs goefd fdr !
-’() yardk Horn catching tin, bail in' 
Providence's 20-yard line aid running I 
the remaining distance for a koii./ I
Noon jnd Slotuie were till• outstanding 
players for the Friars. I II
li DEAN PRO\lI>KNCfc
ACADEMY< D*> ■ COtLEO C)J-/JO|'0',,
MaMowsil. i. ». ® .1
SbteW'. t.| i ................................. .. MvtS-’1' , I
Cain. t J............................... Ji-. Tsrnr
Pike i ID..................................L,. .r I-,
Vian, r. e; ......... .......... .1.1 ■ *k ’ I
Whelan «, b........................... ;.«i , I
Gates. 1: «....;.................... .1 1 Shat »h»« 1
iConcaonoM. i b............... . f. b. . Sekol ,1
Dean Academy........... « 7 t ' g I
Tmichdowna Dean 'c ,l!'IS v I
Apatli. Horn Point after tom h So ti « if 
idropktckji '' , • ,,,,»Dki 1
fliibsntsi ions’ Dean Ilayde Io Vs* 1’"tor J 
sMtinal.er Ar MSvete, Dixon »t{d 1
:«liielri*, jj'ore,mu and Di Aiinih Jo. .a 4
Brannon l id O'Dowd foi Matin nl. (Or (
Willson foy Chan. Monahan sintl Ci rrls-’f’ |
Vian Y iiihi'vJ and DiAnaitmilI if P Ite y! . ,. i 
' for Whaldil., Blocklen for 8pa!l» . ’iAhnnWt ‘ j
Hom. Pallhii for Mituntar. «t h n-fo* L I 
i\jiin«n, Mndgi (or Gate’, ri.r. I
Piny idrfij’i' College .1 V -~Wr«n!:« 0J1, f
ne.v, I,eBl*,|ic for Caltrey Attaint k fcr, I 
!don. Dawlsi' for McCarthy, Now *,r ,,’fofsjl 
hail. Sloan' tor Bokolonakl. Dam irupbhi jp(:l 
Adamick. (ieljeil for Morrison fi ‘t»G I 
Pranks. fjiiftrev for ijcBISn . „n.|
bainpiopoiP. McCarthy for Lyn|lr • • Mod ’ f 
foi Noon, ’fmkohiw skI lor Bloaln, MonrlW | 
Hebert, Iiopre (or Clancy. :8tnn«ha>' J 
Tchler, j.|_ | *, ,1
fteferee ; i Duplin empire ’UteS” 1 
D'-inilVKevIctnaii :cr«
P.C. JAYVIES 2-0
Prep School Team Wins at 
Danvers on Safety in 
Third Period.
,!'Pecia: to the Providence Journal 1 
n.nuris jlvs . Oct. 27.—St. Johns’
ticp dermtetj Providence College Junior
I
vncMty 2 to o in a battle here today on
ven(,‘ri)e?..hrhi Ihe SOf£gy golnR prr* p‘Uiri team from making con- 
»b»fX ^’!ns b? rushing. St. Johns had 
flrv. TeilSlVe marR>n by-registering 'll 
men °Wns to r°ur hy the Friar Fresh-
Pertor^JOl7'.,’ Won the Pam«f ln th* third 
Noon tm K’cG«ttrlek blocked it kick bv 
Provirt- "rovlricnce quarterback which Une Covered on?he' ode yard
Unto kieie > _Ilext p5ay JPwl^-noe twent 
his c<v.|K. -TOatSon wi'ihWO&ft back of 
wet ban ln\ lhe combaatton of the 
to drrto h»«w*«vsed Noon
np Wh»NoOn picked
f5ettrick * „ ?e Uas taokhWhard by Mc- 
bls track. . Randan aft thrown ln
*«tKs fOr a safety. ' j^,
The punting of WarrcnWWiulfrey reat- 
| tired, the St. Johns backf. averaging 35 
to 40 yards per kick. ;Capt. McDermbtt 
and McGettrlck shone for the 1 home 
team and Terney and Noon for the vis-. 
Itors. f •j-—'" ' '
The summary:
ST JOHNS PROVIDENCE
I PREP '2> COLLEGE JAWEES (0P
, Veii".. I e. ... L 4 , Stancaloofus
Bi-sllv. 1 ? .........  i .... 1. t., McCarthy
Cronm. 1 6- ............ ...................... .1- R.. Clancy
i.Asfvnrrt. cj .. ..............i............ c„ Morrison
Rawdsll. r. r . .................. r. r. Mullins.
MrOett-ek r »........... r t.. Sullivan
• Med* r*hr r e........... .».»*../ r. London
! Hn rams. i«J b................ ...........'iAbqjK
r»rtrtri<«n r h . .. ZX - r. lv. ImB’anc,
s<»,. I, p,,.o», ? j ; <
rf”L„c, Sto A.;;4no»7v
Substitutions St. John's prejc-McDermott 
for’Veilv Perrin* for Cronib. Mastrolia for 
p»rrin Me»aervey for Aytward; Minnehan for 
HaJdail- Rlterhon&p forj .McOettrlck;. Crane 
Mr McCarthy; B. McDermott for Crane; Feel- 
Iv for Harding; Stone for MulVey. Lynch for* 
” f ot.rrio for Lvncfi: Gagnon for Sav- 
S’°ne Providence College Jayvees—-Tierney 
*?ge\,Tnm4° Muileavv for Morrison; Josephs lorSnc"?; ?.mtalootua for^ncj^g l^ 
German fdr^Noon; Cattfe? for Ee»t*«c
if 1 for Sloane: Mcbahan fOrJ^TY/
1 Referee--T.;rrh»n Umpire—
Game played: October 27, 1952
FOO TBALL
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
VS.
PROVIDENCE
 
Saturday, November 12, 1932, at 2 p.m.
Cycledrome 2143
GENERAL ADMISSION 55 CENTS [tax included}
FRIARS FUMBLE 6-0 VICTORY TO CARDS
John "Foot” Ball Gets Loose Pigskin on 16-Yard Line and Later Scores Goal
Pigskin >n?1^Tar<i One art;
< ? LaterSoores^oai,
■ ’• jf ’j V • ~~
BV MICHAEL J. THOMAS
’ ••' krill'' h’lwi'W’Cie’’ name- ol ^caggSUMMfiie 
S^'STffi&S’eal!“£™ »
at^r^LiroAeF ye-iorde*1 Wntihe re* Smd ahnoet every b?wfe 
Ills way, -whether « ?7 S P ■
cosing player <»•.'$?:■*
feS WMM “SMHS’jmS k 
SfoSfiferftSSJ:
paring,goal. : ’: • '• / *-j .
Ball csets Score i
Three thrusts we g^c^° Cre­
dence forwards ftt ttoo* the 
treat*., Capt. * jor“‘ 3 se
ting, into .a* m*ss *o P Jnta the Prov!*
83M&SS$w'rw'»• 
“SSSg-^g-w« 
gttRMtw*tfpj/gg^Sa
alder any cherlti-■“~r £,e! ernes 
.at, what wgul« h^rts
'had the Jfrlanr +«??* ■ ftr-,:
hut they just wcuWnt do 
^ithta haonity tb tw*«J^>e2»» 
onnortuattle* csn.> traced tt®,
C.U. TRIPS FRIARS 6-0
■(For-them it was- their last garnet ol the 
season, and under, the circumstances, it 
wgs a hard contest to loee. They can- 
Cain'Some consolation in that-they MS 
the better' '.of the -fplny, outrushtog the 
opposition throughout'aha making nine* 
first downs to ■' four. Thu*,' the ' 1832 
Providence CoSIegef team goes down into 
history with a record tor four victories,
. two tics and two defeats, in'eight games 
played.^ . -to . -i> .
.}•' - \Frlsrs Hsccik’Attack ’ --
C, V.’» \epcrtcd| powerful .offensive 
was checked at evfry turn by the hard* 
charging Dominican torwarttk who 
i turned in another excellent perform- 
ar.ee. Tommy Whelan, the Ceidinals*.
! aspirant for All’American honors, was 
Ihtldsat bay. AU in all, ft was an off 
iday for the C. V..offensive-but• its one 
virtu*--was that it made good : the one 
scoring opportunity it had. -' i : -.. y '
- Providence had five good-' fleering
change, css-in the amt-period; two to, 
•tha-owoad.and one in hath 'the'third 
and fourth-quarter*.,./ • I \ « h ; '.-
- fa the first period tfeo 'Prlara started 
a drive from midfield to c.U-’«toW’ 
yard ttfi* Wfeer* no further (advene* 
ccuid,<be made; through tbeybejayy op* 
posing,,,forwards. On fourth down.
I O'Keefe dropped hack to the lS-yard for 
a placement hick hut his; .attempt was 
wid* of 'the uprights. O’Keef*. started
-1 the -PWars -on this drive when remade 
a brilliant 35-yard run around hls right 
' cad to.C. V.’s 13-yard line. -©’Etotoe al-
■ most got a way.-to'a soar® hut fee was 
downed 'with only Augusterfer and Jan*
I kowskl in Ws path, ■ ,i ■ ■ •' .
; cards Halt IWs
.'. -croteatt followed O’Sscto witbjs nin®’-- 
yara gain aUo around right. entt to the 
sis.yard line, ■ Two plunge* hy pJSeafe 
brought the Friars to the four-yw Un* 
hut here the raarbh was. stoPiM/l ”
■ Wy t» The firit period wacidmost-. 
wholly in C. V. territory as Wr&s.dl* 
nalH only oboe Srt post midfield> and 
that was near.the end of the quarter 
when they .advanced to Providences 41*
! yard •«»»*..; s • - • . -] j
• - -Shortly-aftor the eecond period_btart» 
cd the fcrtaw-jegmn were lb ctoC”, :;n
■ e’tisn'wfeea apse? ,C. u. punt gave the®
cm'down.'on tosh adversaries’ $<yard ’ 
'mark- • A pass, Gould to Wright, brought 
jthe'.homsst-r;.; .'rat • down on C.. U. s
gg-yard line end plunges by O’Se^sf* ad­
vanced them to within laiyatdsipf the. 
Cardinals’, goal hut hereto* letter put 
up another stonewall defence/ J
A After receiving C. AJ.'a punt the' Wars' 
storied another march -tcwArds th* en« 
Stoy's, goal hut after progressing 25 
ytody by-vlrtuy of a atrong offensive .to
■ -dinelsf mark,.jib* rtwt*;- -
!ihg defence syoin showed Lahlltyy in 
la pinch. Flay during to* tomair|dtr of 
th* second period was meetly ground 
midfield with th* Cardinals falling to 
mates any scoring threats.a ;
i Shortly*ft«r
SmSh&U '£«"«*£*jJJSR3» JS-yardcI b«fc- 
the entire isitora to 'the ■ two-
ffi£«d» alMmpfrtant 
new»ry. j an{jrJ fumble* j
c U. kept the play mostly In ?rovi* 
denes grtniria during the third P®£^ 
end near trie end of thia
dlnab were presented with *n®^
inff onndrtunitv when Lnnury .lupiucaSSW •» p'”"aBr;*-‘s’’""
-...>, -x!x recovered for «•
iters The Cardinals advanced to th 
Ular' one-yard line, but that wz? the 
Stent of their advance as Drew goole 
twice broke through to Stop C. U. (backs 
in their tracks, 1
fw«»fp -kicking from behind hia goal hnTStfu/a”beautifulCO-yar/punt 
' to Augusterfer 3*110 fumbled when r«® 
i Xs tackled by Roberge
covered for the Friars on C. u. s au-yaro 
lino To Site his team another cb« c® to 
score, but Jack Schott made a■ b« P—' 
from centre and the ever relUblt Bn»- 
fell on the free ball for q. u. ei to
^vWenw Jhade a great! bid U vici 
tory shortly after the Anal quartek got 
under way. staging a march from their 
a? v«rd line to C U.’o eight-yard line.£?S»" « s~a »««. o*«« 
fumbled on the t 7the Friara’ chances of at least * tie- /
TThirvnH?^53 13V $&© j /
Friars two other chances to score 1®7"® 
K pertod-but the Dominicans 
right on the job to return the fumjj| •
The summary: i ' ''ni,r/^cV
CATHOLIC UNI- . £*$^015 iiQ'
VSRSJTT <6» .c |/c.; Bcberse.
Fleming.-J. •«............ ...............'../J. t. Bums
Gross, 1. t....... .......... .■•••, g«teneue»
I Coster. 1. S' • ■ ’».......... ’ ’ ‘ ’ -J.-.c.. Mathew?.
i White, c. x,. ■•••••••• • • • Kutniewski
Flynn, r, t,-------'.t. e- Glfikan.
Ball. r. e...... ■ • • •.........•/’”t>., LandryAugusterfer, fl. to..,.. , h emtesu
wbeidn. t. h . 7 b./wmiu
Jankowski; r. b -........» &,. O'Keefe
Shea ry J c t. f. b- • • •»• y ‘ ‘ ‘ \
Score by periods. / i 3 4
Catholic .University/. • ■ 0 _ B»ll,
Touchdown: c*S^nicnnn5rslty —■ F- 7ih- 
Substitutlons: Crtholic goss forinter for Lyons/N«»yforwo*^g Jor jjj-osa. 
BiiUnter. Geara for WhalJ®; v wialen 
Fraets for Bgu. Coilesd-Coula, -tor
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